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INTRODUCTION 

I 

I T is becoming a generally accepted principle among nwdem critics, 
that any nwestigation of a literary ordei· should start considering 

the work of art as an integral and undivided whole. 7'he false notion 
which established a sepamtian between the idea the author wished 
to express, and the way or style in which he expressed it, has proved 
absurd when intended to further any serious understanding of good 
litemture; it is being replaced by the emphasis which is now given 
to the fundamental principle or idea, which is the soul of the· body of 
words, and to which all the elements of composition ( plot, characters, 
background, idea.~, ima.ges, lang1wge itself, meter and rhythm) are 
f inally conditioned. 

Acc01·ding to this conception the langiiage o{ literature and its 
style at'e inseparable, just as a person 's being and his idiosyncrasies 
form an undivided whole we call individuality, ancl at the best, when 
polished and dei,eloped, personality. 

lt is this fundamental prfr1,ciple that explains the wide diff erence 
we may observe between s·uch plays as <EDIPUS REx, a deeply hunut,n 
conception of life, in which man is seen in all the perspectives reason 
ancl pathos can a.fford; BÉRÉNICE, the aristocractic ancl kighly rational
istic play of Racine, where conflicts are discussed by the laws of a 
highly organized society; and TRISTAN UND IsoLDE, the rebellious con
ception of an age of rornantic and disconte11ted people, wkere human 
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condition ü analy.zed with the opposite principle of .:V coclassic tragedy: 
love and vassion confusing a11d iwvalidating the dictates of reason. 1 

Though the three works may be mcntioned as exarnples of 11:hat 
i.~ con.~idCl'cd as an integratecl artistic perf ection, the view of lif e the 
author.~ reflected in thcm, has infi¡scd itself throughont their elements, 
a.nd language has been f orced to exprcss the way of action the auth01·.~ 
wishe<l to .represent. 'l'hus Sophocles nwde use of discoursive logic ancl 
sensttous images in the constant succession of his dialogues and choral 
sveeche.~; Racine cast his tragedy in the uniqnc meter of thc French 
<tlexandrine with its perf ect eqnilibri-um o/ t we1t·c syllables clivicle,l 
by a central pause - a form which neverthcless proved flexible 
enoitgh within its invariability to e.rpress diff erent muele.~ of cJ;peri
ence; and lVagncr rcquirecl, for the expression of the dark pa.,.~ional 
utterances o/ his lot·crs, 1Jesicles abundant fowgery o/ et sensuo11s kifül, 
the flexible and ltighly suggestive language of music, whose tho1tsand 
tones lend thcmsclves to c01wcy a thou.~and dif f e1·ent emotional moods. 

The language of art, and therefote the <mthor's style, is not a 
fancy dress on a nakcd body, it is not smncthing accidental to it.: on 
thc cont·rary, it partakes of ifa intimate ,w,tltre, it cannot be revlaced, 
it is inevitable and ncce.~sary. 

Maybe it will be relevant here to touch on 1ww the artist forces 
language to adjiist itself to the fundamental idea of his work, whic.h 
is no othet· than his wa.y of f eeling . 

.tlll critics ,igree in ascribing to the literciry artist a greater sensi
bility th<in to the ordinary man. The incidents of daily lif e produce 
a deep and particular imprcssion on him, bccause he discovers in thcm 
a significan.ce which i.s 11ot perceptible to others. Thc quality of thi.~ 
discernme11t, in the case o/ a lyric poet - I shall latcr deal with the 
dramatic one - is such, that it provokes a pertttrbation in his whole 
being, mid cm irresistible <le.~ire to expre.~s it in worcls, so as to provide 
an outlet for his overflowing em.otional stress, and prei,ent it from 
1·emaining in.articulate. Othcnvi.~e it would neve,· yo further than the 
elerncrdary utteranccs of a scwage which lack the integrated perf ection 
of the work of art. lt is evidcnt that nmch thinldng is requircd in 
orcler to 01·ganize imprc.~sion.~ and to subject thcm to the control of 

1 See Francis Fergusson, The Idea o/ a Theater, for a complete annlysis of 
these plays. 
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meter and rhythm, so as to convey to others the peculiar quality of 
an emotion, in the most precise, universal, economic and concrete 
way. The presence of these characteristics constitutes good style. It 
may be argued that this is not true of all good poets; that many, for 
instance, appear vague or wordy in comparison with othets. In that 
case it is necessary to enquire whether vagueness and verbosity are 
1·eal defects or the result of a personal way o/ experience which could 
not have been described clearly because it did not occur to the poet in 
a completely definite way, - e. g., some semi-conscious states between 
sleep and vigil - or a manifold richness of sensations which cannot 
be exprcssed in a simple way, because it has awakened many associa
tions in the poet's mind. In so fm· as an artist succeeds in forcing 
u·ords to express the individuality of his emotion, he attains one of 
the greatest achiei·ements of literary art, good style, and writes a poem 
which is as perfect as it can be, though its theme be cormnon and 
unimportant. 

H ere we are confronted with another question. Is good style in
dividual style? I Jhink it is, since it is the 1·esult of applying an 
elaborate artistic technique to the expression of an indittidual way of 
f eeling, or at least, to a pe1·sonal assimila.tion and interpretation of 
someone else 's experience. 

One of the chie! devices an author has at his disposal when cx
pressing his personal ways of feeling is metaphor. According to the 
traditional rhetoric, rn.etaphor, as well as its ,nore explicit equivalent, 
thc simile, were considm·ed 01-naments in speech. Y oung students were 
taught Logic, the science of correct discoursing, and their attention 
was called to its handmaid, Rhetoric, which embellished the barc 
rational structure, and led to persuasion and conviction. Thus a writer 
or an orator in the midst of an argitment, would try to coni1ince his 
audience by drawing an analogy frmn a different range of cfrcmn .. 
. ~lances; but the poet's ways are not always as those of the logician, 
<tnd he is of ten imconscious of the act of cmnparison implicit in his 
metaphors. These, f OI' him, are only the definitions for the new quali
ties a poet spontaneoiuly discovers, they stand as symbols of his im
pressions, they are the only adjectittes - because they explain thc 
qiwlity of an object - which could have possibly described his percep-
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tions, or as Shellcy put it, "the way of marl.:ing the lJef ore u1w1>-
7>rchended relation.~ of things and pt1rpet1w.t-ing thei1· app1·ehension ". 2 

Therefore, as the poet is constantly discorerü1.g new qualities, he 
ü always in search of ncw way.~ of expression, a f act which accmmfa 
f or the creation of new wol'd.v, the u.~e of tho.~e alrea<ly existinr¡ with 
a. d-iff erent meaning, and tlze di1,regarcl of the rules uf gmmma·t and 
logical speech, to which some poets al'e liabl e precisely because thesc 
do not .conf onn to their way of experiencc. Bcsides, writers and critics 
lay a great emphasi.~ on the keenness of thc poet's .~e1ues, beca11se his 
sensuous perceptions are the stock a. writcr dispo.~cs of when wi.~hing 
to define his w<tys off eeling. 

l.Yhat I have said so far, al.~o applics in general to the noi·elist 
orto the playwright tlwuoh with one cHsential diff Úence, that in.~tead 
of giv-ing individ1uil expre.~.~ion to evcry particular cmotion, the objec
tit'e art-ist organi.zes his rich nucle1ts of accmnulated JJe1·cepti011s in 
one g1·eat work of literature, the style, plot and characters of which 
are in keepiny with the .~ense of lif e he has <liscerne<l in all his prct'ious 
contacfa with reality. Tlrn.~ ali the clernenfa of his cm11po.~it-ion becmnc 
symbols of a comple.r: system of emotions. ~ 

The f 1wdamental purpose of this introduction con ... ists in ex
plaining bricfly wlwt l hope the fUta1ysis of thc imagcs in Chri.~tophcr 
Ji'ry ',., plays ·will rel'eal. 

In hú 11w.~t t•alualllc u·orl~ on drama, 1'1-m lDE.-\ OI? A THEATER, .lfr. 
Francis I1'ergusson u·rotc: "'J'l,c proces.'/ of becoming acquainted ·with 
a. play is like ilwt of beco111i11g acquaúded with a person. lt is <m 
cmpirical <tnd ind·uctive woce.~ ... ; it .'lf<lrfa with the ob.~ervable facts, 
lmt instútctively aims a grasp of the t'Cl'!J lif e of thc machine which i . ., 
both deeper, and oddly eno·uyh, more immcdiate titan the s11rf ace 
appearanc.es offer." ·1 

'l'hu.~ l will tal.e an elcment of stylc, ll'hfrh has been li'aditiona/l y 
rcffered to tite voet's actfrity: mctaplwr and thc othe,· forms of im
ages which are akin to it, mul through their analy.~i . ., l wm fry to gire 
an intcrprctation of Fry's pla!f.'i. '1.'hc mctho<l has prol'ed i1sef11l in a 

2 Quoted hy 1\loody Prior in Tl,e La11guuge o/ Tragcdr. Chapter I, p. 12. 
3 Of course, there have heen remarkahle t·xceptions in which a lyric hecome~ 

a conden~ed expression of an exceedingly rirh and Ion~ acrumulated range of 
emotions. 

4. 1'· J]. 
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study of Shakespeare's works and personality, as well as in that of 
other authors, because the functions of images in plays are 'manifold. 

In the ffrst place, we have to distinguish between two classes of 
images: those of a transitory kind which are used to add emphasis or 
brilliance to any given moment in the play, and those of a more im
portant orde1·, which are related one to the othe·r and lwve a cumula
ti11e eff cct througlwut the play. These latte,- are 11sually called "1'e
current im<tges" or "key images", becau.~e of their consistency with 
the detennining elements of drama. 

One of tke f unctions of f igurative speech in general, and of '' key 
iniages" especially, is that of giving dignity and generality to a play, 
because in its very natitre, metaphor has thc powe1· of expressing the 
quality of an object in cm entirely different range of existence. 'l.'he 
repeated use of images in a play, especially when they are of a stately 
and transcendental order (.mch as na.ture and heavenly body image:~ 
in KING LEAR), produces an enlargement of the dramatic perspectives. 
A host of associations ocmr to the reade1·'s ,nind, the characters acquire 
cosniic i1nport, and a series of new implications are introductd into 
the dramatic strncture. 

When thc author choose.~ to lay emphasis on a certain enwtion 
or idea - the Ronwntics thougkt images should be introduced for the 
sake of passion; • and others subol'dinate them to thefr didactic pur
poses, he may con.dantly keep it befm·e his audience by means of the 
creation of a whole .~cheme of equivalent images, which, like an end
less succession of opposing mirrors, reflect an object. Or he may use 
them a.~ princ.iple of decorum, by whick 1 mean the nwnners and 
speech which are proper to a chctmcte1·. The Elizabethans, f or ex
mnple, who represcnted all the different ranges of people from 
kings down to the lowest clas.~es, saw that thefr image.~ were in keep
ing with the condition of those who uttered them. Decorum may also 
refer to the nwod or cfrcumstances of a character in any given situa
tion, as diff ering f,·om those of othe·1· chamcters. Images in, this re
spect may serve to give indú:idiutlity and complexity. Thus Shakes
pcare makes a highly dramntic use of them in Rm1F.o AND JULIET, 

5 In the Prefare to Tire Cenci Shelley wrotc: "In a dramatic composition the 
imagery and the passion should interpenetrate one another, the former being reserved 
simply for the fu)) development and illustration of the latter." Quoted by l\foody 
Prior in The Languagc of Tragedy, p. 244. 
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where the 7ot·er.~' ima,r¡cs as compared witll the other charactcrs 
(Capulet's for instance), are of a far more complicated order. With 
this Shakespew·e also stresses the conflict of the tragic charactcrs mHl 
introduces 1mler and motivation in his plays, so that those images of 
light which are as:.ociated with the lovers' happines.~ at the l,eginning 
of thc play, are 11wde to emphasize the tragic error ancl its recognifion 
nt the end, tlws showing the whole ironic rei•ersa.l of the action. 

1t is clear that in order to achieve thfa, the images introdttced hrll'e 
to be of a. clynamic arder, always pointing f onrnrd to the imfoldi11g 
of events, sometimes anticipating u·hat is to come, other.~ remindÍ1t(I 
ns of thinf}s 1Jast, and alwaus exceedit1gf,y flexible ancl vrecise so as 
to a·void waste of 1t'Orcls and express the inj'inite 1.•ariety of cmotional 
shades the autlwr is wishing to c.onvey. 

'l'hen, figure.~ of speech lead its to discern that (J'Uality of lile 
which is sometimes called the philosophy 01· moral view of a ·nTitcr. 
Who can help ascribing to Shakespeare a disg11st of the wicked u·ay.~ 
of man, a.fter analyzing his animal im..a.gcs in K1xo LEAR, in term.~ of 
·ll'hich he m.cmar;ed to describe the unnaforalne.~s and pen·ersity of 
{he whole sitiwtion? Ob,iectit'e and imper.~onal as the author may be, 
we ccm gmsp much of his personality through the careful anafysis 
of his figurntfre language. 

Finally, and this i.~ the last importami use of images I hai-c to 
mention, figlltcs of speech are e, wonderful u·ay of creating atmos
phere. A cvnsistcnt scheme of images is the psychological back
ground for a charncte1· to 11101.•e in, and one cannot but sense spirit1wl 
1ndrefc,ction in lÜ:.\ILE1' a.fter so many images are drawn from sic(,·ncss 
mid con·uvtion. 

Though ima.ges are so usefitl in the development of dramatic struc
tnre, it i.~ evident that 1chen they are not rer1uired a .. ~ neccssarv a1Hl 
inevitable to the other elements of composition ( vlot, chamcters, 
atmosphere, etc.), they gire a play rnany implications which the author 
did not even thinl. of, and the auclience is left with <t sense of infla
tion on one hand, and no dranwtic idea to .iustify cmcl suvport it on 
the other. Then figuratfre speech becornes a sort of loose dress on an 
exceedingly thin and destih1te body. 

Another danr;cr, which is akin to the f orme1·, líes in the pictorial 
or nmsical use some writer.s are bmmcl to nwke of image.~. 'l'ho11gh it 
is evident that words have a musical i·aluc, tliis should nevcr imvly 
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a sacrifice of their intellectiial meaning; in spite of the poet's efforfs,, 
the hannony of words will n.ever be as suggestive as the hannony of 
sounds_: then, specch 1nay be musical, as long a.~ it is precise and f aith
{11l to its primal'y purpose of exp1·essing the author's way off eeling. 0 

As regards the propensity to imitate the technique of painting, 
its dange1· lies in the need the poet has of a great number of sensuous 
perception.~ of a visual orde1· to express spiritual matters in a phys
iCltl and concrete way - that is what I mean by concretions in this 
work. Fo,· example, when in THE FmsTBORN Ana-tli is led to think 
of ji/oses by the incidents of the day and becoming suddenly awa1'e 
of his presence fo the Palace she says: "Il e has stood all clay under 
my b·rain's stciinvay." 7 The appeal of these images is not only to the 
eye, but to thc mind, because the d1·amatist is not aiming at a me1'e 
cle.~c.ription of physical objects, spiritual ones being the purpose of his 
worl.. There should be a pe,-fect fusion of the spiritual and mate,-ial 
elements of the image, so that as in the ca.se I have jitst quoted, both 
will profit by the analogy, the spfritual element (expectation), becom
ing less elusive and imprecise, a,td the material element (the stainvay), 
less tangible and more subjective. A pict01-ial technique distracts the 
recule·r froni the main issues of the play. lVhen all the emphasis is 
laid on thc minute desc1·iption of a sensuous pe1'ception, style becomes 
ornament<tl and artificial. 

II 

After a long spell of experimentation in all sorts of dramatic 
forms, tite world seems ready to give a hearty welcome to the poetic 
1·evival of th.e theater. It i.~ true that dm·ing the last hundred years 
the symbolists wrote plays in poetic prose, but their characte1·s could 
110t be considered as human beings; they rather seemecl haunting 

6 In this respect, J. i\liddleton Murry has said: "Every art has its peculiar 
qualities; an artist in languagc must do evcrything in his powcr to realize the unique 
possihilities of that medium hcfore he summons in the aid of another medium. Music 
is a superb and self-sufficient art; its unique possibilities are utterly beyond the 
range of spoken language. The writer who nllows himself to be distrac1ed by the 
musical possibilities of language is like the dog who dropped the bone for the 
watery shadow." 

The Problem of Style, p. 87. 
7 Act. I, Se. l. 
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ghosts in (t drcamy atmosphere. 'l'hat i.~ thc case of Jlaeterlinrk's 
PÉLLEAS .\~D :l\f ÉI,IS.\XDE, H"he·rc the mtllw·1·, út his eaacrncss to create 
an atmosphel'c oj' t'agueness and mystery JJlll'J)(>scly Ol'(Jidcd clima.xes 
and oj" ten left ci•ents in .~1upe11se, that t1•e migli t gire frcc l'Cin to ow· 
imagination. 'l'he symliolists' style U'((s admirnbly suifl'd in CJ.'press 
certa.in clu.,i1·e ll'ays of e:r:pcrience, lmt it lackc<l vitality, inle77i!Jibility 
and f l'eshncss, m1d ma<le no appeal to thc majol'ity. 

'l'he gencrnl tendency of 1·ealis1n amd nat111·alism 11·us fo do cm·ay 
1f'ilh fiaumtiue spcech, becmcse it was not "trne to {ifc", nnd figura
tfre .~pcech often avenged ifself by leavina l'ealistic vl"Jfs destitute 
of deep poetry, significance and 1mil'ers(1lity. runcerncd with the 
minutiae Óf ct•eryday life, thcir implications al'c in dmiucr of bein(J 
as 11w·1·011· as the se.ene they harc portra.ycd, and fhCl'c is 110 rcctson 
tohy a larae scheme of images shoul<l be det·elopcd. ~ 

J.:.rwcssionism opened the way to the m.ost j'unci/'111 det'ices of 
stage, but it cut the win[J.~ to the porfry of 11.·ord.s and perpetrated 
an inrasion into the g1·oimds of the stage tcchnician, i.c. O'Neil in 
'l'HE HAIRY APE. Under such condiiions, the dl'amafist needed no 
grcat concern for style, the cff ect of the play depending primarily 
on somcthina acccsory to the playwright's lmsiness: light, soitnd and 
other stccge dct'ices. ('on.'lequently, it tl'as impossible for thc lllltho1· to 
fore.'lec u·lwt his work might become in the hands uf the JJrodncer; 
whethcr it wouhl mean more or less than what it ·was infc11ded to .~ay. 
Finall.lf', thcre came '1'. S. Eliot and hi.s ¡mpils, i.e., .l11<lrn and lslwr
wood, ·who haue bcen tryina to vivif y poelic drama by mean.~ of un
usual conrentions such as, chorus, per.~onification.s of al>sfract con
ccpts, 1.mu.rnal l'liythms, imagcs and meter.'I. 

('ompare<l u·ith the plays of the upre.~.,·ionists, Fry's appcar 
mol'e affiliatcd to tite genel'al drcmuitic tradition, bccausc fhefr great 

8 See how Chekhov, one oí Lhc oulstan<lin!! repre~entatives of naturalism criti· 
cise<l tlw~e who corrupted this ten<lency as well as realism: "I rel!ar<l the sta~e of 
today as mere routine ami prejudice. When the curtain goes up and the gifted 
heings, thc hiµ:h priests of the sacre<l art, appear hy electric light, in a room with 
three si<les to it, representing how people eat, drink, !ove, walk an<l wear their jackets; 
whcn thry $lrive to squeeze out a moral from the ílat vu)¡?;ar ¡licturcs and the flat 
rnlga:- phrases, a little tiny moral, easy to comprchcnd and handy for home con· 
sumption: when in a thousand variations they offer me always the same thinp: over 
and over again - then I take to my heels and run, as ;\faupassant ran from the Eiffel 
Towcr, which crushed his hrain by its ovrrwhelminir rnl!!arity." (Quotcd l:y Raymon<l 
Williams in Drama /rom lbsen to Eliot, Part I, Numher 3). 
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appeal, just like in the drama of the past, is sewred through poetic 
spcech which has always been one of the most natural means of coni
munication mnong people. It sufficed the Elizabethans to convey all 
sorts of cxperiences in spite of thei1· lack of scenic 1·esources. In F1·y','I 
pla.ys no great detnands are made on the stage, words themselves being 
capable of proditcing almost any desired effect; and thcn, f1·ee rein 
is given to the poet's inwgination and to the .mperabundant suggest
iveness of images by the nafare of the plots themsclves, which, as we 
shall see, avoid a minute dcscription of unimportant realities. 
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A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE AUTIIOR 

e HRISTOPHER Fry is now a middle-aged man. He was born in 
Bristol in 1907. His father was an architect and a philanthropic 
Anglican lay-preacher who died when Christopher was three 

ycars old. At the beginning of her widowhood, his mother, a most 
religious woman of Quaker stock, ran short of money, but wishing to 
give her children a good education, managed to open a boarding-house. 
Christopher was sent to Bedford l\fodern School and received extra 
tuition from a strict aunt, who seemed to have had a great influence 
in arousing the hoy's interest in words and symbols, for she used to 
read Bunyan 's Pilgrim 's Progrcss to him in a loud, sounding voice. 

Fry 's first connection with the drama took place when he was 
almost six years okl At that age, he played the role of King Alfred 
in a school pagcant. Later, at eleven, he wrote a farce, and a verse 
drama at fourteen; but his first work to be produced was written at 
seventeen and called Y oiith cmd thc Peregrines. 

~.,ry 's calling for the stage was strong and decisive from the 
very beginning. Just after finishing school he became a schoolmaster, 
but failed in finding this profession compatible with his wishes; he 
soon gave it up, and started as a sort of odd-job-man who undertook 
whatever work he carne across "provided it had connections with 
the stage". 1 Thus he began to acquire that lmowledge of the theater 
which has always proved to he most useful to playv,rrights. At this 

I Derek Stanford, Christopher Fry Album p. B. 
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time, he also proJ:itcd by his natural g-ii'ts l"or musie, arnl composccl 
severa! songs and a musical comed~·, Shc Slwll !Ja1·e .lf usic. 

'l'hc ycar l!l:1~ is a lanc1-mark in Fry 's (•arc0r. His poct-friend, 
Robort Gittings invitc<l him to spcnd two months sunmH'ring in "Thc 
empty Reetory oi' Thorn St. 2.\Iargarct ·' in Somersctshirr. ~inrtecn 
years Iatcr, in an open lettcr to Uittings whieh prcccd('s and sct·,·es 
as a dcdication to 1t Sleep of Pri.wmers, Fr~· looks hark on his distant 
expericncc at Thorn as a rnost fruitful ancl transeendcntal onc in his 
dramatic production, and thanks Uittings for having encomagecl him 
and believed in his talent when he had "showed 110 signo( ,,Titing". 

Although the immediatc result of thr sojoum at St. )Iargaret 
was only a play, Siege, which has nevcr bcm staged, Fry bccamc 
more confident that one day "the words woulcl come", and so, in fact, 
they did. 

In the meantime, and wishing by all possible means to enlarge 
his knowledge of the thcater, which scemed to be the proper back
ground for his talents, first he managcd to get thc position of director 
of the "Tunbridgc W clls Repertory Players ", and la ter, of the "Ox
ford Playhouse''. This not only proYided an opportunity for the 
staging of Youth and the Peregrine.~, a '' fantastic triYiality'' that 
'' must stand or fall by its youngness' ', ~ as thc author put it, but also 
showed plainly F'r;r's talents for various occupations, sinee he suc
cecded in securing for his company thc first performance of Rhaw's 
A Village Wooing, acted thc rnale lead in it, and wrote the music for 
both plays. 

During this spell of work at Tunhridge and at Oxford, F1·y mct 
a journalist, Phyllis Hart, whom he rnarricd, and one of his lcading 
ladies, l\frs. Pamela Brown, who was later to perform a role especially 
crcated for her; ,Jennct JourdemaJ'nc 's in The Lady's 11ot for 
Burning. 

Aftcr this period of "aurea mcdiocritas"' there ensucd ~·ears in 
which the Frys lived hand to mouth, si:x ycars of war in which Chirsto
pher worked as a theatriral proclm·cr a11d pla~'wright. 'l'he latet· 
minor works writtcn at this time are Open Door, a piccc whiC'h drama
tized the life of thc founder of Dr. Bamardo's homes, 1'he 1'úwer 

2 Quoted by Derek Stanford in Christopher Fry Album, p. 11. 
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a.nd Thur.~clay Child, all pageants which were not published but 
achieved success in the stage. 

In 1937 Fry was living in Colman 's Hatch, a small village in 
Sussex. Then, a new chance was offcred him to use his talents by 
the vicar of thc place, who asked him to write a short play for a local 
pageant. The result was The Boy with a Cart, a short bucolic piece 
which tells the story of Cuthman, Saint of Sussex. Besides its poetic 
value to which I shall make reference further on, this play is remark
able because it was Fry's first work to be printed in 1939. The matter 
of publication, as l\fr. Derek Stanford judiciously comments, is a 
most important one for the poetic dramatist, because however bril
lia.nt the production of his plays may be, the full signifieance of his 
poctic language cannot be fully grasped unless it be '' slowly and 
dcliciously savoured by the rcader". 3 

When the second \Yorld War brokc out Fry had alreacly started 
writing The Firstborn, but he had to put it off and enlist in the 
Forces. He was sent to a non-combatant company which consisted 
largely of undergraduates, graduates, and students. There, although 
far more accomplished than most of his comrades, he distinguished 
himself for his steadiness, '' forbearance, lack of hasty judgment'' and 
"personal kindness ". 4 He proved to be an excellent friend to many 
young roen, sorne of whom haYe become conspicuous pcrsonalities in 
the post war, either as writers, erities or painters. l\forcover, he was 
one of the chief entertainment providers, and never took on airs of 
self-importance. These merits were soon acknowledged and he was 
awarded two brass buttons and put in charge of his Section. r. 

Ref erring to the experiences of those days in '' Christopher Fry 
Album" Derek Stanford says: "The simplest sing-song or smoking 
coneert was never beneath him, and never too much trouble. Whether 
he was called on to render a tap-dance, to devise a charade or stage
manage a whole show, he was gaily able and forthcoming. There was 
nothing of the 'superior' person about him, nothing self-consciously 
dedicated to the 'higher-life', though all things he undertook were 
elevated by him" . . . "It was definitely not in any studious avoid0 

3 Cliristopher Fry Album, p. 16. 
4 lbid., p. 20. 
5 Christopher Fry Album, p. 20. 
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anee of company wc rrcognisecl his talent. On off.duty hours he was 

seldom by himself though he often went with a group of fricnds to 

a café or writing room where they would rcad togethrr.'' G 

In 1944 Fry rcturnccl to Shipton-under-\Y~·ehwood, a little tow11 

in the Cotswolds where his wife and ehild awaited him, and where he 
has choscn to make his country home cver since. 

The choice of Shipton as a living place by thc poct is not without 
significmwc. It is ncithcr a typical olcl town, 1101· a rnodcrn onc, but 
has traits uf hoth. As relics of thr past tlwrc stand The Court, a 
mansion dating back to Tudor days and snrrounc1(•d by mystcry; 
The Shavcn Crown Inn "with its rnassiYe archway'', un nnrimt mo
nastic hostclry ,rhcre the poet may be scm from time to time drink
ing a glass of hecr; a church with an cal'ly English tower ,md spire, 
and, adjacent to it, the Prehcndal House, orig-inully a ck¡wndcnry of 
Salisbury Cathcdral. }Jodcrn times are rrpresentcd hy a "g:asomcter ", 
the moderu quarter, thc railroad station and a small factor~·. Bcsides, 
the town has a dccp rustic flarnur. ( loing from the station to thc 
Shavcn Crown Jnn, traYelcrs walk across fields covcrcd with the clas
sic English buttcrcups in spring, and clustcrs of trces are to he sccn 
cvcrywherc; Jmt the poct's farnuritc s¡)ots are a quict lake and "thc 
Barrow''. 

This is how Stanford, rccollccting his fil-st-lumd irnprcssions of 
Shipton describes thcrn: "Dom1 through an in-enue ol' limes, I 
walked onc brilliant .June morning with thc pln~·wrig-ht Hll(l a friend. 
On cithcr sidc of us what had once bcen gardcns baslwd in thc lush 
indulgcnce of ruin. Tioscs, half-revrrting to their wild-hriar state, 
hrcathcd out an aroma of rare ch·ilisation - inYisible wliiffs of a 
onrc cxquisitc eulture. In bchH'('ll lrnce-hig-h grass Wl' l'ound thc 
semhlance of a path to the lakc - a bcantiful onll of ll•af-fringccl 
water cnclosing within thc frnmc of its mil'l'or (which a hanksidr ring 
of trcrs providcd) thc whitc waxen ghosts of cxtcndccl m1tp1·-lilics ... 
J)iffcrent as thc actual landscape is, I found mysclf ir-r<·sistibly re
mindcd of thc Dnkc's µ:arden in l' cnus Observed, with its lake and 
its 'l'cmple of the An<'icnt Yirtncs". . . "looking at the diYcrsc 
foliagc nhont mr I imagiurd thc scason put l'orward scwral months 

6 Chrislopher Fry All,11111. p. 19. 
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till Perpetua 's description of the leaves bcfore their fall woulcl hold 
good for Shipton as well as for Stellmerc Park". 7 

Having paid a visit to Fry's cottagc, in which modcrn improve
mcnts mingle with exquisite old pieces of ornamentation, and whcre 
a grand-piano is to be seen in the living room, Stanford proposes to 
take us "uphill sorne quarter of a mile or so from the cottage: Strug
gling ovcr uncultivated ground, we reach at last to a smoother cmi
nence, a certain flat leve! of roughly circular shape. This hilltop -
a favourite place of composition with Fry, and an out-of-door centre 
of inspiration to him - is locally said to be a barrow" ... "Whether 
it was once a burial ground or marked the ramparts of a Roman camp 
is something history has never dccided. Archaelogists have left things 
undisturbed, and helmet or skull, as the case may be, continue their 
umnolestccl sleep. Whether this raising of the earth be the work of an 
carly people who felt thc necd thus to commemorate thcir dcad, or 
of Rome 's hard bitten imperial agents who brought us culture by 
military compulsion the barrow has a strong fascination for Fry. '' 

"Sprawled out beneath the sun on this brackencd vantage-point, 
one sces the indented terraced chequer of pasture-land, corn-land, 
mltilled field and hill. Certainly if the barrow could yield the same 
perspective of time as of space, the scene would be rich with re
animated history'' 8 

Stanford, it may be noticed, has touched on an interesting point 
in ascribing to Shipton 's landscape a general influence on the poet 's 
work and in finding his choice of this locality relevant to F'ry's person
ality and tastcs. This, in spite of the grea_t independence ancl detach
ment of Fry 's dramatic backgrounds, because disconnected as the work 
of a poct may be from the world about him, personal and original as 
his impressions may prove, he cannot fully escape a reflection of his 
surroundings; - there is nothing in the mind that had not passed 
through thc senses. Furthermore, Fry's readers soon becomc aware 
that their author, like Isaac in a Sleep of Pri.~oners is '' a hoy for thc 
sights ". The point may be pressed still further in refcrring to Ox
fordshire at large: "thosc who have stood on Cotswold soil" - Stan
ford says - "while niglitfall slowly deepcned around thcm, will re-

7 Cltristopher Fry, Album, pp. 28 and 29. 
8 Christopher Fry, Album, p. 31. 
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<'ognize the cxpcricnce in Thomas's words to the witeh in The Lady's 

11ot for Burning: 

Out Itere is a sky so gentle 

F'ivc stars are ventmcd on it. I can scc 
1'hc sk~,'s pale bclly glowing and growing big, 

Soon to deliver the moon. And I can sce 

A glittering smcar, thc snail-trail of the sun 

Whcrc it erawlccl with its golden shell into thc hills. 

A clarkening land sunken into praycr 

Luci<lly in dcwdrops of one s~·llablc, 
N1rnc dimittis. I see twilight, madarn." 9 

,voolmarkcts, as the one mcntioncd by Edgar in Venus Ob:w1Ted 
abouncl in the CotswoJds, and the Cool Clary in The Lady's not fui· 
Bttrning, is vcry likc Campden or Burford. 

Furthermore, lt'ry himself said in thc Radio Times that "the 
seed" of 11 Sleep of Prisoners "was sown by his sceing in Burforcl 
Church a name ancl a date carvcd on the font: 'Anthony Dedlcy 

Prisner 1649' '. 10 It may also be relcvant to say that Oxfordshire, 
unlike othcr counties in England, remained faithful to thc ,Jaeobite 
eause, and that thc Young Pretender often went there disguisecl. 

Violent changes, sneh as the swceping away of the Stuarts, seemed 
to have takcn place in a more gradual and lcss drastic way. Thus, 
in this county, both the natural and the historical perspectivos suit 
the poet 's love of traditions, and reassmc his faith in the peaccful 
cvolution and continuity of mankind. 

While serving in thc army, Fry was unable to continue writing 
The Firstborn, but he hacl an opportnnity to stage the first part of 
it in Liverpool. Besides, several poems of his appeared in anthologics 

and literary magazines, sueh as New Road and Life and Letters. 

By H>46 7'/te Fir.~tborn was complcted and publishcd, it was 
broadcast in 19-1:i, and staged in 1948. Although it ranks among 

9 Christopher Fry, Album, pp. 23 and 24. 
10 Cliristopher Fry, Album, p. 24. 
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l<'ry 's greatest works it did not attain so great a success as the 
comedies. Among these, A Phoenix too Frequent was first performed 
in 1946, and hallowed as "a. poetic prank ", "a classic tri~le" and a 
"little gem of the stage". 

In 1948 Fry was asked to write the second of his festival plays, 
Th01· with ,1ngels, which was perf9rmed in Canterbury Cathedral. 
This, together with the first performance of The Lady's not for Bu1'n
ing in the "Arts Theatre" and J ohn Gielgud 's production of it at 
"The Globe", finally brought Fry into the public eye. In spite of the 
critics' suspicion regarding his work, the public has been giving it an 
increasingly hearty welcome, both in Europe and in America. 

In the summer of 1948 he was invited by the B.B.C. to travel in 
the Continent; the impressions of his journey were broadcast. In 
1950 Ven1ts Observed was first staged, just while other plays of his 
were running in the London theaters. In that year too, the debut of 
Riny Round the 1lloon, Fry's translation of ,Jean Anouilh's L'Invi
tation au CJuiteau, was a big success. 

In 1951 Fry issued his third Religious Festival Play, A Sleep of 
Prisoners, and lately in 1954 there appeared the last of his comedies, 
'J.'he Dark is Light Enough. His work has been translated into foreign 
tongues, especially German, in which it is said to be easily read. His 
plays have been staged many times, not only in his country but also 
in Amsterdam, Copenhague, Berlín, Frankfurt, New York, Washing
ton and l\foxico City. 

The poet 's emergence into fame, has not, in fact, changed the 
kindness and unaffected simplicity of the man. Besides bis house at 
Shipton, he now keeps another one in London, because of the many 
matters he has to attend to there. Again his choice has been signifi
cant. He lives in Bloomfield Road, W. 9, near Regent's Park Canal 
in a pleasant house that commands a view of the rippling water 
and "the leafy islands below". There, the bustle of modern London 
does not break the poet's communion with nature; in fact, this charm
ing nook of London has been the headquarters of many a poct before. 
Browning found in the many-hued water of the Canal something akin 
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to Venice, Ruskin aml Ednnmd <lossc also lh·cd here, and Ycrluinc 
madc it thc subjcct of one of his poems; nor has it now failcd to be 

the ubodc of artistic talcnts, painters and <lraughtsmcn haYc taken 
rcfugc within it.s suhurbs. lt is this unbroken tradition what appcals 

to F'ry in London, ,just as in Oxfordshirc. It is this ]oye of thc past 

slowly unfolding into thc prescnt what must be takcn as a ehw to his 

pcrsonality. 'l'his, to sorne extcnt also explains his 1n·eferencc· for old 

stories as thc suhjcct mattcr íor his pla?s, as though by frceing him

sclf of thc constraining "thruthfulness to lifc" of modem realism 

and of its trifling details, he rnight he ablc to takc a panoramic vicw 

of what is really signifieant and permancnt in human lifc. 



THE BOY WITf-I A CART 

T HE Boy with a Cm·t is an exquisite short lmcolic piece which 
strikes @e as something altogether different and independent 
of the general current of modern realism. Among the other 

works of Fry it also stands apart. The poet, whose individuality of 
thought and cxpression have come out so strikingly in ''Venus Ob
served" or in "A Slecp of Prisoners" is taking t he first steps in his 
brilliant career, ancl has not, as yet, coined a style fully his own, nor 
an altogether personal techniquc. He leans on •r. S. Eliot 's with 
whose lllurder in thc Ca.thedral, Tlie Boy with a Cart is evidently 
related. 

From the VCQ' first page we are given a clue to the understanding 
of the play. In a lyrical piece which is prior to the appearance of 
Cutlunan, the chorus explains how they, the humble and unpreten
tious People of South England 

have felt thc grip 
Of the hancl on earth and sky in careful coupling. 

It is on this light that the story of Cuthman should be approached, 
because it is an account of 

The working together 
Of man and God like root and sky. 

Thc theme of The Boy with a Cart has an almost na"ive sim
plicity. The poet asks us to believe the unquestioned facts lying at the 
basis of his play. W e watch his hoy as he suffers and labors, plans 
and fulfils. We see how a youth becomcs a man and a fond dream 
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is rhanged to spl<'ndid reality, bcranse both u rnun und a churC'h are 
heing '· built togcther ". 

As thc story opens, Cnthrnan, thc son of a Corni'>h shcphcl'(l, is 
jnst ahout to lmow of his fathrr's death. Thr news strikes him nn
awarcs at the rnd of a hright morning whcn hr hacl "king'd" himself 
"on thc rock" and "sat'' ''in thc wind.'' ITis futher's shccp hnd 
given him no troubk. for nfter cornrnitting them to God 's carP, he 
]<,ft them to gTa½c alone "thc unhcdged green". Whcn two neigh
bours arrive to announce his fathcr's death to him, Cuthman fears 
they may think he has ncglccted his work, ancl thcreforc tries to 
arnid them with cnthusiastie speeches on the wonclcrful working-s of 
Nature, and fcrvcnt protcsts of foith in thc Divine Providcncc. But 
this, of course, does not turn the neighhours away from thcir all 
important business of brcnking thc sad news to him, and as they with
draw, Cuthman suffors a moral crisis ,vhich rrminds onc oí Jlhtrde,· 
in thc Cathedral. In fact, therc is a hint of that undcrlying and fatal 
scnse of cvil onc finds in Bliot 's plays. Srrptieisrn is also exprcsscd 
in a questioning forrn: 

,v1iat sin hrought in thc strain, thc olllinous knock, 
'fhe gaping scam? Was it a hoast on thc l'O<'k, 

Thc garrulous gumc? 

Cutlunan rcgrcts his lack of undcrstanding in failing to giYc 
ears to the warning of Nature, and the chorus asks Cuthman whcther 
his faith is as strong as cvcr. 

This we might consiclcr as thc first movemcnt of tlie play, thc 
momcnt of greatest tcnsion heing that of Cuthman 's rcalization of 
his grief; but thcrc comes a rcaction, and 

out o f thc dcrcliction of a mil el morning, cornc·s t he rnorn-
[ iug 's motive, 

The first conception, thc fusion of root and sky 
Grows thc achicvcmcnt of the falling shadow 
Pain 's paticnt bcncdictiort. 

In fact, Cuthman 's rcalization of his grief scems to bri11g home 
to hirn the valuc and significance of life; he has "stayc,l too long 
with the children" and has contentccl himsclf with app1•m·a11(•es; now 
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he must live a truer life, one in which "perception" naturally leads 
to "action ", in which man attains his full moral size. 

Consequently, Cuthman returns to his mother, and despite the 
neighbours who find him unpractical, he gcts down to do '' something 
after his own heart". This is a rough cart in which he seats his 
mother and starts out of the village '' to see the world'' without a 
definite direetion, except his confidence in God who will look aftcr 
them if they go wisely and faithfully. 

l\Iile after mil e, "stone over stone" they trundlc '' stumble and 
trudge'' until they come to a field where mowers are at work. Here 
the rope with which Cuthman pulled the cart breaks, and his mother 
is rolled on to the ground. The incident strikes the mowers as being 
humorous, and thcy make open fun of it. The old woman feels it 
deeply and turns angrily on them. In the meantime Cuthman with
draws to make a new rope by the riverside. Then heaven takes his 
part against the mockcrs by letting rain fall unexpectedly on dry 
ground and ruin the crop. Cuthman, who is picking withies in the 
sun, has a clear intimation of the will of God, and learns that he is to 
continue his trip and build a church where the withics break. This 
happens when he reaches Steyning and finds all things according 
to his wishes. Here Fry makes free use of coincidence, for the rope 
breaks at the very moment they reach the town, and no injury comes 
to the mother from it; she finds the place very much to her taste, 
and a friendly neighbour welcomes them at once and finds a good 
job for Cuthman. Furthermore, nearly all the villagers begin to help 
in the building of the church. The only fly in the ointment is that 
there are two neighbours, brothers, Alfred and Demiwulf who com
plain of the strangers' intrusion and of the neighbours' cooperation 
with them, which has put an end to "sociability" in the town. «We 
can't even put up a shove-ha' penny temu against Bramber" they 
complain. 

In order to hinder Cuthman 's work they prevent his using the 
two oxen he had employed. When asked to return them they deny his 
rights as regards the animals. Full of religious zeal and supernatural 
force, Cuthman proceeds to yoke the two afore mentioned brothers, 
and when JVIrs. Fipps, their mother, interferes, a gale puts an end 
to her grumbling and complaining against Cuthman by carrying her 
off five miles and dropping her in a pond. 
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Towards thc cnd of the story Hea,·en favors Cuthman with 
another mirack; the church building is ahnost finished, hut an un
imrmountable difficulty is on the point oí spoiling the whole work. 
'l'hc king-post swings out of position and thc Yillagers' cf forts are as 
nothing to makc it go into place again. "\\'hile Cuthman wanders aud 
mourns in thC' silmt chmch, 

hungr~, for hammer blows 
And the momcntous hive that once was therc, 

Jcsus conws to him and lifts the king-post to place. 

The cnd of thc story is a joyons exprcssion of pantheistic faith 
and rejoicing in natural knowledgc, for as the chorus says: 

\Yho shall qucstion thcn 
Wh.r wc lean our bycicle against a hcdge 
.And go into thc honse of God? 
Who shall qucstion 
That coming out from om· doorways 
"\\'e lrnvc disccl'lletl a Jittlc, wc have known 
:;.\Iorc than the gossip that comes to us ovcr our gntcs? 

"1'lic Boy with a Cart" - says Derck Stanford - is written in 
a form of hrief episodes... loosely strung together without 
an~, claborate connecting mechanism . . . Characterisation and plot 
were elcmentary, and thc prescntation of incidcnts was mo1e uarratory 
than clramatie." 11 Its chicf value lics in its first-cluss poetr~,, which 
is larg-ely eonve~wl by means of imagcs. 

Of the 226 imagcs contained in the play, almost half come under 
the heacling ~ature, or make reference to it. Nature is versonified or 
spoken of in terms of bodily action, for example "the crying hedge" 
( p. 20), "Rain riding sudclcnly out of the air" ... "falling on to t:he 
tongue o[ thc blackbird," ... "thc dazed valley/ Sings it down." (p. 
Hl). It is associatccl with domestic inwucs and daily life objects: 

I lookccl up and saw the fnll moon standing behind a trce. 
It was likc a strange man walking into the room at night 

[ without kno<'king. ( p. 12) 

11 Christopher Fry, An Apprecialion, ( pp. 94 and 99). 
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It is uscd when speaking of tinie: 

We pull 
Down the weeks and months likc a bough of cherry (p. 30) 

and cleath: 

thin as a draught through the crack, 
Death has whistlcd home. (p. 7) 

But above all, Naturc contributes largely to that sense of pantheisni 
which pervades throughout the play, since the opening lines (which I 
hm·c alrcady quoted) 12, and later, 

God guide the hammer and the plane 
As the root is guided ( p. 29), 

till the end, 

The Spring shall hear, the Wintcr shall be wise 
To warning of aconite and freezing lily, 
And all shall watch the augur of a star 
And learn their stillness from a stiller heaven. (p. 39) 

A sense of fusion, collaboration between heaven and earth, and unity in 
the universe is the basic idea of the play, and in this light, the fact 
that Cuthman receives his chief support from God, his dutiful co
operation with a Superior World is not an isolated instance in the 
play; on the contrary, it is reinforced by the natural background, 
where things occnr in no other way than throngh the help of God. 

Furthcrmore, this element infuses a sort of candour and sim
plicity in thc play, which are all essential to its understanding. Nature 
is responsive to cvents ancl conditions in people's lives; for example 
this passage, in which, by means of associations of painful or harsh 
things with Nature, the general idea of Cuthman's difficult plodding 
in scarch of a better place is conveyed: 

Stone over stone, over the shaking track, 
They start thcir journey: jarring muscle and aching 
Baek cmnch the f ading county into 

12 See p. 21. 
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Dust. Stone over stone, ovcr thc trundling 
l\Iilc, thcy stmnble and trudge: wherc the thfrsty bramhle 
Begs at thc s1cevc, the pot-ho1e tugs thc foot. 
Stone over stonc, ovcr the trarnpled sunlight, 
Over the flagging clay, over the burn 
.Ancl blister of the dl'y hoot, they flog their way 
To whcre the jo1t1"neyless ancl roofless trces 
Jluste·1· against the plllnging of thc dark: 
Whcrc the shut <loor ancl thc ministering fire 
Havc shrunk across thc fields to a dog's barlc. 
No floorhoard mousc, no tattling friend; only 
The flickering bat dodging the night air, 
Only the stoat clapping the fern as it runs. 1ª (pp. 15-lG) 

Analyzing thc images, one notices that the emotions aroused, in 
this case thosc of fear and amazement, are suggested by rcpeatcd re
ferrence to violent moyerncnts. This is in contrast with the end of 
the same passage, in which the ludicrous fact of i\frs. Fipps '' Strut
ting in a storm'' is dcscribcd with a domestic image: '' Zigzag likc a 
paper bag, like somebody's hat". 

On the other hand, when Fry wishes to restare pcace after an 
upheaval, he rcsorts to images which convey a sense of slowness or 
tranquility. Thus, on p. 20, after the chorus commcnts on the fright
ful effects of suelden rain, there comes a short paragraph which 
serves to introduce Cuthman and his mother. They have been by the 
river, and do not know of the terrible downpour which has just 
fallen. Therefore, rain is not spoken of in terms of violent movemcnt; 
now, 

Thc intcrcepted drops 
Fall at their leisure; and betwcen 
The threading tunnels on the slopes 
The snail drags his caution into the sun. 

In this scnse, since images serve as a connccting bridge between 
different kinds of scenes and relax tcnsion, Fry makes a dramatic 
use of them. 

A different use of images as rcgards snpernntural cxpel'Íences 

13 ltalics are mine. 
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occurs on p. 21, when Cuthman knows of his voeation. In a subtle 
way which avoids blunt straightforwardness he describes his interview 
with God: 

I felt the mood 
Of the meadow change, as though a tide 
Had turned in the sap, or heaven from thc balance 
Of creation had shifted a degree. 

The effect of these words in describing the unusualness of the ex
perience is perfect; but probably, the best pieee of poetry is that in 
which Cuthman tells about Jesus appearing to him in the church: 

I was aware of sorne one in 
The doorway and turned my eyes that way and saw 
Carved out of the sunlight a man who stood 
Watching me, so still that there was not 
Other such stillness anywhere on the earth, 
So still that the air seemed to leap 
At his side. He carne towards me, and the sun 
Flooded its banks and flowed across the shadow. 
He asked me why I stood a.lone. His voice 
H overed on memory with open wings 
And drew itself up from a chine of silence 
As though it had longtime lain in a vein of gold. 
I told him: It is the king-post. 14 (pp. 38 and 39). 

Fry uses three elemcnts to describe the vision: light, stillness 
and unworldly harmony. The images, besides elevating and dignify
ing the speech, convey a sense of grandeur, beauty and deep ten
der.ness, and set us in a proper mood for the miracle that ensues. 

Elemental as the dramatis personae in "The Boy with a Cart" 
may be, they do not lack characterization, and this is chiefly done 
by means of images. When Cuthman says: 

Each morning my father buckles himself to, 
Like a leather strap, and at night comes to the fire 
His hands bare with well-water to tell 
The story of J esus. So he will talk tonight, 

14 ltalics are mine. 
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Cknrhing· his h:mcls ag-ainst Ucthsemanc, 
O¡wnin~ his hands to frl.'l the Asemsion 
As though after ch·y Wl't•ks he wrre [ecling 
Tlw first rain. Evcry (1ve1iing I huvc ,rntchccl, 
.Arnl liis l'urc was likc a live coal umler thc smoking 
Slm<lows 011 tlw C'riling-, (p. G) 

he has not onlr sai<l thnt his fatlu·1· was a water-c·arricr, lrnt has cle
S(·.t·ibcd with freling- U]](l eeo11om,,· his familiar haC'kground and a man 
ol' l'aith, to ,rhose siíw he wishes to grow. 

Cuthnum 's mother is often prone to eornplain, aml shc is somc
thing of a hunw1·ons c·hm·1.wte1·. 'l'lw images slie 11scs harc lndicrous 
implications and us1rnllr refrr to donwstie ohjeets, as though to rc
rnirnl m; that slw is ''al,rnys lagging-" a littlt• hehin<l Cuthmnn 's 
t.ltoughts, and that wc• mnst not look fot· 1.111:v suhtlc intrieacics about 
lt1•1·. (p. 23). 

Bnt o[ eout·sc>, most iillages 1·el't>1· to Cuthman himsclf, aml thcy 
show his deep i11t iniac.,· with natlll'<\ his delieate i'eelings, his spi1·itual 
erisis, his faith an(l <·01ll"i<k11rr. and his moral growth throughout thc 
play, since "lw is ont ol' l1is sml(lc.lling clothes'' till he lmilds his 
"a11swt•r in plank a11cl b1·i<·k'' m1<l a <·lmrch "struggles into tllC' ait·" 
hy his <lesi1·t•.'' (pp. 11, ~'.!, :2:3). 

In a way, .. The no>· wit h a ( 'ait" may he considc1·ecl as un apol
og-,v for thc> co1mtr_v-pcopl1>, for thosl' ··who hare to catch up, always/ 
'l'o ('akh up wit h t hP h igh-powerl'd C'at' ·' ( p. 3!)). \Vith his dccp 
sPHSl' of what is PSSPntial i11 man, Ft·)· Jws dl'te('teu a fountain of 
,\·Ís<lom springing l'rorn 1·u1·al lir1•, 01· 1·at lwt· frorn eatth and sky. · '"~ l' 
-- say Tlw Peoplr- ol' ~onth England -

"\\'(' also loon1 "·ith tht• carth 
0Yel' t lw \\"ate1·ways ol' s¡n1c·t>. BC'twc><'n 
Om· hirt h 11rnl (leath "·e nrny t ouc·h nuderstandi11g 
As a motli hrnsh(•s n wi11<low with its wing. (p. 40) 

rnlikr. what <·onl<l lw <'XJm·ktl o[ play rdating the lile oi' u 
saint, images o[ a pu1·c·I)· 1·t>lig-ious kirnl Hl'I' rnthl•t· SC'a1·ce. Tlw play 
does nut ex¡n·css dognrn, hui a sensc o[ wonder reJpascacl by the mys-
1-<n·ies of ~ature. This attitmh· is beltet· intcrprctcd by what is called 
natmal religion. 



THE FIRSTBORN 

T HE Firstborn has an especial appeal for the student of literature 
because it is Fry's only tragedy, and onc of the few in which a 

· modern dramatist has suceeded in supporting the internal con
flicts of his charaetcr on an important and well lmow.n external ac
tion. 15 l\Ioses, the protagonist of thc play, is the historical character 
the world knows as the leader of the Jews against an oppressive 
power. The conflicts arising from this leadership would have been 
enough to create a dramatic plot which would have largely been 
outside the caracter. Fry has gone further, and by dealing with what 
the individual psyehology of l\foses might havc bcen, he has opencd 
the way to a whole range of interna! eonflicts. So it is not only thc 
quarrel with the Pharaoh and thc liberation of the Jews that we 
find in The Firstborn. It is, from beginning to end, the inner struggle 
of the Hebrew leader. 

In The Ffrstborn, i\Ioses is by ali means a dilemmatic character. 
Throughout the study of the figurativo speech, we shall find how 
Fry has laid thc sources of tragcdy both within and witout his 
character. Thc personal conflict of Moses is conditioned, in the first 
place, by thc particular circumstanccs of his education. Fry stresses 
the fact that l\tioscs was subject to two differcnt and violently oppos
ing influences: the Hebrew and the Egyptian. In the long run, 
the former becomes more powerful, but the lattcr has also left a 
dcfinite impression. l\Ioses cannot help feeling linked to Egypt. His 
childhood spent in the royal house projects unto his present, and 
}loses feels the sting of the past. 

15 Quoting F. L. Lucas, Derek Stanford has remarked how in the modem 
theater "the plot takes place more and more inside the character." Often the conflict 
occurs ''hefore the action is committed," events then having a secondary importance. 
This is not the ca8e in The Firstbom in which both elements have been given due 
consideration. Christopher Fry, An Apprc;ciation, by Derck Stanford. Chapter Five, 
p. 113. 
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Another important source of conflict is the nature of the eharac
ter himself. He has bcen endowed with an un usual gift for spiritual 
perception, uncommon ambition and great personal attractions. The 
first makes him rcalize thc magnitude of the cvil lying at the bottom 
of the Egyptian tyranny. Under pleasant appearances of political 
zeal and wclfare, therc lics an awful reality of injustice and oppres
sion. !foses must have this wrong righted. But in ordcr to do so, 
he must rel~r on nothing except Good 's inherent force. He definitely 
avoids whatever may prcvent an open fight against Evil. 

On the other hand, and bccause of his keen insight, l\foses feels 
tha.t he is confronted with a scheme which is bcyond human strength. 
He debates between a burning spiritual desire of liberation and his 
0W11 physieal incapacity to attain it. It is the clash between soul 
and body, between the ideal and the facts of everyday reality that 
makes man feel distorted and at quarrel with his own nature. 

Finally, his personal attractions and his uncommon gift for stra
tegy and leadcrship are also a source of trouble. 1\foscs is the sort 
of man in front of whom people cannot rernain indifferent. He must 
be loved or hated, ~dmired or despiscd, regarded as a blessing or as a 
curse. The other charactcrs draw to him in search of hclp or affec
tion, and he remains cold; he wishes to advise and to help and is mis
understood. Through this mess of opinions he must find his own 
way and carry out his mission, which is not only his, but God 's. And 
here líes the core of all the dilemmas of :\loses. There comes a moment 
in which he opposes the Divine :Will. God chooscs to liberate Israel 
through the sacrifice of what is most p1·ecious to Egypt: the Royal 
Firstborn. l\Ioses comes to feel as an assassin for the part he has 
in that scheme, and questions whet.her that is the wuy he shall always 
be regarded. He realizcs he has failed to iorcsee the purpose of the 
plague. 

This attitude is what makes of The Firstborn a tragedy of error 
and not of circumstances. Fry has given due importance to the 
latter, but has also investigated the character's personal conflicts. 
Thus he presents to us a play which stands midway between those 
two main classes I have mentioned, under which, according to Lucas, 
all tragedies are comprised. 16 

16 Lucns fundamented his studies on Tlie Poetics. See Tragedy (Plot). 
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THE OUTLINE OF THE PLAY 

The Ffrstborn is divided into three acts which consist of two or 
three scenes each. It is 1200 B. C., the time when the people of 
Israel suff ered slavery in Egypt. When the curtain rises on the 
Royal Palace at Tanis, an Israelite worker, engaged in the construc
tion of Seti the Second 's tomb misses his footing and falls. A grave 
is dug for him in the sand at once. This incident, which is a highly 
dramatic one, moti vates the exposition which ensues. The Pharaoh 's 
sister, Anath, is greatly vexed by the whole affair, and since the vic
tim is a J ew, she immediately associates him with her adopted son 
l\foses. She tells her niece Teusret about her finding and adoption 
of him, his military exploits and his sudden flight to Midian, brought 
about by the killing of an Egyptian officer whom he happened to 
find beating a "Jewish bricklayer". Almost while Anath delivers 
this confidential information, Seti comes to her asking about Moses. 
He needs him to fight against the Lybians and affirm the security 
of Egypt. The royal heir, Ramases, whose popularity and unaffected 
simplicity disgust his father, returns to the palace after a morning 
spent fowling. He says he has seen two strange-looking Jews in the 
marshes, one of whom, at least, was a foreigner. This is only the last 
fact in a development which prepares the arrival of !foses, for at 
this point, he appears with his brother Aaron at the foot of the 
royal stairs. 

!foses remains indifferent to Seti 's hearty welcome. The dra
ma tic tension rises as he speaks of his people who suffer slavery and 
forced labor under Seti 's regime. His great claim, against the Pha
raoh 's power is the dignity and worth of the individual human being. 
Seti assumes this attitude to be the rcsult of the stifling heat, and 
proposes to talk to Moses later. An element of suspense is introduced 
which is responsible for the high tension which prevails at the end of 
the scene, for Ramases is greatly impressed by the neweomer and 
wishes to visit him, in spite of Anath's warnings against his 
doing so. 

At the beginning of Act. I Se. II new characters are introduced. 
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3Iosc:s meets his sistcr i\Iiriam in her k11t. Her C'or<lial wt>leonw i'iOOII 

turns to som·ne8s and rcproach, bccause shc dislikcs thc idea of thc 
libcration of the Jews by )foses. Compal'!'d witlt tlw uneasiness 
and feur of past days when Hebrcw lcu<lers carne to ht•1· tl'llt secretly 
to plan reYolt und \Vl'l'l' killcd for it, slaYery aud hanl work secm 
almost pleasant to her. She is afraicl of 1roublc aud cncleavours to 
justifiy her indolenre. But i\Ioscs clisapproves of this attitude nnd 
c:xpluins why sorrow and deat h are sig-11ifiem1t in 1.lw prosceution 
fo a noble purpose, viz., thc libcration of thc op¡n·pssed. Prompt1'd 
by this purpose :?\foses docs not know yet what the mcans to its rcali
zation are, and feels himself trapped within his own shortcomings. 
Here a. new intcrest is awakened, heC'ausc Hanrnscs appPars in thc 
tent-opcning ealling J\Ioses "unclc" and proposing to serve as a 
mediator between his father and the Hcbrews; but l\Ioscs must con
clescend to the Pharaoh 's wishcs first, gain his confi<leilC'c and con
vince him of thc advantage.s of frccing Israel. 'l'his plan, though 
very sensible, is irnmediately rejected by ~loses. His personal con
flict is that Eg-ypt and Israel can nevcr meet in his blood. 

The interview is intennpted by the arrival of Shendi, Jiiriam 's 
son. He is feverish and raving with the tremcndous heat which has 
just caused the working ,Jews to strike. Shendi is afraid of the 
Egyptiau overseers. He knows they will come to fetch him. This 
crcates a tension which points forward to a rninor climax when they 
break into the tcnt, and falls whcn Ramases intcrvencs and thcy 
withdraw lcaving their victim unmolestcd. 

This incident is interpreted by Aaron as a most favourable 
augury for the Hchrew cause. Ramases is the means to action l\Ioses 
was looking forward to. But it does not solw thc con flicts of i\Ioses, 
hecause he refuses to use the Prince. 

Act I Sccne III is in the Palace. Seti has ordered thc mar
riage of Ramases to thc Syrian Princess Phipa, a most profitable 
alliancc for the security and wclfare of Egn>t. On thc other haml, 
Rama.ses tries to persuade his father of thc ach·antage of winning 
the goodwill of Moses with something Iikc a commission for his ncph
ew. Teusret entertains the brickgroom-to-he with a ceremony. So 
far, there is almost no tcnsion, hut it rises suddenly when 1'Ioses 
comes in bcaring a dead Israelitc boy whom he ironir.allr lays at 
Seti's feet as a symbol of what his rule mcans to the Hehrcws. 
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\Vhen Seti says: "You know it wasn 't done by me", :\foses assails 
him with this biting argument: 

It was done of you. You '11 not 
Escape from yourself through thc narrows hetween 
By and Of. 

The Pharaoh replies that such sacrifices are necessary to the develop
ment of civilization. Then l\foses argues that his pcoplc, too, havc a 
right to build their own civilization. The adversaries engage in vio
lent discussion like two wrestlcrs in the ring; but the claim of i\-loses 
is based on the laws of naturc, and at the end, which is a climactic onc, 
the sky cracks with thunder and i\foses asks whether Supernatural 
Powcrs have overheard men's affairs. 11 

In Act II Scene I, thc atmosphere is one of restlessness and stu
pefaction. Strange events are occurring which make Aaron and 
l\firiam feel displaced in the world they were familiar with. The 
Nile water has turned into blood. This Moses understands to be the 
answer of the Infinite to the needs of the Hebrew cause. In a state 
of mad excitement Shendi breaks in to announce that he has been 
made an officer, just likc the Egyptian ones. l\firiam is overwhelmed 
with joy, but Moses, who can see farther, suspects trouble and ad
vises his nephew to refuse his commission. This only originates a 
new conflict, because Shendi turns against his uncle assuming him 
to be jealous of his welfare. Anath comes to fetch l\iloses, for the 
Pharaoh, frightened by the plagues, is likely to set the Hebrews free. 
But in the second scene of the same act, we find that this interview 
has only been thc beginning of a weary hide and seek. 

This scene takes place in the Palace again. Anath deplores the 
general situation and throws the blame of Egypt 's breakdown op. 
Seti. Seven times has the Pharaoh broken his promises of letting the 
Hebrews go, and about as many times have the plagues swept over 
Egypt. But Seti dcnies responsibility. He does not believe in the 
intervention of a Supreme Power and regards himself, just as every-

17 So far we have dealt with what Aristotle called the heginning and middle 
of a tragedy - a situation the consequences of which are precise, though its causes 
be not very obvious. The middle part is that in which the causes and effects are 
evident. 
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one clse, as victims of ill luck and of a coincidcncc of such calamities 
as human bcings are subject to. 

The dramatic tension rises gradually, still more when Ramases 
arrives and begs his father to cornply with thc demands of l\Ioses. 
But the Pharaoh remains like adamant. He chides his son and 
reproves his dissentient opinions; furthermorc, he makes cvident his 
intention oí using him as an instrument for the fulfilment of his 
purposes. On his part, Ramases decides to follow his own plans, but 
amidst the defence of his argument he is compelled to bend to his 
father's will. At this time too, the pla~, reaches a clímax. An 
Israelite is heard crying under Shendi 's whip. The effect is so 
discouraging to the young heir, that he gives up his pretensions and 
resigns himself to the Pharaoh 's policy. 

1\Ioses comes to the palace again, and Seti refuses to sec him. 
Therc is nothing the Hebrew leader can do for Eg·ypt, since its lot 
now lies in the Hands of God. As he withdraws, a new plague, dark
ness, spreads over the sky. The end is a semi-climactic one. 18 

The first scene of Act III takes place in Miriam 's tent. l\foses, 
it appcars, had ordered evcry Israelite to sacrifice a lamb and daub 
his door with its blood. Aaron has just finished performing this 
ceremony when }Iiriam, who had been lodging with Shendi at the 
officers' quartcrs, retums home, unable to endure any longer the 
sight of her son whipping the J ews. Aaron tells her about the exodus 
of Israel that night, but she says it is all madness. Shendi comes 
to call his mother back. }loses joins the group too, and both he and 
Aaron endeavour to convince mother and son to stay in the tent, 
since dcath threatcns every firsthorn outdoors. By now, the dra
matic tension is high. l\Ioscs suddenly realizes what the plague means 
to the Royal heir. In a state of mental distress and bewilderment 
he leaves for the Palace. Shendi rejects the Hebrcw in his blood 
and breaks through the tent-opening, but is unable to go any fur
ther because a furious sand storm blocks thc way. When Aaron 
drags him in, it is too late; he has hcard the noise of "The rending 
apart and shuddering to of wings. '' In a supreme effort to recover 
his Hebrew self, he breaks away into thc dark, followed by }Iiriam. 
The end is a climactic one. 

18 The third act corresponds to Aristotle's third part or conclusion, that is, 
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In Act III, Scene II, Anath and Teusret sit in the royal terrace 
watching '' the dark for bridles.'' The young Princess looks forward 
to Phipa 's arrival as a relief, a sort of magic charm to undo all 
evils. Seti decides to renounce the throne to Ramases as a desperate 
mcasure to secure the safety of the dynasty. Just as the Pharaoh 
hopes to haYe closed every door to catastrophe, crying and lamenta
tion are distinctly heard in the streets. A dramatic tension higher 
than any other we had felt before is creatcd and increases as Ra
mases becomes aware of Death coming beside him. Moses arrives 
breathlessly. He calls up everyone 's life and strength to avert the 
mortal stroke. Nevertheless, Ramases crumplcs under the grasp of 
Death, just as Phipa crosses the Palace gateway and her arrival is 
greeted with trumpets. Thus the play rcaches its most powerful 
clímax. 

As ·the stars bcgin to fade, Aaron stands at the head of twelve 
hundred thousand Israelites ready to follow their leader. :r.iioses 
bids farewell to Egypt and to Anath, resigns himself to lús fate~ 
and having thc intimate persuasion that the death of Ramases was 
meant to give life to others, he refers the solution of many intricate 
questions to a further interview, when both he and Anath '' meet 
in the meaning of the world.'' 

Though Fry has drawn the outline of his play from the Bible 
and makes ref eren ce to God as to a Superior Being and a Mysterious 
Force upon Whose Unfathomable Will the fate of man finally de
pends, the view he has of the main issues of the play has a human 
motivation. The Scriptures are concerned with the ways of God and 
with the ways of man as the latter are identified with the former. 
The F'irstborn is lar gel y concerned with the human will as it diff ers 
from God 's, how it would change its course and finally how it 
subdues itself to a mysterious fate. Thence a feeling for human af
fairs and affections which have no reason to be in the Holy Book, 
because there, the lot of man rests unquestionably and confidently 
on the Superior Will. 

a situation which is the result of the middle part and which does not create a new 
conflict. 
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L\IAUBRY Il\' THE FIRSTBORX 

In thc following li1ws I shall cndeayour to show how the dif
fcrent. gToups of irnagcs eontrilmtc as ncerssary and inevitable to thc 
dewlopment of aetion, eharaeter and atmosphere. 

,lnimal imagcs ma~· hr diYided into these groups: JI ard-H·orl.i11g 
animals, sueh ns l\loses talking of a powcr "Participating lmt un
harnessccl" ( p. 32); Seti, "a paek-horsc" loadcd "to the lust ineh" 
(p. 63); the Israclitrs, comparrd to ';bliudfoltlcd oxcn", beeause they 
"also do the thing" 1l1<•y ''eannot i;cc•'' (p. 20). Despising, for 
instance, Shendi comparing )[oses to a ';fox'' whosc tail is "on firc" 
(p. 74), and thns illnstratillg his own meanncss and misintcrpreta.
tion of his unele. 

Contrasting with this Yiew, in the royal houschold, whcrc the 
bravcness and militar,v talent oí )[oses are rceognized, he is iden
tificcl with an animal that eauses admiration: a lion. Scti knows that 
Israel, as rcprcscnted by l\foscs is good match for his power: '' Eg~·pt 
is hard ground/Under his lion\; walk'', hC' sa~·s (p. 63). Tcusrct 
'· saw him walking like a lion" ( p. 63), and Rarnascs, in his youthful 
clevotion for the Oreat <leneral kept a bucklc of his uniform: "thc 
lion hcad" (p. 24). 

The most rcmarkable images of roracious animals are iutended 
to convcy thc sharpncss of insoluble prohlems under the stress oí 
dilemma. Such l\Ioses: 

Egypt and Ismel hoth in me togcthcr 
How woulcl that he rnanagccl! I shoukl wolf 
)Iyself to kcrp m~·sclf nourishcd. (p. 24) 

or whcn wi.shing to cxprcss the fo1•c;e of evil whieh lurks undcr 
plcasant appearanccs: 

Thcy tell me rentmies of ltorro1· hrootl 
In this \'ivid kingdom of fcrtile mucl. Do you think 
If wc swung the rattle of conwrsation 
Thosc rcntmil1S woulcl fly off likc so many erows? 
They woukl whccl aboye us and come to íeecl again. (p. ~..J.) 

\Vhcn the plagues swerp over Egypt, allusions al'c rnade to "glutted 
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jackals" and "vulture bearing boughs", and then, a concentration 
of foul animals is callcd up to create an atmosphere of disease, pain 
and utter distress. 

It is remarkable to see how Fry has managed to make these 
images reflect the moral condition of his characters : '' Y ou tricked 
:!.\foses - says Anath -

And that night your promises 
Plagued our ears with a croaking mockery, 
With an unceasing frog-echo of those words 
Which had meant nothing ... 

Our bodies and om· brains can all become 
Slutted with lice betwcen afternoon and evening ... 
we became the dungheap, the lustcd of flies 
Our pleasantness was fly-blown." (p. 56) 

Tlrns a fusion of the moral and the physical worlds is achieved. 
On three different occasions birds are associated with death and 

become a sort of ill amen: first, in the opening scene, when '' a scare 
of birds'' seems to be the only noticeable consequence of an Israelite 's 
death. Second, dead birds coming out .of the lynx 's mouth in 
2.\Iiriam 's dream, right before Shendi arrives sick in the ten t. Third, 
Hamases' account of his killing a bird on a holiday, and the sombre 
reflections aroused by the incident: 

I watched his nerves flinclúng 
As they fclt how clark that darkncss was. 
I found myself trying to peer into his death. 
It seemed a long way clown. The morning and it 
W ere oddly separa.te, 
Though thc bird lay in the sun: separatc somehow 
Even from contemplation. (p. 9) 

As it is, there is an evident anology betwecn the bird and Ramases, 
and the whole inciclent anticipates the tragic end. 

Other bird images, we shall see later, express pamdox and di
le1nma, or a sense of injustice: 

We have a ,Yildfowl quality of bloocl, 
Moses, tcmptation for sportsmen. (p. 22) 

says ::.\liriam recalling her brother of the bitter experiences of her 
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lif e. She is referring to "progrom ", an organized massacre of a 
body or class, in this case, of Jew workcrs. 

Art images are usually associated with pain, horror, fate or dis
illusion, for instance: 

Hcll is old 
and you yourself sitting in sunlight 
Embroidered on it with your needle. (p. 65) 

In order to convey the uneasincss of a secret meeting in her 
tent, l\Iiriam uses a music image. She tells how everyone would 
become suddenly cold and shivery '' As though a daggcr had sung 
into the pole" ( p. 20). Rama ses also speaks of himself in terms of 
music, a series of imagC's which, besiclcs illustrating charactcr, serve 
as a pathetic intcrlude between moments of high tension in Act II, 
Se. II: 

lVIy rnind had lutes and harps and nodding musicians 
Who drowned my days with their casual tunes. They have 
Paid off by this honest hour. And now I hear [been 
My voice raised in deathly quiet. It's insufferable 
That my voiee, without the accompaniment of good fortune, 
Shoulcl be so out of key, so faltering, 
So cracking with puberty. (p. G4) 

Personifications have a.n important role in the economy and en
largemcnt of the play irnplieations. A large group refors to Egypt 
which is shown playing, loving ancl hating, suffering, sick, broken 
and distressed. Also Israel, Syria and Lybia are personified: '' As 
lean as Israel" (p. 25), "gay Syria" (p. 80) as opposed to sad and 
unhealthy Egypt. This eontributes to the tragic character of the 
play and makes us feel that the fate of nations is involved. The 
characters are symbolic of large human groups. Seti is identified 
with what he presumes to be Egypt's welfare; but he is really a 
dictator and subordinates all other things, even Ramases, to this fun
damental purpose. This constitutes bis tragic error: 

lJnder my final seal you shall take Egypt. .. 
And when they come, the factions 
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The whorers and devourers, roaring over 
The rocks of the dynasty, they '11 only find 
Perpetua! Egypt. (p. 82) 

l\foses pursues social justice : 

I have business with Egypt, one more victory for her, 
A better one than Ethiopia: 
That she should come to see her own shame 
And discover justicc for my people. (p. 15) 

But in the tragic reversa! i\foses feels that Israel 's liberation is a
chieved at the expense of Egypt: "Triumph I know; But Egypt 
broken was mother of my triumph" ( p. 89). His victory brings no 
rejoicing, only suff ering. 

Other characters also share a public responsibility. Thus Anath: 

Teusret, we all, you will find, 
Belong to Egypt : our lives go on the loom 
And our land weaves. (p. 34) 

A remarkable group of images is that of Death pei·sonified as it 
appears in the last scene : Death "a wrestler ", "pushing through the 
gate/ Shoulder to shoulder with the bride", "mounting/ With an 
increasing terrible wake of cries to come to Ramases", "passing 
through" the hair, and "Feeling for the skull" of the young heir. 
The vividness and force of these images contributes largely to create 
a dramatic tension right bofore the dénouement. 

Personification is also used in other miscellaneous groups of 
images: Life talking to Miriam "In most difficult words" (p. 22), 
or harnessing men "to its purpose" (p. 41); fate taking "a hammer/ 
To chip and chip" at Seti's confidence" (p. 58); "cunning pride", 
packing the characters '' into a daily purgatory of apprehension'' (p. 
62); time "preparing" for the Jews "with a timely unrest" (p. 50), 
or heaping "age" over Seti "With a bony spade" p. 81); time seen 
as birds in Ramases' speech "Flocking to the banner of Tuesday" 
and "Looking about for Monday" (p. 9) which avoids, as time al
ways does, the grasp of those which would have it quiet; good "strong 
enough to break out of the possessing/ Arms of evil" (p. 32); 
eternity, bearing witness to final hope (p. 89); chaos, giving its 
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"verdict" (p. 22): Natul'e, giving men "dYilization in rctum for 
being understood" (p. 41); "the sky, hanging with evcry vigorous 
star/ On sorne action to be done before daybreak" in a night of 
ireat expectations ( p. 72), all these and otlwr elerncnts are pcrsoni
fied when wishing to illustrate character, ereate atmosphere, express 
complex emotions or clarify those statemcnts which crities regard 
as the author 's philosophy or metaphysical vicw. 

By mea ns of these images too, Seti 's vicw of Jiosrs is made 
eddent when he wishes to have him back and misunderstands the 
whole affair: 

His <leed lay down, knowing what it had lost him. 

Under the boredom of thorn-trees his <leed cricd out 
For Egypt and died. (p. 7) 

A feeling of repentance which did not exist at all is exprcsscd by 
the image. 

A. very remarkable image in this group is that in which l\Ioscs 
rxplains to Seti the consequences of pursuing a '' perfect eh-iliza
tion'' without regard for the individual human bcing: 

What have we approaclwd 01· conceh·cd 
, 1n1en wc have conquered and built a world? ... 

What theu! W e have only put a í'rown on thC' skeleton. 
(p. 13) 

Here Fry reveals a lnunanistic view of lifc, because of his great re. 
spect for man 's welfare and improvcment. He thinks all efforts to 
achievc civilization should rouse from the individual and be finally 
referred to him. This cannot be done unless freedom is secmed for 
every human being. Civilization is the natural eonsequence of indi
vidual welfare. This might be regarded as the political message of 
thc play, and to a certain extent reveals an attitude of protest against 
totalitarianism or an,v othcr form of govemment in which the State 
restrains individual freedom in an atternpt to achievc other aspccts 
of national preponderance, whether political, commercial or militar,v. 
This view is supportcd by the fact that thc first part of The Firlii
born was staged in Livcrpool while Fry was in the army during 
the second world war, and that although unablc "to add a single 
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line" to the unfinishcd manuseript of his tragedy, he used to spend 
a long time pondering over it while his company was stationed at 
Pershore in W orcestershire. 19 

The idea common among the English of a war fought between 
liberty and oppression, viz., free England against totalitarian Ger
many, might have impressed the poet and influenced him in his 
choice and interpretation of a biblical theme which reflected a similar 
situation. 

Of course, individual freedom is not an absolute value, since po
litical and social intercourse would not be possible without sorne 
elementary retraints to it. 

Abstractions and concretions are sorne of the readier devices of 
Fry's dramatic technique: subtle emotions, hidden motives of human 
action, depths of thought or anticipa.tion of future events are con
vcyed by the masterly stroke of an image. On one hand, by means of 
concretions, the spiritual and intangible is given "a local habitation 
and a name' '; 20 on the other, abstractions raise the play above the 
concerns of everyclay life and give it human and universal signifi
cance. See for example how Moses' behaviour is given motivation 
in the images used by Anath in p. 6 : 

The General of Egypt, the Lion and the Prince 
Recognized his mother 's face in the battered body 
Of a bricklayer; saw it was not the face above 
His nurser:·, not my face after all. 
He knew his seed. And where my voicc had hung till then, 
Now voices clescending from ancestral Abraham 
Congregated on him. And he killed 
His Egyptian self in the sclf of that Egyptian 
And buried that self in the sand. 

The remarkable faet about these images is that besides inform
ing the readers of the events in Moses' life before the play, they 
make this information something essentially dramatic, - we are 
aware of a conflict of forces within }loses - and they are in keep-

19 See Derek Stanford in Christopher Fry, Album (p. 20). 
20 Shakespeare, A Midsummer-Night's Dream. 
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ing with his personality as seen by Seti 21 and as we are to see him 
when he appears for the first time. 

Later, by means of these images too, we are made to understand 
the paradox of death and life. Speaking of those who passed away 
before him Moses says: 

Death was their question to us, and our lives 
Become their understanding or perplexity. 
And by living to answer them, we also answer 
Our own inpermanence. ( p. 21) 

Such views are proper to the philosophy of The Firstborn and 
are one of the fundamental ideas Fry has expressed in it. 

They are proper to the play, because they are in kecping with 
the dramatic situation. We are in Act I, Se. II. i\firiam asks what 
is the meaning of recalling those who have already died. Thcir 
names bring back to her a past of sorrow and disappointment, their 
death has quenched her enthusiasm. As far as she can see, and speak
ing in terms of the material world, their sacrifice remains unproduc
tive. But Moses regards their death as the precious spiritual heritagc 
one generation hands to another. He thinks there is positive worth 
in the sacrifice of people who ruled their life and death according to 
sorne ideal, beca.use those who come after them are impresscd by the 
example, and may fulfill what their predecessors only planned. But 
men sometimes fail to perceive the spiritual heritage, an<l the ideal 
bchind it does not influencc their lives. Sometimes, confused by 
changes in circumstances they fail to see they have any obligation 
to sacrifice themselves in order to consummate a movcment or ideal 
which, they considcr, is not applicable in those changed circum
stances. 

What the importance of this image is we realize at the and of 
thc play. The joy of i\Ioses is mixed with sorrow, because God has 
found the sacrifice of Ramases necessary to the liberation of the 
Hebrews; but he is comforted by the thought that death becomes a 
source of life for those who begin to enjoy freedom. 

This is only one of the many paradoxes a careful analysis 
detects in Fry's work. Because of its vcry nature, paradox, a form 

21 See Personi/ications. 
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of thought in which elements of a contradictory order are brought 
together and become closely related, is exceedingly apt to express 
Fry's attitude towards the universe. His position is firmly estab
lished on the awareness of the importance of spiritual and mysterious 
values. It is one that rejects materialism as a reasonable explanation 
of existence, and looks beyond the world of actual phenomena for 
the origins or causes of existence. It is also one for which the universe, 
man, the coexistence of contending forces is far from bein clear -
hence a sense of dilemma. Moses debates and ponders over many 
intricate problems for which he can find no solution. There is a 
whole range of images which, by means of painful and even violent 
implications or by viYid contrasts, convey the quarrel of Moses with 
existence. Main among these is the struggle with himself, his dilemma 
of flesh and soul. 

Like most ambitious, far-reaching minds, }foses has a feeling of 
personal dissatisfaction. His soul feels crushed and hurt within the 
limitations of the body; it would go farther than the body can take 
it, 

I. . . the inconsiderable 
Lif e, born of such distances of suffering, 
And yet my spirit 
Paces the condemned cell, the human body, 
Incapable, weaponless, f ettered with flesh, drinking 
The moisture of the walls. (p. 22) 

Another important view is the perplexity Fry 's characters are 
put to when they realize the coexistence of positive qualities which 
are identified with harmony in the universe such as beauty; with 
others which they consider a symptom of disorder and chaos, such 
as evil of any kind, especially cruelty. On one hand, they delight on 
the masterpieces of Creation, on the other, they revolt against pain, 
sorrow and death. The universe appears infinitely complex to them. 
As a result, life also seems incomprehensible. Such is the case of 
Thomas in The Lady's not for Burning as we shall see later, and of 
Moses in The Firstborn, with whom I am concerned now. Here, the 
symbol of dilemma is a bird of prey, in which Nature has united 
uncommon beauty together with the greediest appetite for death. 
(pp. 27, 28). 
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By mcans of concrctions l\Ioscs rcl'ers to fate and to thc tran
scendency of one dec<l in man 's life. Bcwilclered at the unexpectecl 
turn affairs harc taken when Ramases is mortally threatened by thc 
last plague, l\Ioscs feels that if thc boy clics, he will always bear 
the brand of an assassin: 

Does 01w deed 
Become our immortal shape? (p. 76) 

Other important images amo11g abstractions and concretions 
are those in which :i\Ioscs spcaks of himself as the instrument of a 
terrible Superior Power, the exisknce of whi<'h the classies would 
rccognize as csscntial to tragedy. He rcpresents CJod as drawing 

the supplc bow 
Of his mystery, to loose a punishing arrow 
Feathcred with his fate. (p. 65) 

By this, he does not only mean the grcat catastl'ophe befalling the 
stubborn Egyptians, bnt also that the frcedom of Israel will be 
achieved at the expense of his own personnl sacrifiee¡ vi.z., his re
linquishing of a brilliant future as a general of the Egrptian army, 
and his devotion to a cause thc outeome of which is still uneertain. 
Then, he refers to "the sound/ Of God" making "the crucial inter
change of earth with everlasting" ( p. 73), tha t is to say, to the 
Divine Powers transcending the sphere of thc rnerely human and 
asking such questions that cannot be answcrecl without ref~,rence to 
a lifc after this, in whieh all m~·stcrics will be clarified. Finall~·. on 
p. 74, he confesses himself to be thc "go-bctwccn for (:od": 

by the wclding of what loYccl me and what harmcd me 
I havc becn brought to that stature whieh has hcard. 

Egypt and Israel hate :md ]oye Moscs: this duality of feclings has 
been the cause of personal grief, and lias ~iven l1irn a wider outlook 
on life, so that he has becn ablc to hcar and unclerstand what was 
incomprehensible to others. 

Daily lif e imagcs in this pla~· are not vcry alrnnclnnt, hut a few 
are really very cxprcssiYc. I will onl~· comment 011 two whieh throw 
especial light on the eharacterization of thc play. 
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These are Aaron comparing }foses to a "a gate without a key", 
which will "open when he will" (p. 24). In fact, Uoses has a super
human size whieh often makes him incomprehensible to Aaron, dan
gerous to Miriam and despica ble to Shendi. He has '' touched upon 
unknown tmths'' as M:oody Prior would put it, and remains remote 
from his relatives. 

Another image, a war one, shows ::\foses' awareness of something 
beyond explanation, and is an echo of Fry himself: 

Shall we lh·e in mystery and yet 
Concluct ourselves as though everything were known? 
If, in a battle upon sea, we fought 
As though on land, we should be more embroiled 
With water than the enemy. (p. 47) 

Sea itnages are associated with disaster and personal disintegra
tion. Thus Seti to }loses: 

There is somcthing shipwreck 
About you that will not do for peaceful places. (p. 13) 

)loses is compared to fire: 

Your nmnc runs like fire. (p. 18) 

This is an expressi\'C symbol to suggcst how the Hebrew leader brings 
light to Egypt and how his fame sprcads quickly causing pain to 
many. 

On page 65 we find : 

the innoccnt as well as the guilty ... 
the small farmer and thc singing fisherrnan 
And thc wife who swccps; tomorrow's boy as well 
As ycstcrday 's, all must go to your firc likc sticks. 

Hcrc ,\.nath refcrs to t he crowd of peoplc in volved in 1'Ioses' scheme: 
"the innocent", likc Ramases, and "the guilty", likc Seti, thc 
hmnbl(1 people whosc livcs havc hccn ruined by thc plagues, even the 
unhom (·hildren and thc old pcople, says thc Princess, are consumcd 
as hnrricdly and indis<'l'iminatingly as sticks in the fire of an all
rmhracing purposc. 
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Anath 's actual condition as contrasted with her youth is stated 
in this image : 

what a girl of fire 
I was, before I made these embers. (p. 3) 

which expresses how of Anath's love and cnthusiasm whieh she had 
in her youth, nothing is left but the memories of days gone by. 

MisceUaneous Nature images usually convcy a violent or painful 
movement. For instance, Anath 's. 

I thought he (!foses) was a dust storm we had shut outside. 
Evcn now I sometimes bite on the grit. (p. 7) 

which is vcry effective in respect to Anath 's great sorrow and dis
appointment in losing !loses, and helps us to understand her outlook 
on life, always facing the past. 

Seti speaks of a wind which "has hurled his throne under 
Ramases" (p 81); hail is said to be "Hard, metallic ... beating with 
the ferocity of brainbright anger" (p. 56) and "the sand is rising 
and living" (p. 71). 

The wilderness stands for solitude, oblivion and lack of love, 
that love which was impossible between l\.foses and Anath: '' the air 
stands ready in the wilderness to take you in" (p. 88); "You have 
nothing now except the wilderness" (p. 89); but it is also said to 
have "wisdom" and líes on the way to peace ( p. 88). 

Besides Teusret 's song, to which I shall make reference later, 
there are other imaginary irnages, sorne of which convey a sense of the 
supernatural and mysterious. For example, "God. . . Found and 
parted the stone lips of this/ Egyptian twilight in the speech of souls 
(p. 73); "Our strategy is written on strange eternal paper" (p. 47); 
"Behind/ The door that shuts us into life there is/Anear" (p. 43). 

Religious images in The F'irstborn are exceedingly few. In fact, 
I only find one which might be considered as religious. It is used 
by Seti: "The purgatory may save you/ From damnation" p. 62), 
and illustrates his all-important purpose of sparing no pains in order 
to defend the country from what he believes to be an absolute 
disaster. 
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Images drawn from sensuous perceptions have a decidedly dis
quieting or painful quality: '' a pair of women with their nerves un
covered" (p. 2); a "drum of despair" (p. 13); "The thick of Chaos" 
"smelt in the air" (p. 22); "The terrace crackling with dying locusts'' 
(p. 54); "black coincidence" (p. 50); "eyes the colour of anger" (p. 
63) ; "a wild cry that ripped the darkness" ( p. 81) ; "the noise of 
breaking lives" (p. 83); "the crying of our past" (p. 89), and othcrs, 
which reinforce the development of the tragic action and are in keep
ing with images of sickness and pain. 

I will now turn to the more interesting subject of key images. 
These, in The Firstborn are drawn from light and darkness, bodily 
action, sickness and pain and are much related among all these dif
ferent groups. Their use is one of the distinguishing characters be
tween The Firstborn and the rest of Fry's work. I shall endeavour to 
explain what different connections they have with the main issues 
of the tragedy. 

Darkness is associated with a whole range of subjects: with death, 
as when Ramases tells about the bird he killed in the marshes: 

At last he could feel the uninterrupted darkness 
Of and addled egg. (p. 9) 

a passage which should be related to the last scene of the play, when 
Ramases says: 

What is it Darkness? Why are you coming now? 
For whom this time? (p. 83) 

The last words prove that there is a conscious analogy between the 
two scenes. 

In the anxiety of a fight which he fears will be no good Moses 
says: 

More life! 
The dark 
Is already beside us. (p. 85) 
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and when Tensret announeing Phipa 's coming uses thc same image, 

Thc dark 's not dangerous 
Now, 

Ramases replies: 

But still dark. ( p. 86) 

Also a moral death is referrcd to as something dark: 

I am the Hehrew 
Smitten out of the shadow of that prinec 

says ~foses when explaining how he killed his Egyptian self ( p. 12). 
Darbies.~ and p<tin are akin. Thc p;vramid, which is a material 

cause of sui'f ering, is referred to it. Early in thc play, Anath, who is 
conscious of the pains endured by the Hebrew labourers, says that 

It will cast a pretty 22 shadow when it 's done. ( p. 1) 

}foses cxplains how he hcard his '· blood wceping ", "'l'hc sobbing 
at night bclow the garden" (p. 13). \Vlwn animal imagcs are intendc<l 
to convey pain or anguish they are assoeiated with blindness or 
shadow. 23 Shcndi compares his life as a hricklayer in thc mad<lcn
ing heat of the sun to "the appearancc of hell" (p ... 8). 

El'l'or, sitperstition cmd disaste,· <tl'e dal'l. or lilind. )Toses: 

A man has more to be than a Pharuoh. 
He must <lare to outgrow thc security 
or partial blin<lnrss. (p. 1-1) 

In .Aet II, Srene II, Scti blames Anath for b<'ing afraid ot thc plagues 
bec•ause hr1· "miml" is 

lmng 
With a c•nrtain ol" sn¡wrstition. (p. ;'>8) 

"'lwn <la 1·k1H'ss c•0Yr1·s t hr sky in thc samc s<'<'lH', wr find t hese images: 

.\ s<'a ur eluml, hli11<lhla<'k, 
Is pomi11g 011 to ti)(' he,whes ur 1hr sun, 

22 \Vith lhr lllt'llllÍII¡.! oJ" Jar¡.!t' IJI" ('Oll~j.JpraJ,Jr. 
2:1 St>e ,\nimal lma¡.!es. 
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and an allusion to Seti 's moral blindness again : 

The hand of God has gone across his eyes 
And closed all lif e u pon itself. Egypt 
Goes inward, by a gate which shuts more heavily than sun
Leaving man alone with his baffled brain. [set, 
Only Seti can let the sun free again. (pp. 66, 67) 24 

Thus the dark is an ill omen which points forward to catastrophe. 
Thunder, which is akin to it, is found many times serving a similar 
function, for instance at thc end of what may be considered as the 
prologue ( first part of Act I, Scene I), just before l\foses appears: 

Seti.-W as that thunder1 
Anath.-They're dumping new stone for the pyramid. 

If we remember that it was the pyramid that brought !foses 
back to Anath 's mind, we realize how consistent is the use of figura
tive speech. 

By consistency here I mean that all images in the prologue are 
made to correspond with those in the following sccnes, so that there 
is no wastc, all loose ends being carefully tied up so as to give the 
impression of a closely integratcd whole. 

Thunder is also heard ''cracking'' at the end of Act l. Then it is 
madc to symbolize the alliance of 11loses with tite Divine, which at 
times secms perplexing to the Hebrews : 

What !cague have we the human with the greater 
Than human7 Am I givcn the power 
To do what I am1 

(From horizon to horizon the sky is beaten into thunder). 
Throughout the play, l,loses is associated with dorkncss, as when wish
ing to avoid talking about him Anath says: 

"We'd bettcr find our morning again and use what's left," (p. 
3), an image we find rccurring in the last scene: 

24 This scene is the ppipety. In the Aristotelian sense, that is the central part 
of tragedy in which a charactcr's action turns against himself as a result of the tragic 
error (hamartia), which prevents him from discerning what is convenient for his 
salvation. Under the circumstances, the tragic hero does exactly what he should not 
have done to avoid catastrophe. This is the case here, where Seti, by insisting in 
keeping the Jews, unrhains the plagues and hrings ahout his son's death. 
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Seti. - Y ou found us in the morning 
Leave us with what remains of the night. The day 
You found us in is over. (p. 88) 

:Miriam finds her brother incomprehensible and almost unwhole
some, and refers to him as to a "dark mind" (p. 53). Later, when the 
gulf between them has become unsurmountablc shc tells Aaron: 

If you want to ferrct in unlighted places 
Penetrate into the mind of )foses. (p. 68) 

In this scene, which is the I in Act III, darkness becomes a sort of 
omnipresence; all the characters are awarc of it. Now, more than 
ever, thcy identify it with 1\foses. 

Aaron. - I have become 
Almost docile to his darkness. . . this midnight of lVIoses 
(I call it to myself his midnight) will clarify 
Into right. 

The concentration of images of darkness in Act II, Scene I, is 
worth mentioning because it creates a highly drarnatic atrnosphere. 
Throughout this scene darkness has a double value, since it serves to 
exprcss both the tragic expectations of the characters and their an
ticipations of freedom and new life. In the first case, it makes us fcel 
the imminence of death; in the second, it is identified with the lamb's 
blood and stands like a way full of mystery and uncertainty, but 
leading to light. 

as the night turns 
A diff erent life pitched abo ve our experience 
Or imagining, is moving about its business. (p. 73) 

But the two meanings are hardly separate, and this double im
plication of the symbol is a clue to the play, since freedom, according 
to the idea of the play, cannot be attained except through pain, death 
and sorrow. 

Scene I in Act III is intimately related to Scene II. Thc use of 
darkness images in both is a cumulative one which starts by what 
one might caU a simple hint, and gradually becomes more definite 
and terrific. It culminates in Shendi 's death with the cry of 
"Shadows, eagles!" in his lips (pp. 78, 79). 
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Continuing this cumulative development, in Scene the II dark
ness slowly becomes indentified with death. Before Ramases says, 
"What is it, Darkness? Why are you coming now?" (p. 83) we find 
Teusret watching the dark with an apprehensive eye (p. 80). "I know 
you dislike me to be afraid of it", she says. Anath's "That was a 
wild cry that ripped the darkness" (p. 81) is the next step in speci
fying that. great calamity which at the beginning of the scene was 
something vague and indistinct. 

Light images are opposite in their meaning to those of darkness. 
Freedom, remembranc.e, fame and peace are bright; for example, when 
Aaron says that Moses "manipulated/ Man upon man into conscious
ness", the image suggests a sort of enlightenment of those who were 
living in slavery (p. 70). Ramases compares his "memory" of Moses 
to "a man speaking ... On a noonday terrace" (p. 23). It is inter
esting to see how for him, Moses is bright, since he identifies him 
with the maturity he lacks in his adolescent self: "you/ Are clear 
and risen roundly over the hazes" (p. 27); not like Anath or the 
others, with frustration, trouble or a calamity of sorne sort. 

Often light and darkness stand side by side offering a very effect
ive contrast. For example, when expressing a supposed duality in 
]\foses: "I become oblivious to day and night" ( p. 25). Allusions to 
Phipa are intermingled with references to the dark. '' Tonight. She 
must dismount into a light/ Of welcome" (p. 80). "But still dark./ 
And we have to enact/ A daylight for this unsuspecting beauty. '' 
(p. 86). Beauty and love, we shall have occasion to corroborate in The 
Lady's not for B1¿rning and in A Phoenix Too Frequent suggest them
selves to Fry as something bright. There are akin symbols in this 
description of Phipa and that of Jennet in The Lady's not for Burn
ing, (Act III) but o.f course, the latter lacks the deep pathos and 
hopelessness which are due to tragedy. 

Teusret. - Ramases, she has come so gifted for you 
With a fable of rubies, and pearls like seeds of the moon. 
Doesn't their brightness come to you? Do they glimmer 
Nowhere into the cupboards of your sleep? (p. 89) 

Light and darkness images are used as a principle of order in the 
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dramatic structttre. Thcre is an image which stan<ls as a landnrnrk 
in the development of the play. It bclongs to thc pcripct~, (Act II, 
Se. I) when "Seti twists to have his way". It is Anath, with her 
pcnetrating cye who reeognir.es and defines thc tragic error: 

Oh 
Thc gods, how wc fomblc bctwccn right and wrong, 

Bctwecn om· salrntion and our oYcrthrow, 

Like drunk mcn with a kcy in thc dark who stand 
.At the right door but (•mrnot gct out of thc cold. (p. 62) 

In the tragic rc,·ersal of thc play, light, whit'11 had stood for 
somcthing- positivc is sccn as lifc contrasting with <lcath and powcr
lcss in front of it, 

,Yhat 's t hat rn0Ycrne11t·? 'l'hc light touc•hing his ring ( the 
ring or Hamases). 

Is that ali that light can do? Hcrc nrc his cycs. 
Play hcn•, as you clid. Why will you wastc on u sto1w? 

(p. 87) 

But in thc catharsis, at the end of thc play, it rcco,·ers its formcr 
symbolism. It uvcrts the dm·k and brings consolatiou. 

Anath.-,Yhat is left 
To eall to me? 

)Joscs.--'l'hc morning, which still comes 
'l'o Egypt as to Israel, tlw 1·otmd of light 
Which will not wheel in vain. ( pp. 8!l, !JO) 

JJody and JJodily .:lction images are ahunda11t. Thcy serve to Jc
seribe Uo<l, "'l'hc <:od ol' tite Hcbrcws'', ''the whirler or suns aml 
moons" (]). i-!), who kcc•ps "dcarly rl'tainccl in his palm, thc soul" 
(p. 6(:i), who ''Has stoopcd besidc Israel" and '·wcpt" the life ui' 
)Ioscs ''likc a tcar of passion/ Onto the iniquity of Rgypt '' (p. 66). 

These imag·es also show Jfoses as scen h? the ot her l'liamete1·s. 
As joy a11d surprist• rom ing to a young- girl 's lii'c: · · Allll when I 
found my lwnds urnl rrowdcd him/ Into my hrrast hr huriecl lilw a 
hnn'' (p.+); hut mo1'L' frrqucntly as somcthin~ whic·h mnst he kl't 
asidc heeause it has hurt someo11e or is da11g-1•rons: 
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Anath.-Leave him alone to bite his lips. (p. 8) 

and Miriam, jealous of the foster mother: 

A king's daughter 
Swallowed him and spat out this outlaw. (p. 20) 

l\fost images of sleep refer to Ramases. Early in the play he is 
found saying: 

Either you must sleep like to dead 
Or something violent must happen. (p. 8) 

In her sleep Teusret cannot find him ( p. 33), and in the last scene, 
Seti speaks of giYing him "dreams" with "both hands" (p. 81). 
As he says this he is not aware of the tragic irony of his words; then, 
he also tells him: 

You have slept into a throne and an empire 
While time has begun to heap age over me. (p. 81) 

So when Anath calls him "my pharaoh of sleep" (p. 87), becau1:1e 
he is dead, we feel that Ramases has finally come upon that state 
which fate had assigned to him since the very beginning. 

Other images in this group help to create and emphasize the 
atmosphere of oddity and estrangenient brought about by the plagues: 

Something unnatural has come awake 
Which should have slept until time was finished. (p. 44) 
Creation 's mutehead is dissolving. (p. 46) 

But most images in this classification have a painful character, and 
so they should more properly be included in the next group. 

Pain, Sickness ancl H ealth images are to be found throughout 
the play since the first scene. They help to define death, which is 
seen in a bird's "flinching nerves" (p. 9), in Phipa's supposed "great 
sighs" which leave no more air "to breathe" (p. 87), "in a tortured 
galc, a gale of crying moving through the streets" (p. 83), in some
one's cry which is "passworrl to a grave" (p. 1). 
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Then, many images whieh refer to !,foses have much of the pain
ful and deadly about them: no one could "sting him out" of Anath's 
arms (p. 4); he is "the Hebrew ... Whipped off the sanded tongue of 
that prince of Egypt" (p. 12); there i~ a "crippling ghost" that 
intrudes between him and Seti; and many others, especially those 
expressing dilemma. 25 

Then, l\foses is also spoken of in terms of sickness and health. 
Anath has an attitude towards him which reflects the feeling for 
someone whose adoption has been fondly remembcred and bitterly 
regretcd; but on the whole, she advises her relations to avoid him: 

I would rather infect him (Ramases) with something less 
Than thc blood of Moscs. [ dubious 

She tells her brother. 

Since l\,foses has unchaincd the plagues which poison Egypt, 
Shcndi makes this remark : 

I beg your pardon if he no longer 
Rates himself as a man after living through 
The pestilences as though he owned them. (p. 72) 

For l\firiam and Shcndi, the tragic error consists in this misinterpre
tation of Moses. Suffering makes them nearsighted, instead of ren
derring them more penetrating and capablc of understanding like 
Anath and Tcusret, or elevating their lifc above everyday realities 
in search of mystery, like Moses. It turns them cold, indifferent and 
sceptic; they have nothing to hand their fellow-men but meanness 
and spite: 

how can we be so scrupulous 
In a life which, from birth onwards, is so determined 
To wring us dry of any serenity at am (p. 72) 

For Aaron, who although lagging behind the thoughts of Moses, 
faith in his brother is the only hope of salvation, the madness of 
l\Ioses seems to be a kind of "extended sanity." (p. 70). 

25 These I have mentioned under different classifications: animals, abstractions 
and concretions. 
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On the other hand, ever since the first interview of Moses with 
Seti a current of pain, sickness and health images is introduced. 
lsrael's blood, Moses tells the Pharaoh is heard 

weeping ... Under your shoes, under your smile, and under 
The foundations of your tomb. (p. 13) 

It is a "misery" "flowing" through the sick body of Egypt. "Let 
that be clean/ First, '' says Moses, '' and then your flesh may heal'' 
(p. 41). But Seti will not take advice; he finds slavery necessary to 
the welfare of his country, and thus the disease, which had been 
latent emerges to the surface, and Anath feels it : 

You tricked him (Moses), and that feculent moment 
Filthied our blood and made of us a nation 
Loahsome with boils. Y ou had stirred up the muck 
Which the sweet gods thought fit to make us of 
When they first formed man. (p. 56) 

For l\foses, exodus of his people is equivalent to childbirth : 

-\Vhen do they say 
The mountains last had rain? 

Miriam.-Nine months ago. 
Moses. - It's time for parturition. (p. 19) 

The fact that Egpyt is always feminine and often symbolized by 
Anath contributes to give consistency to these images. 

I want to refer now to the remarkable technique of the first part 
of Act I, Scene III which might be properly called Teusret 's, since 
she has infused her youthful sensibility into the poetry and tender 
pathos of these lines. There is a development starting when the cur
tain rises on the Palace which points forward to a culmination when 
Teusret sings. The pervading note is one of doubt and vague ap
prehension. Symbols serve to emphasize the melacholy of the constant 
flow of lif e. 

In the first place, we find Ramases worried by the passing nature 
of time: 

What is this 'now', the moment we're now crossing1 
Can this truth vanish? 
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The countcrpart of these reflections is Tcusret herself; she is also 
restless, clucling those who seck her. Thc fccling is onc of emptiness: 

Ilamascs.-\Yhcre is she'? 
Anath. -Evcrywherc. 

Put ~·our lumd in onc place, she is aheady 
Bcating her wings in nnother. 

Her strange clreams anticípate the end. 

The door on thc othcr sidc of the room is always 
Closing behind you, and thc room is empty - I ncvcr 
Come to you, 

she tells her hrothcr, thus suggcsting the separation between the 
living and t he dead. 

So far, Teusret, who is unconscious of the symbolism of her 
dreams, has found life gay and uncomplicated: 

I hucl a riddlc to ask you. Fareti 
Tanght it to me. 

The ncws of llamases· betrothal is her first sorrow; she fcars things 
will look painful in the new perspective. 

He will be changed. The days will be differcnt 
And I shall he the sume. How shall I be happy then'1 

Seeking to gh·c an outlet to the oYcrflowing cmotion within her, 
Teusret chooses to cntertain thc hridegroom, and flowers are proper 
to the occasion. 'l'hey stress thc tendt•r note between hcrscll: and her 
brother. The way 'l'cusrct speaks about thcm somchow reminds one 
of Ophelia, because the latter also rcsorts to flowers in her grief and 
makes them syrnbolic: "'l'here 's rosemary, that 's for rcmembranee; 
pray rou, loYc r-c1:wmber: and thcre is pansics, that 's for thoughts." ~n 

'I'cusret says: 

,v1tat is he bridge to he rrossed, I wondt•r 
From a pctal to being a wing or a hand? 

Flowrrs, lik(~ time pass c¡uiekly: 

:!ó lfomlet Act IV: Se. 5. 
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They 're shattering already. 

Teusret needs music, another analogy with Ophelia; but can she 
'' remember the key?'' that is to say, the way to follow under the dü
ferent circumstances? The song which ensues is admirably in keeping 
with the character and the occasion, and exceedingly suggestive in its 
impreciseness. This we realize as we disentangle its various threads 
and recognize the leading images we have been studying in such ex
pressions as, 

Step over this shadow and tell me (shadow, death, Moses); 
And my heart will make a ring 
Sighing in a circle (ring for the bride; sighing, pain, death) 

and especially the last two verses: 

O f ortune, fortune 
So changed against the sun, 

which emphasize the ironic reversal, since Ramases dies just when 
Phipa is almost at the door, that is to say, when he was supposed 
to have reached the utmost happiness. 

Another instance of imagery accumulating and serving the dra
matic ends of the play we find in Act I, Scene l. The prologue paves 
the way for l\Ioses. It creates an atmosphere of expectation. The 
rest of the scene, the agon or conflict, portrays him to us in a way 
which is thoroughly consistent with what we have learned about him. 
Allusions to death, heat, darkness, pain, light or bodily action are 
correspondent throughout the scene, and up to the end, 'Where 
Anath's 

Do you remember, Teusret? 
A man fell from the pyramid - only this morning. 

gives us a precise idea of all the things that have happened in such 
.a small space of time. 

In The Firstborn more than in any other play except maybe 
A Sleep of Prisoners, Fry has succeeded in giving his characters 
human and universal significance. This is probably due to the fact 
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that this is his only tragedy, and therefore, he has dealt here with 
the subjects which have always been regarded as the most general and 
transcendental in literature: sorrow and death. 

The theme of the play is much akin to the early religious forros 
of drama, such as Sophocles', in which sorne critics 2; have traced the 
reproduction of a ritual sacrifice. Thus, in <Edipus Rex we find a 
scapegoat, (Edipus himself who eognizant of his situation of husband 
and son of the same woman, must undergo expiation to save his 
people from the wrath of the gods. 

In The Firstborn there is also a victim, Ramases, whose immola
tion is necessary that Egypt may avoid the plagues and that the 
Israelites achieve their freedom. Nevertheless, the victim in The 
Firstborn is a purer and more innocent one than CEdipus. He is not 
the material doer of the damage nor is he to be blamed for his lack 
of understanding, although both expiate their parents' sins. There
fore, the grief and pathos in Thc Firstborn is a deeper and more pierc
ing one. 

In many ways, Anath may be said to be the counterpart oí 
Tyresias, the soothsayer. Being blind aud destitute of worldly power, 
he has developed an inner sight which makes it possible for him to 
foretell the future, though not to change it. Anath too, has closcd 
l1er eyes to the joys of this world, but sorrow has given her wisdom, 
and though no such clear prophet as Tyresias she instinrth·ely knows 
what is going to happen, looks beyond pleasant appearances, warns, 
advises, but cannot avert catastrophe. 

Seti 's place is intermediate hctween Layns and CEdipus. Likc
the former, he has a personal hlarne because he enslaves the ,Jews and 
forces them to lead an inhuman life; but he resemblcs te lattcr becausc 
he is a victim of fate. He rules tyrannically bccause his fathcr did sor 
because he thinks that is the only way of saYing Egypt. Evcn in bis 
politieal zeal Seti is like CEdipus. The King of Thcbes is willing t<> 
defcnd the welfare of his eity, and whcn told by Tyresias that he is 
the onc who brings ubout punishmcnt rages and dismisses the sooth
sayer. 

Teusret too, beeause of her interest in her brother's affairs and 

27 Jo'ergusson, Tite Mea o/ a Theater. pp. 13,42. 
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her devotion to him reminds one of the Antigone in the Sophoclean 
plays. 

Moses is by far the most complex character in The Firstborn. His 
functions, if we choose to insist on the religious ritual, are akin to 
Creon's. He is the go-between for God and men; therefore, he is a 
priest. He has been appointed by God to perform a sacrifice and 
liberate his people. With unyielding perseverance he must eliminate 
all evil, till justice be done to the oppressed and conditions of moral 
health prevail. But that is only one side of Moses; the other one has 
no parallel in (Edipus Rex because the relations of Moses to the 
other characters are of a very peculiar order; his breeding and his 
vocation to leadership are unique. He was the Jew among the 
Egyptians, saved by the Pharaoh 's daughter whom he loved as a son. 
Then, he led the Egyptian army, and returning victorious, children 
hailed bis name and beheld him with admiration. One of these was 
Raro.ases. Moses is aware of the honesty and nobility of the Royal 
Heir. His sorrow is greater because he realizes that the man in Rama
ses is not ripe yet, and because the heir 's life was taken when he was 
only a brilliant promise. In fact, if we analyze the character of 
Ramases, we find that he is a youth hesitating between child and 
man, confused within himself in search of his definite personality. 
He has just made the adolescent 's discovery of the meaning of time, 
and ponders over it. He wishes time stood still, feels its pas
sage means less lif e, maybe death approaching. It is no common 
sympathy that brings Ramases to Miriam's tent in Act l. It is rather 
an effort to affirm and clarify bis own personality through the 
friendship of one stronger than himself. Ramases remcmbers the 
military exploits of 1\foses. The Hebrew leader represents an ideal 
of strength and courage that kindles the youth with enthusiasm. Out 
of his admiration spring confidence and generous offerings. All 
these 1\foses cannot encourage nor accept, but he certainly under
stands and appreciates; hence his distress when he realizes the 
purpose of the plague. At that moment, the priest and the man meet 
and struggle in 1\foses. So far, though his mission had already been 
a difficult one, he had overlooked personal motives and cast his lot 
definitely on the Hebrew side. Now, that he realizes who the victim 
will be he feels the sacrifice unbearable. Moreover, he does not under
stand why such a sacrifice should be necessary. Thence his revolt 
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against the Divine scheme, his effort to avoid thc consummation. That 
is why Dcrek Stanford has said that The Firstborn is the conflict 
between freedom and authority. Thc human freedom acting, loving, 
preserving in its own way. God's authority leading mento obey His 
Will, choosing precisely that victim, and tlrns opening the door to 
purification and new life. 

The very naturc of his conflict, that intermcdiate position be
tween God and man, his self-sacrifice and resignation gives l\foses 
a superhuman size. Anath, Seti, Ramases and Teusret also are upon 
this level, because transfixed and elevated by grief. Aaron represents 
the simply human categorr. Sometimes, his fnnctions are akin to those 
of a chorus, summarizing events, commenting, showing fear or suspi
cion, giving information, for instancc at the beginning of Act III, 
Scene I, where he shows what the average Israelite may think of 
Moses. 

Miriam and Shendi lie below the human level. Thcy are mean 
people, easily put out of the battle-field either by joy or sorrow. They 
lack convictions and spiritual equilibrium. 

A quality which strikes us about '1.'he Firstborn is what Derek 
Stanford has called "the sense of the behind life". 28 As wc read 
the .play, we get an intima te knowledge, of the characters' life before 
their actual condition. In this respect, imagery has also been most 
useful to Fry. It is cnough to give two specimens at random: 

small-talk 
Has to block a draught up ten years old. (p. 11); 

Ten years long he has lugged 
This dead thing after him. (p. 7) 

This gives the characters an extra-dimension. The images are the 
leaves of an old photographic album, which open and lead into the 
past. 

28 Derek Stanford, Christopher Fry, An Appreciation, p. 116. 
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I 

THE OUTLINE OF THE PLAY 

T HE action rcpresented in Tke Lady's not for Burning takes 
place in the little market town of Cool Clary at the beginning 
of the fifteenth century. The author is not specific about the 

date, and bases, so to speak, the plot of his play on a convict 's con
fession to a false murder in February 194 7 : '' In the past I wanted to 
be hung. It was worth while being hung to be a hero, seeing that life 
was not really worth living." 1 The counterpart of such hero in Fry's 
comedy is Thomas Mendip, a discharged soldier '' in his late twenties 
perhaps '' whom we find breaking into the Mayor 's house in a typical 
April afternoon. 

Since the very beginning, in his talk to Richard, the Mayor's 
clerk, Thomas strikes us as an exceedingly eccentric f ellow. He de
clares he is weary of lif e, and desires by all means to be hanged so 
as to get rid of the bothersome load of the body. 

This obsession being the pivot of his feelings and thoughts, he 
has developed an open-mindedness and cynicism which are in deep 
contrast with the idiosyncrasies of other characters. This is made 
evident when Alizon Eliot, an unsophisticated girl who is hoping to 
marry Humphrey Devize, the Mayor's nephew, arrives from the con
vent and talks about her engagernent. "Men - she says - are strange. 

1 The Lady's not /or Burning, p. 2. 
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It 's almost uncxpected to find they speak English.'' Richard feels 
drawn to her very soou, and tells her about his origin, how he '' wasn 't 
born", but "come-across" by a priest "in a poor-box". 

Humphrcy's brother, Nicholas, full of mud an dishevelled comes 
to wclcomc Alison and starts complimenting her. The stars, he says, 
havc favoured him with prcdictions of a sure and immediate mar
riage to his brother 's fiancée. This, of course, has eaused a fisticuffs 
between Humphrcy and himself; and Nicholas, who is in a showy 
and pompous mood, easily describes it as a world affair comparable 
only with the fall of Babylon. 

Soon aftcr this, Thomas mects l\fargaret Devize, the young boys' 
mother. He addresses her in a way she cannot understand, for she 
is frivolous and superficial, and the rcflcctions of Thomas deal with 
the iniquity of mankind and thc hopclessness of expeeting the world 
may improvc. With thesc mattcrs )Iargaret has never been con
cerned, nor docs she careto be, busy as shc is thinking whether Hum
phrey, who had been knoeked clown on the flower bed by Nicholas 
in the famous fisticuffs I liaYe just refcrred to, and who is now being 
carried in, will find her '' composcd, suffieiently placid and unmother
ly" as though she had taken no interest in her son's affairs. 

As soon as Humphrey comes in, rivalry for Alizon starts anew, 
and when Thomas, exasperated by cverybody's disinterest in his 
hanging makes to the cloor to fetch the :Mayor, the latter comes iu, 
"afflictcd with office" and "blowing his nose ". His presence, never
thelcss, does not bceome the "gatcway to eternal rest", as Thomas had 
supposed, for thc Mayor has a fine speeeh to opposc the soldier 's 
pretensions : 

Dear sir, I ha ven 't yet becn notified 
Of your cxistence. As far as I 'm conccrned 
You don 't cxist. Therefore you are not entitled 
To any rest at all, eternal or temporary. 

Behincl the comic effcct one senses thc shot of Fry's irony aimed 
against the morosity and incongruity of thc law. 

Discussion between the Mayor and Thomas gocs on, interrupted 
cvery now and then by noisy and humorous explosions of the former 's 
catarrh. Finding his arguments incffectivc, Thomas invents false 
murders which he declares having perpctrated against two villagers: 
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one is hardly worth mentioning, he says, but the other is sure to draw 
attention, since Skipps, the victim, a rag-and-bone merchant, is very 
well known in town. N evertheless, the Mayor will not listen, and 
Thomas ends the scene explaining the reasons of his uncommon loath 
of existence: 

I 've been unidentifiably 
Floundering in Flanders for the past seven years, 
Prising open ribs to let men go 
On the indefinite leave which needs no pass. 
And now all roads are uncommonly flat, and all hair 
Stands on end. 

This, to a certain extent, reflects a modern situation; that of sol
diers in the post-war. The lack of ideals and weariness they experi
ence bef ore they return to normal life. 

In the last part of Act I, an unexpected visit is announced: a 
witch has come to see the Mayor. If she is a witch, says Nicholas, 
there has never been such an exceedingly attractive young witch in 
the world. Nicholas is eager to let her in, in spite of his mother's 
objections who is shocked to think of the idea. 

In the scene which ensues, Jennet Jourdemayne, for that is the 
witch 's name, makes an appeal for protection. She has been the victim 
of public superstition and misunderstanding; of people who believe 
she has changed "a man into a dog", assuming her to have dealings 
with the devil. The whole affair is so absurd, that in spite of her fear 
Jennet is led to laugh at it. Yet, she ignores that she has come among 
superstitious people, and what is worse, that her beauty and her prop
erty are terribly dangerous and disturbing. As she comes in, Mar
garet can "almost feel the rustling-in of sorne/ Kind of enchant
ment "; as to the Mayor, Tyson, he knows that "her property goes 
to the town if she 's a witch. '' Furthermore, she used such graphic 
terms in describing the tricks she is accused of, that she unwillingly 
led the Mayor to look for unorthodoxy and witchcraft in her words. 
If she is not a witch, says Tyson, she would fain be one, for she in
tentionally delights in diabolical imaginations. Therefore, she must 
be burnt. 

This puts Thomas on the verge of despair. Affairs are compli
cated when Humphrey announces that a minor revolution is taking 
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place in the street. It seems that Thomas, before eoming to Tyson 's 
house, had been spreading all around the tale of his murders. People 
say he is the Devil, and easily associate him with superstition: "He 's 
got a girl in his toils, a witch called ,Jennet." 

When the Chaplain, a timid romantic fellow comes in, gossip has 
gone further: '' It is hard to imagine/ Why the poor girl should turn 
Skipps into a dog.'' Taking advantage of the fact that he is being 
identified with the Devil, Thomas whispers into Humphrey's ear that 
doomsday will take place within the next twenty-four hours. Tyson 
finds no better solution than to send the "hypothetical" devil and 
witch to prison. 

By this time, Thomas has, eYcn against his will, begun to feel 
deep sympathy for Jennet. He tries to cheer her spirits by assuring 
her that lif e '' isn 't worth the candle'' and ends the act begging the 
Mayor to hang him, before he falls in love with her. 

In Act II we find Tyson and the town 's justice, Tappercoom, 
perplexed at what they think to be an extraordinary behaviour of the 
prisoners. They have put Thomas to torture, and nevertheless he has 
not stopped confessing he is a murderer; as to Jennet, nothing can 
persuade her to conf ess that she is a witch. 

The brawl in the street has turned out to be a sort of public pro
test against Satan and the witch, and a preparation for the day of 
Judgment. The crowd, says Margaret, have just looked at '' a shooting
star" falling somewherc right ovcr the Mayor's house, and have taken 
for granted that it is a. heavenly sign of catastrophe. 

Wishing to be a help of sorne kind, the Chaplain, who has just 
awaked f rom a placid dream, pro poses to lead Thomas to a denial of 
his guilt by means of more human proceedings. He suggests that he 
be invitcd to join the party in which Alizon's engagcment to Hum
phrey will be celebrated that vcry night. 

But by this time a plan has developed in Tyson 's mind. He 
sends Richard to fetch the prisoners to the room. Nicholas and Hum
phrey, it appears, had been sitting with them in jail for a long time. 
Very likely, the two brothers wished to be with Jennet, and were 
feeling jealous of each other. Now both come in. Nicholas has a gash 
on his forehead. '' The young f ool climbed on the wall and addressed 
the crowd. '' But the crowd were not in a mood for speeches, and just 
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as the orator encouraged them to the public discussion of world 
affairs, he was hit by a brick. 

Tyson now draws attention to the execution of his plan. Tap
percoom, the Chaplain, his elder nephew and himself, will eavesdrop 
in the adjacent room, as the prisoners, suspecting nothing, make a 
clear breast to each other in the Mayor's office. 

It is done as proposed. Thomas beholds the sky through the 
· window and is almost sunk into ecstasy at the beauty of the sunset. 

J ennet cannot think of anything else except her fears. How she 
longs for her world, the "wild soft world of half a day ago!". Her 
thoughts are fixed on the fire awaiting her the next morning, This 
is precisely what Thomas cannot understand. How can she "be so 
serious/ About such a mean allowance of breath as life is? Why waste 
it complaining? Better laugh. But Thomas' laughter is not that of 
the man who wishes to forget death in pleasure. It is rather that of 
the sceptic, who instead of fighting for the conquest of bis '' hopping 
greeds and passions'' mocks man and creation. He does not fight 
against evil any more, because he assumes it to be unconquerable. But 
Jennet has not such despondent, sceptic views. On the contrary, she 
professes to be practica! and to find joy in living. Her father, she 
says, was an alchemist of distinction who gave time and countless 
efforts to the purpose of changing the matter of the world. He never 
saw bis fond dream realized. But J ennet does not consider his plans 
utterly vain, for after his death, while dusting the laboratory, she 
happened, by a series of strange coincidences, to throw certain mix
tures on sorne copper coins, which sorne days later proved to have 
been turned into solid gold. Nevertheless, this most wonderful oc
currence was to her hardly worthy of notice, since the way it happened 
was quite unpredicted and not worth while investigating. 

But on the other hand, a young girl like Jennet, living all by 
herself in a house which had belonged to an alchemist and speaking 
French to her poodle, was almost as much as people could see without 
smelling witchcraft. '' Then - says J ennet - you must know 

I have a peacock which on Sundays 
Dines with me indoors. Not long ago 
A new little serving maid carrying the food 
Heard its cry, dropped everything and ran, 
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Kever to come back, and told all whom she met 
That the Devil was dining with me." 

AH this Thomas finds fairly clear; what he will never be able 
to do is to regard nature, heaven and hell, the universe at large, as 
plain, endless successions of cause and effect. He senses a mystery 
behind the facts of everyday reality, a mystery which escapes human 
understanding and arouses from his consideration of man 's way of 
life. Man lives because óthers die. He destroys other creatures to 
perpetuatc himself. How can he then feel at ease? 

.Jennet does not care for such mysteries. Ever since she met 
Thomas she cannot help feeling a growing affection for him, which 
worries the soklier to the point of alarm. He endeavours to convince 
Jennet of the uselessness of entertaining a love for him. Man is 
worthless, he says. Thomas seems to forget the immortality of the 
soul, and fixing on the material shortcomings of humanity declares 
that he is nothing but "best of beasts", bound to end in corruption. 
This only leads Jennet to a warmer confession of her love, in such 
terms, that the cavesdroppcrs assumc it to be an evident confession 
of diabolical witchcraft. Accordingly, shc is condemned to the fire, 
despite the protcsts of Thomas who dcmands '' fair play/ For the 
criminal classes' ', and roars and rages when sentcnce is delivered 
on him: 

Found guilty 
Of jaundice, misanthropy, suicida} tendencics 
And spreading gloom and despondcncy. You will spend 
Thc eYening joyously, soeiably, taking part 
In the pleasures of your fellow men. 

This Thomas is finally forced to accept under condition that 
Jennet too, be invited to the festival. 

Act III takes place later the same night. Unable to join his 
:fellow men, Thomas calls Humphrey and Nicholas to join with him in 
'' a toast of ennui' '. There is an atmosphere of tedium pervading the 
:first part of Act III which is broken when Jennct, who had been 
dressing for the hall, appears "bright with jewels, and twenty years 
exquisitcly out of fashion". The moon too, shines bright, and Thomas 
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does not fail to notice how there is something more romantic and less 
matter of fact as regards Jennet. Is it death, or otherwise thc subtle 
work of love what has raised the lady above her "Essential Fact?" 
Jennet herself is not quite sure. "But you mustn't hinder me -she 
says-

not now. I come 
Of a long-lived family and I have 
Sorne sixty years to use up almost immediately. 
I shall join the sucking pig. 

At the sight of their dazzling prisoner, Nieholas and Humphrey 
feel thoroughly revived. Leaning on onc 's arm, and escorted by the 
other, J ennet passes on to the next room, just as the Chaplain begins 
to play his merry viol. 

Thomas comes across Tyson and recriminates him for his cruel 
purpose of burning Jennet. The old man is evidcntly troubled. He 
has suffered an emotional upheaval because of the girl 's attractions, 
and wishes to burn her at once so as to avoid temptation. 

Ever since he met Jennet, Humphrey has cared little or nothing 
for his fiancée. So Alizon, who has been feeling lonely and neglected, 
approaches Richard, and finds he is the "warm ground" where she 
should plant her affectionate thoughts ever after. The young people 
conf ess their love, and decide to elope before anyone stops them. 

Soon after this, Jennet enters, followed by Nicholas and Hum
phrey. Nicholas goes to the cellars to bring some wine, and in the 
meantime, Humphrey promises to save Jennet from the fire if she 
complies to a dirty proposal of his. The temptation is hard on the 
girl, but the answer is no, definitely no. Analyzing the motives of 
her decision, Jennet finds she is not led by an ideal love of chastity, 
but by a wish of serving the purpose of her own self and of creation, 
which is not likely to call creatures into being and endow them with 
sincere emotions just for the pleasure of seeing them dissolve into 
emptiness. 

I seem to wish to have sorne importance 
In the play of time. If not, 
Then sad was my mother 's pain, sad my breath, 
Sad, sad my alacritous web of nerves, 
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To be shaped and sharpcned into such tendrils 
Of anticipation, to f eed the swamp of space. 
What is deep, as love is deep, I 'll have 
Deeply. What is good, as love is good, 
I '11 have well. Then if time and space 
Have any purpose, I shall belong to it. 

Jennet's position is a pitiable one indeed, and hereupon, Thomas, 
who had been in the garden, breaks in preaching pessimism. But Jen
net checks him. What right has he to come '' moralizing'' now and 
saying whether she should be burnt or not? 

Y ou have only said 
'Die, woman, and look as though you liked it.' 
So you '11 agree this can hardly be said to concern you. 

But the fact is that Thomas is really conccrned. He loves J ennet 
and is forced to confess "the disastrous truth". Yet, Jennet will not 
be contented with this. What is the good of love, if love "'ill not 
draw a man away from deatM 

Events now start marching J ennct 's way. Richard and Alizon 
return to announcc they have met Skipps, he whom Thomas had 
murdered and Jennet had turned into a dog. Soon afterwards, every
body is thoroughly convincecl that Skipps is perf ectly ali ve and free 
from withcheraft. Jennet is allowed to return to her cell or to leave 
the town, and of course, where she goes, Thomas will go too. 

Only another 
Fif ty years or so and then I promise 
To let your go. 

she tells him. The eccentric soldier has been caught in '' the unholy 
mantrap of love". Somewhere in this sickening dirty world he must 
make a home for Jennct. "Am I an inconveniece to you?" - says 
she - "As inevitable as original sin", he answers as they start life 
together. On their depart, Thomas prays that God may have merey 
on him and his beloved. 
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II 

THE IMAGERY IN THE PLAY 

In my analysis of the imagery in The Lady's not for Burning I 
will endeavour to point out how the diff erent groups of images, 
whether drawn from light, fire and darkness, daily life, domestic 
subjects, human body or personifications, abstractions and concre
tions, contribute largely to the development of the main issues raised 
by the play, which are: 

a) Gloominess, despondency, evil and damnation. 

b) Hope, love and desire for life. 

e) An Apriline atmosphere. 

d) Humour and wit. 

a) Gloominess, despondenc.y, evil and damnation.-It is evident 
to all hearers of The Lady's not for Burning, that the idiosyncrasy 
of the main character, Thomas Mendip, as well as the nature of the 
plot itself, a discharged soldier with an intense loath of life '' falling 
in with a witch-hunt", easily give rise to a current of sinister or 
otherwise gloomy and despondent thoughts which can be traced 
throughout the play. 

This is sometimes made in terms of animal images. Insects con
vey a sense of the ephemeral human life. If we suppose we are '' cad
dis-flies ", says Thomas in his talle to Jennet in Act II, 

Do we waste the evening 
Commiserating with each other about 
The unhygienic condition of our worm-cases? (p. 49) 

J ennet draws on the same image, when after having swooned at the 
news of her burning, she comes to and tells Thomas: 

Preacher to the caddis- fly, I return 
To live my allotted span of insect hours. (p. 60) 
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Thomas has a liking for filthy or i 1oracious animals which help 
to emphasize his view of life, a contra~ictory and damnable affair 
which goes on by "pain and death" (p. 57). Thus he speaks of a 
"wholesome cat", the eyes of which behold a. bird with a hellish 
gleam (p. 13); the witch-hunters he refers to as "bib-and-tuckered 
bloodhounds" (p. 16), and later, contrasting with the almost un
earthly beauty of the sunset, he listens to "the howl of human 
jackals" (p. 48). 

But the animal image which could be given as a clue to Thomas' 
arguments is drawn from bfrds, and conveys a sensc of a useless and 
weary effort for improvement: 

A world unahlc to die sits on and on 
In spring sunlight, hatching egg after egg, 
Hoping agains hope that out of one of them 
Will come the reason for it ali; and always 
Out pops the arid chuckle and ccnturics 
Of cuckoo-spit. (p. 13) 

Images from heaven and heavenly l>odies are made to reflect this 
attitude. Thomas speaks of "the wild music of the spheres" (p. 19) 
and complains that for a long time he should have been 

Propped up at the bar of heaven and emth, between 
The wall-eye of the moon and the brandy-cask of the sun. 

(p. 18) 

that is to say, wcarily delayed as a man is a bar, in the long succes
sion of days and nights. 

Severa! body images are in keeping with thesc views: whenever 
Thomas was 

on the way 
To a faintly fcstive hiccup, 
The sight of the damned world sobered him "up again". 

(p. 3) 

So he cannot find pleasure in life. 

Flesh 
Weighs Iike a thousand years, and every morning 
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W akes heavier for an intake of uproariously 
Comical dreams which smell of henbane. (p. 4) 

Something poisonous. 

Life. . . is the way 
We fatten for the Michaelmás of our own particular 
Gallows. (p. 5) 

This image is in keeping with the idea of hanging which is al
ways prcsent in the mind of Thomas, as the only adequate end for 
man. He pictures himself hanging as ripe fruit from a tree - the 
gallows - and thinks of lif e as a preparation for such hanging. The 
reference to "Michaelmas", St. Michael's feast on September 29, is 
in keeping with the rest of the image, for Michaelmas also means 
autumn or harvest season. 

Thomas also talks of '' a cosmic yawn of boredom'' ( p. 33) , he 
says the world is festering with damnation'' (p. 3), and in spite of 
having been reconciled to existence the world "sickens him still" (p. 
94). . 

In terms of sensuous perceptions we find that '' a nosegay of 
priva te emotion" ( love), "won 't distract" Thomas from "the stench 
of the plague-pit", by which he means the nasty world (p. 56). 

Daily lif e images also contribute to this development. "There 's 
mischief brewing for someone" in Cool Clary's local (p. 3). His 
cynicism is made evident when he says that two murders are enough 
to win him "the medals of damnation" (p. 28). Hopeless of finding 
kindness or understanding among men, he throws his '' last poor 
gamble/ On the human heart" (p. 14). 

But the group of images which reflect Thomas' vicws better is 
drawn from Biblical or religious subjects. Thomas is keenly aware 
of the evils which befell mankind after the first sin. A specimen of 
men beset by lusty passions is Humphrey, whom Thomas threatens 
with this image: 

I' 11 knock your apple-blossom back into the roots 
Of the Tree of Knowledge where you got it from. (p. 84) 

In Act I, the gloomy hero spreads alarm by saying that he is the 
Devil, and that Doomsday is due that very night. Hence such images 
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as Judgment "Not funny for the goats" (p. 32), and Thomas iden
tified with "Evil for once/ Not travelling incognito", (p. 50), 
which illustrates his idea of man; a worthless being guilty of all 
sins and worthy of being compared with the Devil. 

These images also become the Devize brothers, especially Hum
phrcy, who having been knocked down by Nicholas "Went twinkling 
like Lucifer into the daffodils" (p. 12). He is "Purgatory-colour", 
which is a kind way of saying that he is not quite good (p. 8). It is 
relevant of this character's personality to point out how he uses 
a sinister image in describing such and innocent affair as his engage
ment to Alizon: 

The stars flicker and flicker, like hell 's 
Light they flicker. (p. 16) 

he says, when asked what is the astral verdict upon his marriage. 
Fire in this play is seldom thought of by Fry as something pain

ful, very likely because thc play has not a tragic issue. Otherwise, it 
would have been necessary to anticipate the catastrophe, like in The 
Firstborn. But fire is evidently related to damnation. Thomas is 

the true phenomenon 
Of acknowledged guilt, steaming with the blodd 
Of the pimp and rag-and-bone man. (p. 28) 

and later he explains that Damnation is "a flame who's got finality", 
because it does not trick men like Hope (p. 34). 

Since we are talking of fire, it may be well to see what connec
tions it has with ,T ennet and her charm, as well as with other rather 
sinister images. 

Both brothers are drawn to J ennet by the threefold magnetism 
of beauty, witchcraft and fire. The girl, in spite of herself, contributes 
to this attitude. In describing the sort of black magic tricks she is 
accused of, she mentions several filthy animals, like "gnats", "cob
webs", "mice or beetles which might preach/ Demonology" (p. 24). 
Ever since she appears for the first time, Nicholas associates her 
beauty with fire and the devil: 

She is the one, of witches she 's the one 
Who most of all disturbs Hell 's heart ... 
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Satan 's latest 
Button-hole. (p. 21) 

But the most relevant use of these images occurs towards the 
end of the play, when Jennet's burning is imminent. Then Humphrey 
says: 

Y ou have bewitched me. But not by 
scents 
Of new-mown hell. For all I know you may 
Have had sorne by-play with the Devil. (p. 80) 

So there is a dramatic link among the following: witches bewitch 
men; bewitching deserves fire; fire is in hell; men feel the burning 
of passion. The fact that Jennet is going to burn contributes to make 
her more mysterious and attractive. 

b) Hope, love and desire for life. Opposite to these views of 
damnation, there is a current of hope and positivism which makes for 
life and opposes love to death. In order to grasp all its connections, 
I find it convenient to follow the chronologic order. 

W e may say that the beginning of this development is Thomas' 
invitation to Jennet to "go down to the dinner of damnation" on bis 
arm, whereupon she replies: "I dine elsewhere", thus meaning that she 
does not share bis despondent views. (p. 29). 

When trying to persuade Jennet of the uselessness of life he com
pares Hope to a "hell-cat" (p. 34). Then he advises her to bid fare
well to pleasure and expect nothing of the world: 

Kiss your illusions forme before they go. (p. 35) 

In Act II, the brilliant speech of Thomas on sunset 1 has the 
eff ect of reminding J ennet of the tragic imminence of death, which 
approaches with the dying sun. The contrasting views of the charac
ters are made evident in terms of light and darkness images. Jennet 
identifies darkness with distress: 

If I try to find my way I bark my brain 
On shadows sharp as rocks. (p. 49) 

1 See p. 26 of this work. 
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whereas light stands as a symbol of peaceful, undisturbed existence: 

The morning carne, and left 
The sunlight on my step like any normal 
Tradesman. (lb). 

J ennet would wish to delay the receding light whose absenee 
means less lif e : 

The light draws off 
As easily as though no one could die 
To-morrow. (lb). 

At the same time, this image is full of irony. Fry's characters are 
prone to ask why should nature rcmain indiffcrent to death 's awful 
business. 

Thomas regards the universe as a largc, mysterious and contra
dictory affair. He cannot understand how Jennet can be able to 
swcep away all its dilemmas, viz., the fact that evil should be so 
powerful in a world which makes beauty manifest. She lacks the 
perception of these paradoxes which Thomas believes to be the corner 
stone of philosophy. Since they are the basis of knowlcdge, something 
positive, he refers to them as something brilliant. He spcaks of a 
world who plays 

Heaven off against hell, hell off against heavcn, 
Revolving in the ballroom of the skies, 
Glittering with conflict as with diamonds. (p. 53) 

Thus the quality of beauty which Thomas has perceived in the 
universe is also conveyed. 

But ,Tennet can little understand of this. Therefore, these things 
suggest to her as "t.he clutch of chaos" (p. 54). 

Disagreement also becomes evident as regards love. The human 
race, according to Thomas, is damned. lt does not deserve to live. 
Why should men encourage its perpetuation through mutual esteem 
and love? '' That is the sort of thing - he says - that causes sun
spots, and the lord knows what other infirmities in the sky." (p. 56). 
But J ennet feels her desire for life instinctively leads her to seek 
refuge in the love of Thomas, and justifies her love for him in terms 
of light: 
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If you 're afraid of your shadow falling across 
Another life, shine less brightly upon yourself. (p. 56) 

And at the end of the same paragraph she makes eviclent that 
the opposing principies of the play are love and death: 

But what are you afraid of, since in a little 
While neither of us may exist? Either or both 
May be altogether transmuted into memory 
and then the heart 's obscure indeed. 

In the last lines of the act, Thomas, who reconciles himself to lif e 
for a few hours under condition that Jennet also be invited to the 
engagement party, unconsciously makes a fusion of dark and light 
images which anticipates the denouement, because it suggests his 
departure with Jennet before dawn: 

W e should be like stars now that it 's dark. 
Use ourselves up to the last bright dregs 
And vanish in the morning. ( p. 61) 

Darlrness and light stand here in perfect equilibrium, which makes 
us look forward to an understanding between the characters. 

In Act III light images are reinforced. Justas with the legendary 
beauty of marvelou.s Phipa, Jennet is described as a figure out of 
sorne old romance. Glimmering with jewels and turned more bril
liant by the possibility of fire, she suggests to Thomas, who is in 
love with her in spite of himself: 

Off she has gone, 
Away to the melting moody horizons of opal, 
Moonstone, bloodstone; n~w moving in lazy 
Amber, now sheltering in the shade 
Of jade from a brief rainfall of diamonds. 
Able to think to-morrow has an even 
Brighter air, a glitter less moderate, 
A quite unparalleled freedom in the fire: 
A death, no bounds to it 2 (pp. 65, 66) 

Humphrey and Nicholas are dazzled by J ennet 's beauty: "I 

2 Notice how death is described as a sort of Iiberation by Thomas. 
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have a sense of daylight", "It seems we're facing east", they say 
when Jennet comes into the room (p. 67). 

In order to seize the real effect of light images in Act III, it 
is relevant to remember that the characters had talked of nothing 
but boredom before Jennet entered, and how fire did not appear bril
liant to Thomas when she was not present; on the contrary, it served 
him to illustrate his life weariness : 

If only I had been born flame, a flame 
Poised, say 011 the flighty hea.d of a candle, 
I could have stood in this draught and gone out 
Whip, through the door of my exasperation. (p. 63) 

Images of this sort create an atmosphere against which, by 
contrast, the girl 's beauty is given new lustre. 

The last scenes of the play, although a collaboration of events 
is required to compel Thomas to desist from his death pretensions, 
emphasize the triumph of love as a fundamental human emotion, and 
as a preserving force of mankind. Light images easily flow to define 
the sort of feelings Jennet has aroused in her lover: 

I was nicely tucked up for the night 
Of eternity, and, like a restless dream 
Of a fool 's paradise, you, with a rainbow where 
Your face is and an ignis f atuus 
W orn like a rose in your girdle, come pursued 
By fire, and presto! the bedclothes are on the floor 
And I, the tomfool, love you. (p. 85) 

Love is also associated with music, and its emotional complexity 
is better conveyed by irnages in which both light and harmony are 
suggested: 

But the word (love) is an arrow 
Of larksong, shot from the earth 's bow and falling 
In a stillborn sunrise. (p. 85) 

Thc play encls in a note of light. Thomas hails the new day, 
and for the first time gives up the idea of darnnation: 

let me wish us both 
Good morning.-And God have merey on our souls. 
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Sea and things related with it are another souree of reeurrent 
images. They complete the effect of light and darkness symbols. In 
Act II, Jennet feels lost and shipwrecked in a sea of fear and mis
understanding. She turns to Thomas as her only hope: 

You 've cast your fishing-net 
Of eccentricity, your seine of insanity 
Caught me when I was already lost 
And landed me with despairing gills on your own 
Strange beach. (p. 55) 

This proves that she is aware of the soldier's strange views, but 
!oves him more on that account. 

Frightened at the possibility of J ennet 's tears which are a mark 
of interest in his lot, Thomas uses a sea image : 

In the name 
Of all who ever were drowned at sea, don 't weep ! 

(p. 54) 

This expresses his fear of love, which, if encouraged, would deliver 
him to the tide of what he regards as a useless affection, 

In Act III, the prisoners' feelings become slowly identified. 
Thomas is aware of a queer feeling growing within himself. That is 
an increasing sympathy for Jennet. 

I must shorten my sail. We're into a strange wind. (p. 68) 

and then, back from a short excursion in the garden, he suffers a 
sort of emotional crisis : 

I've been cast adrift in a raft of melancholy. (p. 73) 

The light effects produced by the moonlight falling as a "main" 
over '' The little oyster-shell of this month of April'' cause an 
ecstasy which Thomas readily associates with Jennet. But his longing 
for death persists in spite of his admiration for beauty, and frightened 
at love and lif e he says: 

I shall go 
Back into the garden and choke myself with the seven 
Sobs I managed to bring with me from the wreck. (p. 74) 
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Towards the end of the play the sea image is again associated 
with disaster. Hurnphrey, for instance, makcs it expressive of his 
failure in winning J ennet 's interest, when he tells Nicholas: 

Oh go and drown yourself 
And me with you. (p. 87) 

But as the play has not a tragic issue, the sea image and its 
painful implications disappear altogether in the final scene. 

e) The ilpriline atnwsphere.-Fry himself was aware of such 
an atmospherc as this when, in an article for "Theatre Newsletter", 3 

he spoke of "four comedies for each of the seasons of the year, four 
comedies of mood". What this denornination means to Fry is that 
'' thc scene, the season, and the characters are bound together in one 
clirnate. '' 

This is precisely what happens in 'l'he Lady's not for Burning. 
Here, the scene is a large room with a window looking unto a garden, 
where trees, flowers and birds are in profusion, and through which 
a view of sunset, or thc starry sky and the full April moon are there; 
thc scason is spring, and most charactcrs, especially the lcading ones, 
are still within thc bounds of youth. 

In that article too, Fry laid emphasis on '' the theme within 
this rnood", that is to say, on the correspondenee between the plot and 
the other elements of the dramatic composition, and that peculiar 
background. 

As we haYe already seen, this is a play in which the problem of 
remaning alive and reconciliation to existence are solved in terms 
of love. Thomas refuses to renew his vital springs, to adapt himself 
to the circumstances forced on him after thc depressing expenences 
of war. Love urges this renovation. Spring, we all know, is a :r,eriod 
of regeneration and new birth. Theref ore, it is not a mere whim of 
the author's fancy that an Apriline atmosphere, "the indomitable/ 
Pcrseverence of Persephonc'' should embody the plot. 

The analysis of the imagery corroborates this point. The first 
time the possibility of love occurs in the play, the images are strik
ingly in keeping with the character which utters them and with the 

3 Quoted by Derek Stanford in Christopher Fry, An Appreciation, p. 57. 
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season. The atmosphere is created by images of light and love. Alizon, 
the bride to be just in from the garden, describes the scenery she has 
beheld outdoors: 

Such white doves were paddling in the sunshine 
And the trees were as bright as a shower of broken glass. 

(p. 6) 

Doves, we know, have always been symbolic of love, and were 
consecrated to Venus. 

Then, light and music, love's retainers in Fry's imagery follow 
in the train : 

Out there, in the sparkling air, the sun and the rain 
Clash together like the cymbals clashing 
When David did his dance. (p. 6) 

Richard too, contributes sorne images. Touched by Alizon 's 
beauty, he is led to say: 

Is life sending a flame to nest in my flax? 
(lb.). 

Notice how flame and nesting are in keeping with another pas
sage in Act III, when Alizon shelters in the "warm ground" of 
Richard's love, and how they are also suggestive of spring, when birds 
make their nests. 

There is an image in which, in a more explicit way,· Fry has as
sociated love and spring. Richard is evidently getting infatuated 
with Alizon: "Things happen" to men, he says, 

Machinations of nature; 
As April does to the earth. (p. 9) 

Fry reinforces the love theme with the Alizon-Richard subplot. 
In the development of the main plot we find analogous symbols. 
Thomas is making himself '' a breeding ground for love and must take 
the consequences" (p. 56). lle asks "Why should we hawk and spit 
out ecstasy/ As though we were nightingale.s" (p. 74). Both he and 
.Jennet make reference to the moon. She says once it was in a "high 
.dazed state of nimbus love" ( p. 25), and he compares it to "a veneer" 
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of Venus "on the planks of time" (p. 67), and thus many other 
images which constantly create a fresh and youthful atmosphere. 

d) Httmottr and wit.-Like most authors of comedies Fry 
allows himsclf to make laughing-stock of his characters. That is the 
way he has dealt with l\fargaret, whose frivolous and childish nature 
does not permit her to grasp the transcendental aspect of affairs; 
with thc Mayor, who being thc symbol of sound judgment and re
spcctability becausc of his position, is driven by a ridieulous wave of 
superstition; with Kieholas and Humphrey, whosc mutual rivalry 
and unchecked instinctivc tendcncies lessen their worth and deserve 
littlc besides laughter or scorn; the weaknesses oí thcsc pcoplc who· 
are supposed to be modcls of society, are shown and made fun of. 
Hence such despising images as thc comic compliments of Thomas. 
to the Mayor: 

You bubble-mouthing, fog-blathering 
Chin-chuntering, chap-flapping, ... 
Turgidical, base old man! (p. 28) 

Wit is onc of Thornas' main traits. It is in keeping with his
shrewdness and acconnts for the liking the other characters have 
for him in spite of his despondcnt views and mocking attitude. It 
also cxplains, to some extent, the popularity the play has achieved 
with the public; but I do not think it was the main purpose of the 
play; that is why I have directed my analysis towards other aspects 
which, I think, are more important to it; hope and despair, loYe rnd 
death. 



A Pf-IOENIX TOO FREQUENT 

AS regards the theme of most of his plays Fry has been said to 
be fond of the ready-made. This holds good with A Phoenix 
Too Frequent, which is Fry's interpretation of a tale by Pe

tronius. The theme, therefore, goes many centuries back into the 
past; but the poet has mauaged to give it actuality by means of a 
painstaking psychological study of the characters and by resource 
to one of the most universal subjects in literature, viz., the struggle 
for life. Thus, the theme of A Phoenix Too Frequent is akin to that 
of The Lady's not for Burning. Both show the conflict between love 
and death; but whereas in the latter death is desirable as the most 
convenient way of solving the riddles of existence and escaping 
from the corruption of the world, in the former the protagonist looks 
forward to it as a way of perpetuating conjuga! affection, as a means 
of observing convention, and avoiding the criticism and ridiculing 
of society. 

A Phoenix Too Frequent is a one act play which takes place 
within the precincts of a Hellenistic tomb. Here, ar two in the morn
ing, a youthful soldier in charge of watching the hanged bodies of 
six malefactors finds two women lying beside the sarcophagus of 
Virilius, an Ephesian citizen dead two days before. Tegeus, for that 
is the soldier's name, is greatly intrigued by what he sees, and starts 
questioning Doto, a servant and devoted waiting maid, as to the 
origin of so strange an occurrence. She tells him how her lady 
Dynamene, Virilius' widow, lies asleep at another corner of the tomb, 
waiting to follow her husband to Hades, and how both have come to 
lament and starve to death in the tomb. This is what we might call 
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the end of thc exposition, for in a previous scene we had heard 
Dynamene deploring the death of her unmatchable husband. 

The more Tegeus learns about the situation, the more interestcd 
he becomes in it. His life experience had turned him sceptic towards 
the existcncc of love and faithfulness, and now, he fcels surprised 
beyond every expectation at the sight of a young and beautiful 
woman who ma.nifests both qualities. At once, she becomes to him 
the symbol of purity, self-denial, and the way to a new perspective 
of the world. 

HaYing brought his food with him, he invites Doto to partake 
of it. At the bcginning, the servant, who has basked in the compli
ments paid to her mistrcss, feels very like a superior being to accept 
anything so common as food; but soon, her vital instinct finds its 
way through the demands of pride and self-respect. She is led to ac
cept a draught of Tegeus' winc. Having had no food in two days, 
this turns her gay and talkative. Wine gives her the hiccups, the 
noise of which awakcnes Dynamene. 

At first, misled by Doto 's account of the stranger, Dynamene 
thinks he is a six-body supernatural being intended to serve her as 
a guide to the next world in search of her husband; but having 
become aware of the thoroughly human nature of the intruder, she 
turns on him severely. This leaves her in so wcak and even exhausted 
a condition, that she is led to accept a little wine, solely for thc pur
pose of making herself "abler for grief ". 

Soon a ncw draught, meant to be the last and a toast to Virilius' 
memory ensues. Wine renders Dynamene sociable, and Tegeus, who 
feels drawn by the widow's bcauty, is only too glad to stay talking 
to her. A current of sympathy is established. We are on the way to 
a new situation. 

Dynamene gets interested in her companion and asks his name. 
This provides new matter for conversation. She does not want him 
to know what she is called, but he suddcnly utters her name. Again 
Dynamene thinks she is dealing with an unearthly being - a god of 
Nature this time - and can already perceive the lustre of a super
natural fire in his cyes. Doto makes her realize that the soldicr has 
read her name on her brooch. Detection of her error only serves to 
make Dynamene f ecl more confident towards her companion. She 
readily finds a new name for him: Chromis, which contrasting with 
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the supernatural airs she had assumed him to have a minute before, 
reminds her of food. 

The inquiry of each other 's self brings Dynamene to discover 
the splendid physical attributes of Chromis. This is as much as the 
soldier can bear without feeling that a sentiment beyond mere sym
pathy or admiration is growing within him. But he knows she is 
following her husband, and though it be painful for him to leave her 
and content himself with memories of the wonderful woman he met 
in the tomb, he offers to leave her at once. Almost unconsciously, 
Dynamene prevents him from doing so and changes the subject. 

They, or rather, he, talk about the meaning of life. Does progresa 
really exist, or is it only a weary movement of humanity leading 
nowhere? If it is all nonsense, there must be something worth know
ing and living; that is virtue. Since Dynamene symbolises it, Tegeus 
cannot help loving her. A further affinity increases mutual attraction. 
They discover that he was born in a part of the country where she 
once spent a holiday. Tegeus traces his fate from that day onwards, 
and decides that he was and has always been meant to love Dynamene. 
Both rejoice in being young, though not so young as they would 
wish. Besides, Dynameme is conscious of Tegeus' sense of wondér 
as regards herself, and f eels exceedingly happy to hear how he admires 
her. Finally she realizes that she loves Chromis, and for the first 
time, she has to choose between the fulfillment of her vow to follow 
her husband, and Chromis' love which is not possible without love of 
life. The play has reached a clímax. 

Tegeus makes use of every argument to convince Dynamene that 
she should give up the idea of dying. Though at the beginning he 
had been led by her faithfulness and self-sacrifice, he now tells her 
that the love inspiring these is meant for this lif e and not for the 
other. Virilius has no right to expect Dynamene to join him in 
Hades; on the contrary, conjugal affection should be a vital force 
leading her to remain alive and perpetuate him in a new love. 

A dead man is surely no good match for a living one, and Dyna
mene is readily convinced. Yet, a feeling of self-respect and above 
all fear of her friends ridiculing her if they get to know what has 
happened, makes her reluctant. But this too, is soon overcome by 
the prevailings of her heart, and love makes its triumphant entrance in 
the tomb. Nothing, it seems, can stand between the lovers. 
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Y et, a loose end has to be tied up, and there are more obstacles. 
Tegeus is suddenly reminded that he is on duty of watching the 
corpses, a fact he had completely forgotten during the eventful half 
an hour he hacl spent in the tomb. He goes out to take a. look at 
them, and in the meantime, Doto, who had been sound asleep awakens. 
Dynamene tries to get rid of her at once. The malicious servant soon 
guesses what the new situation is and leaves her lady to her new fate. 
Tegeus returns breathlessly. Love and happiness are over, he says. 
While staying with Dynarnene someonc has come and stolen one of 
the bodies to bury it secretly. This, according to military regulations, 
mea.ns that the guard will be hanged to replace the malefactor. 
Thercfore, Tegeus decides to kill l1imself in the tomb to save Dyna
mene the hideous look of his body hanging on a tree. 

Dynamene is desperate. She revolts against laws and rcgula
tions. .Aftcr many vain attempts to dissuade Chromis, she asks him 
whether she should join him in Hades, or following the advice he 
had given her little before, stay in the world trying to perpetuate 
Virilius and Chromis in a new love. 

Tegeus disapproves of these proposals, and against his own 
conviction wishes Dynamene to remember him always, to keep the 
memory of his !ove always fresh and to fight endlessly against indif
ference. But soon afterwards, he realizes that his demand is a selfish 
imposition, and releases Dynamene of all ]ove duties towards him. 
Suddenly, Dynarnene has a brilliant idea. Putting honour and con
vention aside forever she finds a solution: Virilius will help them. 
His corpse can hang on the place of the robbed body. For a minute1 

Tegeus is shocked at the idea, but it is Dynamene 's turn to use 
subtle arguments: 

How little you can understand. I loved 
His life not his death. And now we can give his death 
The power of life. Not horrible: Wonderful. 

Of course the end is a happy one. We are confronted with a situation 
which is exactly the opposite of the opening scenes. As the curta.in 
falls Doto drinks to the health of "Both the masters". 
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THE IMAGERY IN THE PLAY 

The different kinds of images in A Phoenix Too Frequent can 
be said to deal with one of the following ranges of closely associated 
subjects: 

a) Sorrow, death and indifference. 

b) Hope, love and life. 

c) Philosophic views or conclusions. 

d) Miscellaneous subjects. 

It will be the purpose of the following analysis to show how 
symbols contribute to the development of these main categories. 

NATURE 

Foul a,iimals, those which can live in a lonely, dusty and dark 
atmosphere are the only ones Dynamene finds a proper com
pany to her grief. They have much of the deadly about them, 
and she is conscious of it. She mentions the worm, the spider "Weav
ing his home with swift self-generated/ Threads of slaughter" (p. 
16), the beetle, and among birds, the raven, the ominous bird poets 
have made the symbol of death and irretrievable loss. 

Contrasting with these views, her return to life and gaiety is 
associated with a melodious bird. Wine is said to be like '' a night
ingale/ Sobbing among the pears" (p. 19). "Sobbing" here intro
duces a note of tenderness as a prologue to the love scenes which will 
soon ensue, and the bird itself, which is a nocturnal one, is in keeping 
with the hour which is favourable to love confessions. Later Tegeus 
under the stress of emotion is led to compare himself to a bird visiting 
Dynamene. 

On the other hand, the image of a bird hatching eggs seems to 
suggest Fry a sense of weariness, of useless and prolonged effort. 
It was so with the cuckoo in The Lady's not for Burning and it is 
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found serving the same purpose of cmphasizing despondent and sin
ister thoughts in A Phoenix Too Frequent. 

Our names, They make us broody, we sit and sit 
To hateh them into reputation and dignity 
And then they set upon us and become dcspair, 
Gnilt and remorse. (p. 21) 

The idea is that people take great pains to acquire a good name, 
repntation, etc., and those things which have been conquered through 
unendless labours, become fetters when people find that liie 's pleasures 
still beckon to them. Dynamene had imposed upon herself a death, 
which, according to thc opinion of herseli and others, might have been 
that of a loving wife, and now she iinds it hard to keep up to her 
purpose and to waste the love of Tegeus. 

Another significant animal image is Doto 's comparing life to 
"cat and dog" ( p. 1). Here we find again the sense of duality, the 
dilemmatic apprehension of the world we have been tracing in Fry. 
Doto is a vigorous woman who has experienced lots of pleasure in life, 
and now, on the way to death, she feels her peace of mind disturbed 
by vital feelings and instinctive desires. 

Among growing thing images there is a speech mixed with classic 
allusions in which · F'ry has depicted in words the artistic motives 
decorating Tegeus' wine vase: 

The corded god, tied also by the rays 
Of the sun, and the astonished ship erupting 
Into vines and vine-leaves, inverted pyramids 
Of grapes, the upliited hands of the roen (the raiders) 
And here the headlong sea, itseli almost 
Venturing into Jeaves and tendrils ... (p. 17) 

The main purpose of these images is not rhetoric, nor a mere imita
tion of the painter 's technique, though we grasp through the descrip
tion a clear idea of the fancy and stylization of the drawing; but since 
the vase has been decorated by Tegeus and he himself delivers the 
speech, he reveals to us as a man of sensibility, refined taste and 
culture, a ble to grasp the subtle intricaeies of Dynamene 's situation 
and to appreciate her beauty. Besides, the allusion to grapes and 
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vine-leaves is a symbol of Bacchus, god of fertility. Chromis offers 
life in wine, whereas Virilius can only give death. 

The loved one is associated with flowers. So Tegeus identifies 
Dynamene with the "yellow bog-iris" (p. 24), and thinking how she 
must have looked as a girl, he compares her to "an early flower" (p. 
27). At the beginning of the play, when Dynamene believes in hav
ing bidden farewell to the world once and forever she says: 

Now I keep no flower, except in the vase 
Of the tomb. (p. 3) 

that is to say, only for her husband. 

Separation causes a spiritual withering of the soul. That is how 
Tegeus expresses the sorrow of leaving Dynamene on p. 24. 

A Phoenix Too Frequent deals chiefly with the struggle between 
the pursuit of faithful, sterile, ideal !ove in death and the positive 
vital desire for life. The latter is supported by instinctive tendencies, 
the promptings of which are likely to lead human beings away from 
the fulfilment of any other previous vow. Dynamene revolves be
tween the two. That is why, almost at the point of breaking her fast 
and drinking the first draught of wine she says: 

Oh, how the inveterate body, 
Even when cut from the heart, insists on leaf, 
Puts out with a separate meaningless will, 
Fronds to intercept the thankless sun. 
How it does, oh how it does. And how it confuses 
The nature of the mind. (p. 17) 

And here again, just like in The Lady's not for Burning, the instinc
tive vital force contending with the dictates of reason is better _ex
pressed by means of the sea image : 

When the thoughts would die, the instincts will set sail 
For lif e. And when the thoughts are alert for life 
The instincts will rage to be destroyed on the rocks. (p. 18) 

And later, when prompted to choose bctween love of Tegeus or 
faith to her husband, Dynamene says: 
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Chromis, it 's terrible 
To be susceptible to two conflicting norths. 
I have the constitution of a whirlpool. (p. 31) 

But when she has surrendered to his wooing and there is no 
conflict, the sea image loses its violent implications: "So long, my 
haven' ', says Tegeus when parting from Dynamene just for a few 
seconds. As she has become his refuge place in a world of uncertainty 
"ha ven" is cxceedingly expressive. (p. 84) 

Jf iscellaneous nature images serve to emphasize: 

a) Grief. So Dynamene says that she is 

cloistered 
In a colourless landscape of winter thought 
Whcre the approaching Spring is desired oblivion. (p. 14) 

The allusions to the cold, and the lack of colour rnake use feel how 
lively emotions have lost significance to Dynamene. 

b) Lif e. Towards the end of the play Tegeus calls the widow 
"My spring" (p. 34). \Vine "purls with summer" and is "warm", 
beca use it gives new force (p. 19). It is also said to have "a twin 
nature'' '' moon and meadow (lb.) ; but both these elements are relat
ed to love: the former, because it gives light, and the latter because 
associated with flowers and singing birds. 

e) Hope, true respect and admiration. So Tegeus says: '' This 
place (the tomb where he has found Dynamene), wil always play in 
me, a fountain of confidence when the world is arid ". ( p. 24). 

LIGHT .AND D.ARNESS Il\IAGES 

In 11 Phoenix Too Frequent more than in any other play by Fry 
our attention is immediately drawn to a central and all-embracing 
love theme. This is probably due, first, to the fact that there are 
only three characters, and seeond, that we are not led aside from the 
main conflict by implications of a different order, such as the witch-
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hunt, or even the emphasis Thomas lays on his own views in The 
Lady's not for Burning, for example. So, there are less threads to 
disentangle in this play. Love is the all-important question since the 
very beginning; hence, the primacy of light and darlmess images 
which in Fry's figurative speech are all one with love and its 
opposites. 

The use of these images is parallel with the development of the 
action, and throws much intelligence on the psychology of the char
acters. 

The first time Dynamene talks in the play, her speech is for the 
purpose of emphasizing her grief. Her present condition seems more 
pitiable as compared with the happy moments she spent with Virilius. 
She feels lonely and unprotected. Her thoughts invariably lean to
wards the new abode her husband has gone to, where she will soon 
follow him. She is in a romantic mood - melancholy being the prevail
ing note at the moment - and therefore, finds nature responsive to 
her emotions: 

the sun itself 
Trails an evening hand in the sultry river 
Far away down by Acheron. (p. 5) 

When Virilius lived all was very different. Then Dynamene, who 
was conscious of her beauty, used to rejoice in her husband's admi
ration: 

I would walk 
Up and down largely, as it were making my own 
Sunlight. (p. 6) 

As soon as Tegeus gets acquainted with Dynamene's situation, 
he starts making use of the light image to define the wonder and 
surprise she inspires him. One of the images suggests how he has 
found a new perspective of the world: 

Her's the way luminous with sorrow. (p. 13) 

In the scenes that follow, light images serve to define the nature 
of the lovers' emotions. One of them is the idealization of ea.ch other, 
.a mutual sense of wonder. For instance, when Tegeus says: 
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If I seem to be frowning that is only because 
I am looking directly into yonr light: I must look 
angrily or shut rny eyes. (p. 23) 

It is relcvant to notice how Doto, standing apart from this cur
rcnt of infatuation rnakes an ironic remark - the contrast is comic -
to call her lady down to reality. When Dynamcne assumcs Tegeu"l 
to be a supernatural being endowed with the light of '' little Phoe
buses ", Doto replies: 

They 're not little Phoebuses, 
They're hoodwinks, rnadam. (p. 22) 

In fact, thc sort of !ove Dynamenc and Tegcus are involvcd in may 
be dcfined with that word: "hoodwinks"; otherwise no common sensc 
creature would ever misconceive a human being to the cxtent oí 
bclieving him to be pcrf ect. 

The !ove emotion between Chromis aud Dynamene is all-absorb
ing. This is what this brilliant halo of light seems to suggcst: 

Chromis, you bo~', 
I can 't look away from you. Y ou use 
Thc larnplight and the 1110011 so skillfully, 
So arrestingly, in and around your furrows. (p. 29) 

For thc lovcrs, light also conveys the feeling of neecssit~· createcl 
by !ove. Light exists as long as they remain together. Thinking of 
the possibility of parting from Dynamene, Tegeus says that "cla~,light 
woul<l be his grave" if he had lcft lwr in thc tom b 's "uncarthly 
night" (p. 25). 

Dynamenc is so dar.zlcd by thc mauly beauty of Tcgcus that shc 
comes to think poorly of hcrsclf. She woul<l wish to look her best for 
him, but deplores being 

a clrab 
Of mclancholy, cntirely shadow without a smear of sm1. 

(p. 28). 

On his part, Tegeus eonfesscs having found thc only woman 
eapahlc of bcing his ideal, as compared with whom, ali othcr women 
lose signifieanec. This uniquencss and suprcmaey of thc loYcd one 
is also cxprcsscd in tcrms of light. ( p. :29). 
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Thc irony of the play lies mainly on thc fact that although 
Tegeu.s is led to love Dynamene because of her faithfulness to her 
husband 's memory, later, he would try to dissuadc her from keeping 
her purpose, so that lovc between them becomes possible. In doing 
so, he is not aware of the incongruity of his views, and listens solely 
to his love desire which he identifies with the vital instinct. Then, 
of course, he resorts to thc light image : 

I should remember your body 
Dcscending stairs in the floating light, but not 
Descending in Hades ... 
Was all I tanght her of love - I should say, so poor 
That shc must leavc her flesh and hecome shadow? (p. 31) 

While Dynamenc wavers between Chromis and Yirilius she is 
still, "still as the darkness" (p. 31). 

Grief, which was bright when related to virtue or faithfulness, 
is dark when meaning simply sorrow or lonelincss. Since Virilius is 
dead, "the eye of the one-cyed world is out" (p. 6). Towards the end 
of the play Tegeus f ears Death beca use 

It can snuff the grcat 
Candles of creation. (p. 42) 

and tlrns put an end to both life and lovc. 

i\IISCELLANEOUS Ii\IAGES 

Sensuous iniages have more or less the same symbolism attached 
to darkness and light images. White, opaque colours in gen
eral, stand for mclancholy, distrust, lack of hope. The opposite 
oi thesc is no definite colour, but brilliancy, which symboli?.es lifc. 
So Tegeus explains how, in his search for life 's reason, in bis con
tempt for the corruption of the world where he had found no fidelity, 
he had begun to see the world 

mildew, verdigris, 
Rust, woodrot, or as though the sky had uttered 
An oval twirling blasphemy with occasional vistas 
In country districts. (p. 12) 
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The scent and flavour of wine brings back of whole range of 
associations to Dynamene, and these are symbolic of her coming back 
to life (p. 20). 

The most important art images in Fry are drawn from music. 
Life suggests to him a poor musician who plays on people as though 
they were instruments; Fry makes puns with the double meaning of 
play, because men are the victims of fate and subject to its tricks. 
(p. 21). 

On the other hand, the ever changing variety of lif e, its rich 
emotional content, the multiplicity of its impressions, give Doto the 
effect of 

a baritone singing 
In mixed company with everyone pleased. (p. 4) 

Unlike Tegeus, Doto has always taken life as it comes. She has no 
great pretensions, and somehow, has always found a new interest. 
Not even death appears to her to be utterly unpleasant. W e feel she 
is eager to know what Hades must look like. 

Progress for Tegeus does not mean improvement. He is acquaint
ed with the main philosophic doctrines among the Greeks: Sophism, 
Stoicism, Platonism, but has found none satisfactory, since they ali 
have failed to produce a simultaneous and significant development 
of all the "areas of soul ", that is to say, of the different aspects of 
the personality. For him, man is still displaced, bewildered, in the 
world. Progress in one direction is achieved at the expense 
of retrogression in another: 

W e concertina, says Tegeus, taking each time 
A longer breath, so that the farther we go out 
The farther we have to go in. (p. 26) 

The most important daily life images are meant to express Fry's 
contradictions and dilemmas of existence. For example, on p. 6, Dy
namene compares creation to a "mad blacksmith", who having been 
able to produce wonderful work both in the vegetable and animal 
kingdoms, '' blows his furnaces'' till 

the masterpiece 
Looms out of labour. 

This, for Dynamene, means the ending of life in death. 
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The only war image in the play emphasizes the need to def end 
what is honourable, sincere and uncorrupt. In finding Dynamene 's 
faithfulness Tegeus has come u pon '' a bastion of love'' whieh he would 
fortify with "a moat of tears" to "save the world" (p. 12). 

In spite of their contradictory view of life, Fry 's charaeters are 
endowcd with a scnse of humour. This Dynamene expresses when she 
tells Tegeus : 

A humorous ploughman goes whistling to a team 
Of sad sorrow, to and fro in your brow 
And over your arable cheek. (p. 29) 

Other daily life images are ironic, like the nose of Virilius which 
was '' as straight as a butress·•' now not being noticed in Hades, 
which suggests how death puts an end to men 's glories and conceits. 
(p. 1). Or humorous, as Dynamene 's eomparing Tegeus to "a crisp 
loaf ", whereupon he replies, 

And now 
You'll insult me because I'm not slieeable. (p. 22) 

A clothes image, Dynamene's fidelity being compared to 

a ribbon to bind the unruly curls of living. (p. 12) 

serves to express the admiration of Tegeus for Dynamene. 

Body and bodily action images deal with love whieh is often 
symbolized by the traditional reference to the heart. So Tegeus' 
courtship comes to Dynamene "with a charm, like trust indeed, and 
eats out of her heart" (p. 29). It also "lifts and carries" her (lb.). 
She is the "smile" of bis soul (p. 34), the "dance" of bis heart 
(p. 39). These images serve to eonvey the sense of pleasure brought 
about by love. But since it has also caused a projection of all the 
self 's f eelings on another person, the sufferings of the lo ved one are 
a cause of grief, of death: 

when you look pale 
You take the heart out of me. (p. 41). 

The eourse of time worries the lovers because it is consuming 
their happiness. It has already "drunk" many "golden hours". (p. 
28). 
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A fcw of these images serve the purposcs of philosophy. Sinee 
Pry's characters think there is a disorder in the universe, they speak 
of "nations and l'('bellions" being "spat out to hang on the wind" 
(p. 6), and ask whether "gods and menare both to remain immortal 
adolescents" ( p. 22). 

Miscellaneous body images are descriptive; for instance, when 
Dynamene remembers her husband to have been one who '' made the 
world succumh to his daily revolution of habit" (p. 3); or lmmorous, 
as wheu Doto thinks she has reaehed Hades, where she has no doubt 
been 

gulped as casily as an oyster. (p. 34) 

Siclmcss mul health images ure few but very expressh·e. The 
most pertincnt one shows the world as a breeding ground for "cor
ruption '', whereon Dynamene's virtue acts as "balm". (p. 38). 

Allusions to classic mythology are very numerous, and many are 
meant eithcr to create the background of the epoeh the characters 
are living in, or to produce a humorous eff ect, like Tegeus' oaths 
on p. 16, or Dynamene 's false assumptiou when believing the intruder 
to be '' a gorgon'' ( p. 13). But in fact, these allusions are not images, 
since they are not meant to be the s),nbols of thoughts or feelings. 
Classic images, therefore, are vcry few. The most remarkable ones 
show death as a "journey", as a "road", whcre onc must cncounter 
a difficult "crossing" (pp. 10 and 24). 

Personifications, abstractions, and concretions also scn·e the pur
poses of the main dramatic issues we have bcen studying; for in
stnncc, the morals or philosophy of the play. Sorne of thesc images 
show how man is not satisfied in his search for happiness, his existence 
being full of uncertainty, hardship and disappointment. So Tegeus 
says: 

At the hest we live our lives on loan 
At the worst, in chains. (p. 39) 

Seeing how death is likely to spoil the pleasure he had got in meeting 
Dynamene, he is led to exclaim: 

joy is nothing 
But the parcnt of doom. (p. 38) 
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Several other images in these classifications are related to death 
or grief. Dynamenc says she has been left "walking about" among 
her "ambitions like a cat in the ruins of a house" (p. 4). A tomb is 
described as "the squalid suburbs of life" (p. 13), and Tegeus speaks 
of a "crystal of grief" (p. 15). 

But the largest number of images refers to love. Sometimes they 
express how the lovers hope to have fulfilled their mission in the 
world through mutual aff ection: 

I was born to fill a gap 
In the world 's experience, which had never known 
Chromis loving Dynamene. (p. 28) 

Because of love 

the void is space again; 
Space has life again. (p. 38) 

Then, love imbues them with extraordinary life, almost with 
immortality. 

Though you go 
To the limit of age, it won 't be far to contain me. ( p. 41) 

Fate is said to be "hesitant" (p. 28). The lovers' fate in the 
works of Fry is ascribed to the stars' decision, but here in A Phoenix 
Too Frequent the stars are personified. (p. 28). 

Nature and Perfection are personified and associated with love, 
because the former "winds her furtive stream all through" men's 
reason, (p. 24) thus making herself evident in the working of in
stincts, and the latter would "flay" (p. 30) Tegeus if ever Dynamene 
could be more beautiful than she is. Dynamene, therefore, represents 
for the young lover the summing up of beauty. 

Finally, a few images have a comic effect; for instance Doto's 
definition of men: 

Y ou sex of wicked beards 
It 's no wonder you have to shave off your black souls 
Every day as they push through your chins. (p. 9) 

( As Fry is not writing a historical nor a realistic play he does not 
care whether the Greeks shaved daily or not). The humour in this 
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image does not depend only on the image itself, but on the fact that 
Doto does not live up to those views, being as she is delighted to have 
met with food, wine and the opposite sex on her lonely way to 
Hades. 

A Phoenix Too Frequent may claim to be considered as one 
of the best comedies in modern times. It has movement, irony, humour, 
deep thought and fine characterization, all within a well-proportioncd 
brevity and a style which impresses with its brilliancy and originality, 
and, furthermore, because of its consistency to the dramatic idea 
of the play. 

The way the author has dealt with his characters is both ironical 
and indulgent. Without failing to bring out the exaggerations and 
contradictions to which lovers are addicted, he has shown how these 
are but the results of human nature confronted with love and death. 
Besides, there is an equilibrium of forces in the play. To the romantic 
elevation of the lovers who live in an ethereal world of their own, 
Fry has opposed the facts of everyday reality, and Doto 's common 
sense. 

Dynamene and Tegeus impress us for their vast range of feelings 
which are and will be as long as man exists: just as in The Lady's 
not /or Burning, the protagonist is a soldier whose philosophic views 
show the low spirits of post-war Europe. But Fry has faith that 
mankind is not an exhaustive entity, and therefore, resorts to the 
fundamental human emotions as a spring of spiritual renewal. 
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IN a way, Tkor witk Angeis holds _&. unique position among Fry's 
works. The great dramatic concern raised by man's displacement 
in the world which is common to almost all Fry's plays, is resolved 

here in the light of the Christian doctrine of Redemption through 
sacrifice. Of no other play can this be truly and absolutely said. 

The action takes place in a Jutish farmstead in England. The 
time is 596 A.D., the very date in which the Roman missionaries, 
under the leadership of Augustine, first set foot in the British isles. 

The play opens with a scene in which the young warrior Quichelm 
returns home. He is welcomed by Colgrin, an indolent servant in 
charge of watching the farm and defending the women while the 
men are away waging war on the neighbouring tribes. Quichelm 's 
sister Martina, and bis mother Clodesuida, come forth asking for 
news of the battle and of the other relations, who soon arrive at the 
farm. They are Cymen, husband to Clodesuida and lord of the 
house, Tadfrid and Osmer, bis brothers-in-law, and Cheldric, bis 
younger son. 

The atmosphere of this meeting is one of discomfort. Cymen 
has brought with him a war prisoner, Hoel, a Briton who fought for 
the Saxons and whose life he spared on the battle-field, against all 
advice, and, what makes it worse, against the will of the gods, who 
avenged themselves by letting the Jutes suffer a defeat at the hands 
of the Saxons. 

In acting thus, Cymen was led by a strange unknown force 
which broke his sword at the very moment when, blind with the fury 
of the battle, he would have killed the Briton. This force has so far 
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remained unidentified, ancl Cymen has superstitious fears that he has 
been influeneed by an old enraged fiend of Britain into assisting his 
prisoner against death. 

Besides, the occurrence has clisturbed him greatly, and Clodesuida 
ran hardly reeognize the overbcaring, merciless barbarían who left 
for war, in the bewil<lered, downeast Cyrncn who has retumed home 
speaking of humility ancl forgiveness. 

Urged by his relatives who fear sorne dreadful mishap may 
befall them if the~· do not rid themselves of the prisoner by offering 
his death to the war divinities, Thor and Woden, Cymen still refuses 
to allow the Briton to be killed, for Hoel has become the focus of a 
mystery. As long as he lives Cymen has sorne chance of penetrating 
it, but if Hoel he dead, "who knows to what/ Unfriendly power he 
will have given himself? '' 

At this moment, the sun shines brightl,v across the sky eliminating 
darkness ancl mist. Cymen 's heart is fillcd with hope; for a moment, 
he seems to recover his self-assuranee and to have overeome his 
mysterious fears. He raises up his cnp of mead in a toast to the 
gods, but most strangely the worcb oceurring to his lips are those of 
Jesus' commandment: "Let us !ove one another." 1 Enraged by what. 
he imagines to be a new trick of the fiencl, he dashes forth, holding his 
naked sword to kill the Briton, but he fails again, for he finds it 
against Quichelm, his own son whom he now regards as an enemy, 
very like in the Gospel: "The encmies of man are t.hose of his own 
house. '' 2 

Cymen withdraws to rest. So as to relax the tension created by 
these events, Pry now introduces a light comic scene between Colgrin 
and his wife Auna. 

In the next scene the prisoner is brought in touch with Martina 
and gives information on his past. He appears to be a Christian ac
quainted with the mystery of the Holy Trinity, though he has for
gotten almost all about his religion. 

A new interesting thread in the plot is the apparition of Merlin, 
the well-lmown wizard and magician of King Arthur's times. He is 
supposed to have been rescued from death by :Martina. who has kept 

1 John XIIl-34. 
2 Matth. X-36. 
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him hidden in an old crumbling tower in the farm. Hoel 's voice 
reached Merlin, and he comes out to meet the Briton, one of his own 
race. Merlin is an exceedingly old man almost deprived of sight, 
who, has the gift of foretelling the future, and ·is readily regarded by 
Clodesuida as a dangerous heathen whom Cymen should do well to 
avoid. Yet Cymen hopes to find in the words of the old soothsayer 
a key to his mystery. But Merlin answers him in a way he cannot 
understand at the time. In fact, Merlin - we shall see later - is 
the voice of the philosophic ideas of the play. His speech is full of 
brilliant expectations of hope and renewal, in spite of death and 
defeat, as well as of recollections of Arthur 's Christian land. That 
golden age seems to be about to return, as spring returns yearly 
to the world. 

At the moment, there seems to be little hope of such a renaissance. 
Anna breaks in with the news that a pack of wolves has fallen on the 
cattle. Everybody runs out to watch or help, except Merlin, Colgrin 
and Ana. Again the wizard falls into one of his prophetic rhapsodies 
ancl talks of Romans arriving in the land. 

The fight being over, Clodesuida comes in to tell how Hocl has 
killed the biggest wolf with his barc hands. She thinks they should 
reward him. But this tide of enthusiasm in soon ebbed, for Tadfrid 
and Osmer assume the wolf-raid to have been a punishment inflicted 
by the gods who have been tricked out of the Briton 's blood. The 
dramatic tensioil rises. Cymen is bewildered. He has lost faith in 
the gods, yet he still fears them. Finally he agrees to sacrifice a goat 
instead of killing the Briton. As he performs the ceremony, he 
becomes obsessed by a feeling of emptiness in religion, a complete 
separation and estrangement between the gods and men. The sacrifice 
appears deprived of significance. It is an act of reconciliation which 
does not block the gulf between two irreconeilable parties. In a fury, 
he dashes forth and throws the stones of the altar: 

Separation 
To Separation! Dedicated stones 
Can lie asunder until the break is joined ! 

As everyone waits trembling for the outeome of this dreadful 
deed, Cymen hears his name called in the distance. By a masterly 
touch of teehnique, Fry solves the climax introducing the theme of 
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the Q.hristian religion in an open way. A messenger arrives to 
demand Cymen's presence to a meeting of the King's chiefs and 
lords-of-the-land with the Christian missionaries. It is evident that 
the news are the answer of the One True God to the demands of a 
perplexed mind in search of peace. As Cymen departs to hear the 
Gospel for the first time, he unconsciously takes leave with an almost 
Christian formula: "the silence/ Be gracious unto you and give you 
peace.'' 

But the other men do not share his f eelings. There is only one 
question open to their superstitious minds: should they make it up 
with the gods? The Briton has been the cause of trouble. It is evi
dent that he must die. They decide to kill him as soon as a reason 
for doing so can be made plausible to Cyrnen in justification for 
disobeying his orders of keeping the prisoner. A chance offers itself 
soon. Martina 's eye has ca.ught Hoel 's. The incident of the Briton 's 
fight with the wolf could hardly fail to arouse the girl 's syrnpathies. 
The brave and needy hero whom she has tended and fed attracts 
her attention, and in spite of herself Martina is drawn to her enemy. 
Mutual affection overcomes the barriers of race, social standing and 
religion. 

But Fry intends to profit by the love theme as a means of making 
the outcome a pathetic one, tlms strengthening thc point of his play: 
the need and value of sacrifice. As Martina kisses Hoel 's brow out 
of pure sympathy, the opportunity so eagerly looked for is at hand. 
The prisoner has bewitched her. The men spring forth and fall on 
their prey. Regardless of Martina 's protests, they tie the victim 
to a "three with his arms spread" and impale him when Cymen has 
almost arrived. 

Cymen's message is one of love and peace: Man's "lonely flesh/ 
W el come to Creation' '. He has heard of the one perf ect sacrifice 
reconciling man and God: the death of Jesus on the cross. Not even 
the sight of the impaled Briton can break Cymen 's hope. Sorrow 
now walks hand in hand with peace. God can turn man 's evil to good, 
and so Cymen hopes He will make a fruitful sacrifice out of Hoel 's 
death. By forgiving his relations, Cymen, the new Christian, opens 
the way to God 's rule of merey and compassion. The end is an anti
clamactic one, for tension is relaxed in an atmosphere of hope and 
forgiveness. 
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NATURE 

One of the leading sources of imagery in Thor With Angels is 
Nature. Just as in The Lady's not f or Burning, Fry has made 
the plot and the feelings of his characters reflect on an outdoor 
atmosphere of which they are deeply aware. Allusions to the damp, 
misty weather of England which pervade throughout the play, are 
the symbols of a mental condition of discomfort, bewilderment and 
religious awe. Thus, when Clodesuida fears something queer has 
happened to her husband and cannot guess what it is, she tells 
Quichelm: "Why do you talk to me in a kind of cloud?", whereupon 
he retorts: "Mother, we breathe cloud. It's the chief product of this 
island" (p. 3). 

Cymen throws the blame of his def eat on a strange unidentified 
power which he assumes to be 

Sorne ancient 
Damp god of this dooming island, who spat 
The fungus out of his mouth. (p. 9) 

He curses the land his fathers found and conquered for him, "the 
slaver on the mouth of its winds", "the voices rasping/ Out of 
decaying rafters, out of every cave/ And every hole in the yellow 
sodden hills.'' (id), which confuse and mislead him. He especially 
complains having been a victim of 

the sudden sting of one 
Of the island gods, the down-and-out divinities 
Moping, mildewed with immortality, 
Cross-boned on weedy altars. (p. 10) 

In terms of nature, Thor with Angels may be defined as the 
search for peace through the mists of superstition. 

Animals reinforce this current of superstitious thought, Colgrin 
assumes Quichelm to be a "Frog-man" ora "fen-fiend". (p. 1). The 
warriors' arrival is anticipated by the cows' "facing north" (p. 2), 
and Martina felt trouble brewing when she saw the house "crowned 
with crows". (p. 3). 
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On the other hand, l\Ierlin and his views are expressed largely 
in terms of Nature images: 

His beard was twisted like mist in thc roots of an oak-tree, 
Beaded and bright with a slight rain, and he was crying 
Like an old wet leaf. His hands were as brown as a nest 
Of lizards, and his eyes were two pule stones 
Dropping in a dark well. (p. 21) 

Ií we analyze the symbols in this most poetic clescription, we 
find that l\[erlin partieipates in the charaetcristies of the lanclscape. 
His painful condition is suggcsted to us by thc water images, which 
givc us all thc impression of tcars; his beard, "twisted in the roots 
of un oak-trce' ', stands for ol<l age; whereas his hands, "as brown 
as a nest/ Of lizards'' make us realize that they are weather-heaten, 
and that thcreforc he has lcd a ,neglected outdoor existence. The 
whole description gives an eff ect of utter dejection, but also of 
character symbolising a natural wisdom unconquered by death. 

Solitude is associated with filthy animals, which are personified 
to indicate that they are the only companions of the lonely :Jierlin. 
He cxpects nothing but the slow 

solcmnities of a tortoise 
Or a grudging goo<lnight from the dark lungs of a toad. 

(p. 23) 

But return to sociability is conveyed by means of a bird image: 

And then your voice alights on my car. (p. 23) 

l\Ierlin speak~ of lifc as of a river on the surfacc of whieh his 
own existcncc is like a bubblc 

smiling 
Jnanely at thc sun until it dissolves. (p. 24) 

This imagc is cxpressive of !Ierlin 's feclings. He is just within an 
acc of death. Besidcs, it also illustratcs the plcasure he gets in lifc: 

I mcrely float, in a desultory, though 
Dclighted, kind of way. (id.) 

lforlin is also aware of men 's desire for life. 'fhis world exerts a 
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powerful attraction on us, and though we are aware that its pleasures 
are cphemeral and unworthy, our eyes 

close upon it like a flower 
Closing on a globe of dew. (p. 29) 

But the most relevant images in this classification are thosc 
dealing with M:erlin 's recollections and prophecies. The magnificencc 
of days gone by when i\lerlin held a distinguished place in Arthur's 
court is convcyed by flower images. l\'Ierlin beholds himself walking 
"Betwcen the dog-rose hedges" of his manhood (p. 28). He has a 
deep sense of Nature. For him, the achicvements of Arthur's knights 
could be properly symbolized by 

Joscph 's faithful staff 
Breaking into scarlct bud in the falling snow. 3 (p. 28) 

There are three significant elemcnts in this imagc: the Christian 
tradition, sincc M:erlin is referring to a Christian society; the scarlet 
lmd which stands for spring and new life, and the falling snow mean
ing that winter has come to an end. Though Arthur 's golden age is 
gone, :Merlin says that such miracles as that of .Toseph 's staff are 
commonplace: 

staves of chestnut wood 
And maywood and ithc like perform it every year. (p. 28) 

This expresses Merlin 's confidence in a renewal of men 's life and 
institutions, and anticipates his prophecy of the arrival of the Roman 
missionaries. 

In his prophecy, the old :Magician compares Nature to human 
beings and finds that thc proccss undcrgone by both is analogous: 

I 'm too near-sighted now 
To be a.ble to clistinguish one thing from another, 
The storm-swollen river from the tear-swollen eyes, 
Or the bare cracked earth from the burnt-out face, 
Or thc forest soughing from the sighing heart. 

3 Joseph was preferred to many other young men who sought the honour of 
becoming spoused to the Virgin Mary, because bis staff, unlike that of the other 
flowered within three days. 
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The effect of such comparisons is one of generalization from 
which Merlín draws a conclusion : 

What is one is in the other, a mood 
Of rage which turns upon itself to savage 
Its own body, since there 's nothing except itself 
On which anger can alight. 

Yet the world is not at an end. Life remains latent and springs 
forth in due time, just as Nature reviving after winter. A similar 
revival is about to occur in England. The savage rule that the 
invaders had imposed on the island because they felt afraid, will be 
followed by the kind, loving, and merciful rule of Christianity. The 
coming of the missionaries coincides with the beginning of spring: 

the men of Rome 
Returning, bringing God, winter over, a breath 
Of green exhaled from the hedges, the wall of sky 
Breached by larksong. Primrose and violet 
And all frail privileges of the early ground 
Gather like pilgrims in the aisles of the sun. (p. 33) 

This speech should be related to a later one, where Merlín exposes 
his philosophic views, 4 and where the dreams out of "the slumbering 
rock" are identified with human, animal or vegetable life, and are 
finally compared to a wealthy stream emptying into an infinite sea: 
God and the other life. 

Several nature images throw light on the characters. Clodesuida 's 
for example, show the superstitious, unperceptive woman she is. She 
is on guard against Merlin, who may be "as fatal as a toadstool". 
Incapable of realizing the meaning of her husband's spiritual concern 
she tells him: '' It 's you who churn up the air; the air itself / Is as 
unruffled as ever" (p. 30). For the vulgar mind things usually 
appear simpler than they actually are. 

In his miserable condition of slave and prisoner Hoel f eels the 
sting of the desire for lif e, e ven though it be under the most squalid 
conditions: 

4 lt may be found on p. 45 of Thor with Angels. 
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I want to live, even 
If it 's like a louse on the back of a sheep, skewering 
Into the wool away from the beaks of crows; 
Even like a limpet on a sour rock 
I want to live! (p. 17) 

Another remarkable nature image is that of the victim compared 
to fruit hanging on a tree. This is the way Hoel is ref erred to, so 
that there is a marked analogy between him and the Divine Victim 
hanging on the tree of the cross. By this we are made to understand 
that sacrifice is not only acceptable to God from Jesus Christ - who 
is God too - but also from mankind, that the fruits of salvation may 
be achieved. This is one of the most significant symbols in the play, 
for it shows the action on a double level : the human and the divine. 

BODY AND BODILY ACTION 

Body and bodily action images are often concretions of abstract 
thoughts. The most remarkable facts about many of them are that 
they reflect violence and discomfort, and continuously remind us, 
first, of the social milieu: a barbarous group of warlike Jutes still 
deprived of refinement in their everyday relations; second, of the 
misunderstanding between the characters; third, of the conflict Cymen 
is confronted with in his search for the nature and reasons of his 
defeat. 

As specimens of the first group we have Quichelm 's com'pli
ments to Colgrin: you "buckle-backed/ Gutsack" (p. 1), which con
veys an idea of distortion. Of the second, Cymen 's: '' Tell her I am 
(mad) or you'll strangle yourselves/ :With an unspoken truth" (p. 
7), or "Spit sorne words at me instead, and gurk/ Away your 
grudge. '' (id.), which is expressive of an atmosphere of discomfort 
and disapproval in which the subordinates are eager to blam.e 
their defeat on their chief. Of the third, the most transcendental, 
f or on Cymen 's conflict lies the root of the drama tic idea of the 
play, a number of allusions to violent bodily movements, as when 
Quichelm describes his father's behaviour at battle: 
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Like a madman, he saved this Briton when we'd have killed 
[him: 

Burst in among us, blaspheming against Woden. (p. 4) 

which shows Cymen subject to a snpernatural power. 

The painful implications of many of these symbols are worth 
considering because they complement the effect of fire, light and 
shadow images. When Cymen becomes aware that he cannot escape 
the obsession of his conflict he says : 

This walking wound in my strength can walk on, 
Wake me in the morning, see me to bed. (p. 13) 

Merlin 's interpretation of Cymen 's mystery is one of the keys 
to the play's basical philosophy, which is one of redemption through 
sacrifice, that is, the Christian way. No one wins all who has not 
lost all; no one receives everything who has not given everything; 
die that you may live; suffer that you may rejoice; sleep that you 
may wake. This world is all give and take, an endless succession of 
loss and finding, "quest, and conquest and quest again" (p. 27). 

This paradoxical situation is reflected by Nature, and Merlin 's 
natural images are associated with pain, body and hodily action. 
For instance, when he tells how 

the world feels in springtime the stab of the spear 
And the spurt of golden blood, 
Winter's wound-in-the-side, the place where life begins." 

(p. 27) 

It is as though Kature were tired of life and suddenly fclt a 
prompting to let it flow again with renewed strength. 

Other bodily images are expressive of Hoel 's wavering between 
death and life, hope and discouragement: 

I might by now 
Have been wading in the sway of death, 
But I 'm blinking at the light; my head swims with it." 

(p. 16) 

'' Swims' ', suggests to one all kind of movement, and thercfore, 
expresses admirably an indefinite situation. 
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By means of these images too, Hoel expresses his piercing grief: 

Here I lie -
Hanging on to what was once my country, 
Likc an idiot clinging to the body of his dead mother. 
Why don't you hack me off her? Why don't youT (p. 16) 

The merciless, revengeful, tyrannical, undiscriminating gods are 
described by these images: they shoot so '' carelessly'' against heathens 
that "the blow" may fall on the faithful. 

The skirts of the gods 
Drag in our mud. W e f eel the touch 
And take it to be a kiss. But they see we soil them 
And twitch themselves away. (p. 26) 

The purpose of these images is highly dramatic because they 
make evident the fear and cruelty of the barbarían religion, and 
indirectly emphasize Christianity's rule by love. 

The images used by Tadfrid and Osmer right after the Briton 
has killed thc wolf show a marked superstitious tendency, and are 
designed to lessen the value of Hoel 's feat: 

by what muscle, except a devil 's 
Could he elbow himself between our gods and us? (p. 36) 

They also express the anger of the gods and show them bottling their 
ire to spring on men and take awful revenge . 

All this time Cymen wavers between his traditional religious 
beJiefs and his own personal conflict. He feels mankind is irretrievably 
lonely. There is an immense gulf of separation between the gods and 
men. He needs help, advice to find his way again through life, but 
the gods remain indifferent. This lack of communication is most 
painful and bewildering: 

I know well enough 
The weight of the silence that 's on our shoulders now. 

(p. 35) 

Finally Cymen decides to placate the gods. He kills a goat; but 
as he offers the victim separation between the divinities and himself 
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becomes more evident. Cymen addresses the gods in a way which 
shows well how deep is his rescntment against their cruelty: 

And later, 

Goaders, grappling gods, 
Whose iron feet pace on thunder 's floor 
Up and down in the hall where chaos groaned 
And bore creation sobbing. Boding gods, 
Who broad in the universe consume our days 
Likc food, and crunch us, good and bad, 
Like bones. What do I do by sacrifice? 
The blood flows, the ground soaks it up, 
The poisoned nightshade grows, the fears go on, 
The dread of doom gropes into thc bowels, 

By what stroke was the human flesh 
Hacked so separate from the body of life 
Beyond us? ( pp. 37-38) 

Notice how the effect is secured through allusions to painful 
or violent body movements. 

The outcome of all this is an attitude of rebellion. As Cymen 
throws down the stones of the altar he exclaims: 

I am alone, without hope; 
The outlaw, no longer the groveller on the knee. (p. 38) 

Merlín makes another remarkable use of body images in his last 
speech - which I have already referred to among Nature hnages. 
In this speech the author gives an interpretation of Plato's philosophy 
of ideas. 

Plato 's Idea is not a symbol, but something real, having an 
existence of its own as something absolute and beyond the bounds 
of space and time. It is an archetype or eternal model of things, a 
principle of being and of knowledge. Therefore, all things partake 
of its nature, and once it has been known by the intellect, all those 
things whose paradigm is the Idea, may be known. 

What we see, touch and hear, the realities around us, are but 
phenomena, having a limited and transient existence. The one per
vading, non-conditioned and transcendental reality is the Idea. 
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According to Plato, while roen live in this world they may attain 
but an imperfect knowledge of Ideas, because they do not know things 
in their essence but through sensorial perceptions. Our sénses do not 
grasp the ontological nature of things, but their appearances and 
likenesses. A state of "pure noesis", that is to say, of perfect know
ledge, can only be attained after death. 

This is more or less what Fry has said in :Merlin 's last speech. 
The Idea is represented by a supreme loving "will" in "a slumbering 
rock", out of which dreams grow and shape. The phenomena of this 
world, whether human, animal, vegetable or of any other sort, are 
but shapes of those dreams, and conform as perfectly as possible to 
the "shape of the dream/ In the ancient slumbering rock". All this 
enormous variety of shapcs is reduced to one, because all beings are 
subject to death. Then dreams are over, and beings free of ''the 
throes of sleep" which are but imperfect forms of life. Here "the 
dream wakes in the open eyes of the sea of the love of the morning of 
the God", which means full life, perfect knowledge, "pure noesis". 
(pp. 45, 46). 

LIGHT AND DARKNESS 

The purpose of light and darkness images in this play is analo
gous to that of Fry's other works. In general, we may say that, 
light stands for all positive things: - life, power, glory, merey, 
peace - and darlmess for discomfort, confusion, indecision, defeat, 
evil and death. Thus Cymen describes how his fathers were deceived 
by a brilliant and false portrayal of a rich and promising England: 
A land where 

eels 
Reeled in bright mud. Flocks were fair 
And cows, like pendulous fountains of alabaster, 
,v ent lowing over land where silver skulked 
Waiting for skill; a land where summer days 
Could call to one another across the night 
Under the northern pole ... (p. 10) 
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But it was all a mirage, an ephemeral illusion wherein he, for 
onc, is floundering. The other side of thc picture is his own account 
of a blcak, cloudy and misty land where he has been tricked by an 
ancient vanquished god as we have seen when dcaling with Nature 
images. 

Distrust is darle The suspicious Tadfrid and Osmer are com
parcd to "thundercoloured bulls" walking in a "resentful march" 
"with no moon" (p. 6). Thor swcaring and swinging "in the scarlet 
dusk" (p. 8) hl'ings about defeat. Thc superstitious fears of the 
characters are emplrnsized by darlrncss images: 

What. clse hut a powcr of the dark would send him (Hoel) 
Seudding into the teeth and talons 
Of a probable death, for ns, his cnemies? (p. 36) 

Light is thc best drfcnce against thc working of cdl spirits. 
Thus Cymcn is invited to hear the words of the Roman missionaries 
out<loors, where "the s1m in the sky suffers all for all" (p. 39). 
l\forlin 's vision of the slow evolution of man and society, including 
religion, also profits by these images. As he speaks of drcams coming 
out of ·'the slumbering rock" (p. 45) we are led to think of darkness. 
It is evcn more so when he says that dreams will come to an cnd 
in the "sea of thc love of the morning of the God" (p. 46). l\Ien's 
ambition to conform to "the shapc of thc will/ Of the slumbcring 
rock" is in fact, the story of their efforts to improve their own 
livcs and achievc perfection. But their actions towards this goal are 
not always straightforward. l\Ian is subjcct to mistakes and has to 
corrcct his errors. Often he is deceived and led aside in his search 
for perfection, yet at times, too, "by a spurt/ Of light" he manages 
"the clumsy approximation" (p. 46), but does not remain static, 
still endeavouring to perfect it. 

According to Fry 's views, religions are subject to this process. 
Christianity appears as thc last step in a long development: 

The shape shone 
Like a faint circle round a moon 
Of hazy gods, and age by age 
The gods rcformed according to the shape, 
According to the shape that was a word, 
According to Thy ,Word. (p. 46) 
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'' Thy W ord'' means J esus' word, the word of Him who took upon 
hirnself a human body and preached to men, that they might know the 
Will of the Father in Heaven. 

Yet Fry's interpretation of the matter is not orthodox nor scien
t.ific in every respect, for the fact is that men did not reach Chris
tianity as the result of an evolution, or at least, not such an evolution 
as Fry suggests when he says that the '' gods reformed according 
to the shape' ', that is to say, religions coalesced until the belief in 
many gods finally became the belief in one God, and there arose 
Christianity. Monotheism has always existed, as it is proved by the 
Bible, by historians and investigators 5 even if this religious attitude 
had not been kept uncorrupt but by a small group of people at the 
beginning of time and through many centuries. Y et, in one respect 
Christianity rnay be considered as the product of an evolution, since 
it is supported by all the pure Hebrew religious beliefs, so that the 
New Testament is the complement of the Old one. The Messianic 
expectations going back as far as the Genesis come to be fulfilled 
in the New Testament, where Jesus does not change, but improves 
and completes the J ewish Religion. Besides, the belief in the Holy 
Trinity as accepted by Fry in Thor With Angels cannot be regarded 
as the conclusion of human reasoning. It is one given to man through 
revelation. Its truth, unlike that of the existence of God, cannot be 
satisfactorily demonstrated to the intellect, though it is not absurd 
either, and needs the assistance of faith, man's confidence in the 
Divine Word, to be believed. 

One of the outstanding uses of light and darkness images is that 
in which they are associated with Hoel, the Briton, and therefore, 
the material cause of trouble. His foes speak of him as "the black-

5 In his comprehensive work Manual de Historia Comparada de las Religiones, 
Dr. P. Guillermo Schmidt, a recognized authority in the scientific study of the 
history of religions says: "Cierto número de autores atacan principalmente el que 
el ser supremo de la cultura primitiva fuera un verdadero único dios, y la religión 
que le contiene, un verdadero monoteísmo. A eso se puede replicar que existe un 
número suficiente de tribus en que el carácter a todas luces monoteísta de su ser 
supremo aparece aún macroscópicamente con suficiente claridad". Then he mentions 
severa] tribes the age of which is greater than any other human group, and which 
can he found in every Continent. He observes that when belief in severa} gods appears 
in any of these tribes, it is a result of the primitive monotheistic conception, and 
due to circumstances of social or economic life, or otherwise to a diversification 
of the wide personality of the one supreme being in severa} subordinate figures. 
Chapters XV and XIVI. 
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haired enemy" (p. 15). When Cymen says: "I'll set/ My foot on the 
neck of the dark" (p. 13) he actually steps on Hoel. Osmer suggests 
that the prisoner be sent "where the moles/ Can teach him to dig in 
the dark" (p. 12), a.nd Tadfrid's "His brows are marked/ With the 
night already'' is an anticipation of the Briton 's lot. 

Thcre is great consitency between these images and the othcr 
issues of the play, for Hoel symbolizes to Cymen a dark and deep 
mystery which he cannot penetrate. Bcsides, since he is rnarked by 
dcath, and death is dark in Fry's irnagery, it is quite relevant that 
he should be referred to by sueh irnages as these. 

Thc experience Cymen has undergone in sparing the Briton 's 
life, and the hidden motives lying behind such behaviour are expressed 
by light and darkness irnages. On one hand, since an attitude of 
hurnility, kindness and mutual love opens the way to an altogether 
different conception of the world which had so far remained obscure 
to Cymen, it is only natural that he should think of his discovery 
as the development of "a third strange eye" ( p. 11), and identify 
the force which led him to sparc the Briton to a '' staggering light'' 
(p. 4) against which his sword broke. 

On the other hand, the nature of the problem is very complex in 
itself, having no precedent in Cymen 's life, and eluding all satisfac
tory explanation on the grounds of a barbarous religion and institu
tions. Cymen regards it as a deep mystery urging him to an im
mediate investigation, 

every 
l\Ioment shall have spears addressed to that dark 
Which líes in wait for my will. (p. 13) 

Besides, Cymen is feeling deeply disturbed and tcrribly discorn
forted. Hence the painful implications of the light image. 

No sleep carne. 
An occasional shadow across my bed from a cloud 
Of weariness, but the glarc of the brain persisted. 
Where is the Briton? (p. 24) 

From this to the fire imagcs which are numerous thcre is only 
one step. They have violent implications. They are meant to express 
the exhaustive, penetrating power of this unknown force of merey 
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which threatens to extinguish both the physical and the spiritual 
strength of its victim, as when Cymen exclaims: "I know no defence 
against that burst of fire" (p. 11), and later, 

What peace can we have until I know 
Whether or not the same mishappcn fire again 
Will burn me? (p. 13) 

The general current of images by which Hoel is associated with 
the dark can be traced up to the end of the play. Martina would 
wish him to become her "personal shadow" (p. 47); and Osmer 
calls him "black pawn of the devil's game" (p. 49). In killing him 
the four men hope to set the house "Free from f ear and guilt and 
the working of darkness'' (p. 50). This is intense1y symbolic, because 
of the dramatic idea of the play: death, a sacrifice, is necessary that 
man and God be reconciled. 

The implications of other images are akin. The Briton says: 

Death, be to me like a hand that shades 
My eyes, helping me to see 
Into the light. (p. 50) 

which reinforces the Christian philosophy of losing all for finding 
all. Death, the apparently complete darkness, becomes the way to 
everlasting light. It rids men of uncertainty and leads to safety and 
peace of mind. 

The root and symbol of man 's reconci1iation with God is ,J esus, 
who though dead on the cross, appears to Cymen as a piercing ray 
of light from God. 

I saw the cross-road tree, 
The love of the God hung on the motes and beams 
Of light. (p. 52) 

The characters Fry has dealt with in Tho·r With Angels are 
akin to one another. More than developed characters in the drama.tic 
sense of the word, they serve to create a background of fear, supersti
tion and ruthless savageness. This is true of Tadfrid, Osmer, Quichelm, 
Cheldric and Clodesuida who hardly differ among themselves. l\forlin 
does not strike us as a human being, nor is he intended to do so, for 
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he moves in a supra-human levcl between the past, the present and 
the future, where one aspect of the evolution man undergoes in sur
veyed. W e have seen how Fry thinks of Christianity as a stage in the 
development of religion. 

Hoel is a character partly human and partly symbolic. As elc
ments of the former we find his courage, his affections and his desire 
to live. As a symbol, he embodics a spiritual conflict which is resolved 
by understanding the value of merey and sacrifice. 

Martina stands somewhat apart from thc other eharacters. Shc 
is not affected by superstition the way the others are, because her 
religious belief and dcvotion are not so deeply rooted. She gives more 
credit to l\Ierlin 's prophecies than to ritual sacrifices. 'l'hen too, she 
is apt to deal with her fellow beings in a more humane and sensible 
way. She has been introduced for the sake of pathos, as we have 
secn before. Y et her character is not largely developed, and we have 
to turn to Cymen for the outstanding figure in 7'hor Witk Angels. 

An analysis of Cymen 's character convinces that he bears the 
marks of Fry's dramatic heroes: pcrccption and a deep personal 
conflict. Because of thc former, he senses that hcre is something 
beyond a mere whim in showing merey to an enemy. Y et, what this 
something is, he cannot, realize¡ thcnce the conflict which assails 
him and prompts him to search. He is confronted with an investiga
tion of his own self, and of the fundamental principies which direct 
humanity. He <loes away with superstition because it cannot explain 
the nature of his problem; it is fictitious and he needs truth; it is 
cruel, and he has been touchcd by merey. His mind is open to 
change, not rootcd to tradition; dynamic, not static like those sur
rounding him. Because it is more exhaustive, it is also more complex. 

Colgrin and Anna are lrnmorous characters which serve to relax 
dramatic tension. They are light food after a heavy meal of philo
sophic reflection. The most remarkable trait of Colgrin 's personality 
is indolence, set as a contrast to Cymen 's curiosity. Sorne of his re
marks have a universal significance, for they express a desire which 
is prevalent, for instance, when he says: '' The best life is led hori
zontal/ And absolutely unconscious" (p. 17). That is, we enjoy 
laying aside responsibilities. Colgrin, likc Doto, is thc sort of person 
who does not worry about involvcd philosophic matters. He is the 
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"voice of unpretentious life", chiefly concerned with physical 
existen ce. 

In choosing the theme of Thor Witk Angels to resolve the con
flict of man 's existence in terms of Christianity, Fry has followed 
the bent of his philosophic views, namely, the paradoxical apprehension 
of the world. 6 

In fact, Christianity might be defined as the religion of par
adoxes. One of its most important mysteries, that of man 's Redemp
tion, brings man and God, the creature and bis Creator nearer to 
each other than they had ever been before. The fact that Christ 
united in one person both natures, the human and the divine, so as 
to be able to offer His Father a worthy sacrifice, is one of the most 
paradoxical matters that can be posed to the intellect. 

Christ in the cross in the supreme denial of what men consider 
worthy of their ambitions: comfort, power, glory, wealth¡ and yet, 
His Sacrifice is the only possible way to a saf e, peaceful and per
manent possession of all these things. Those who follow Him come to 
know peace in renunciation, power in humility, glory and fame in 
retirement. Cymen 's last speeches are full of confidence in this God 
who knows so well about human sorrows and ambitions. 

On the other hand, Cymen f eels no Christian deserves that name 
who does not care f or his f ellows. He accepts responsibility in the 
griefs of others : 

while I leave one muscle of my strength 
Undisturbed, or hug one coin of ease 
Or private peace while the huge debt of pain 
Mounts over all the world ... 

I have no right or reason 
To raise a cry against this blundering cruelty 
Of man. (p. 53) 

Thus the message of the play has great social importance. 

6 See my study of The Firstborn, 50, 51. Also the Lady's not for Burning, pp. 
78, 82. 
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A SLEEP of Prisoners is Fry's most original as well as most 
symbolie play. In his foreword to his friend Robert Gittings 
to whom this work was dedieated, Fry speaks of his desire 

of finding "a way for eomedy" apt enough to express how "progress 
is the growth of vision, the inereased pereeption of what makes for 
life and what makes for death". Without boasting of having aehieved 
this purpose in A Sleep of Prisoners, he says he has looked forward 
to something of the kind in the development of the complieated pat
tern of his play. Aetually, we are confronted with a very elever 
pieee in which Fry has found a way of expressing much of the 
anxieties of our age, as well as of the philosophic views he is concerned 
with. 

The play eonsists of four dreams and what we might eall an 
introduetion. In many respeets, the latter is a key to the under
standing of the other four. It provides a psychologic motivation and 
puts us in a proper frame of mind for the following scenes. 

As the curtain goes up, four prisoners of war, locked in a chureh, 
are found trying to adapt themselves to their strange prison eamp. 
Private Peter Able has already discovered the organ and shows his 
abilities in playing popular tunes, such as 'Three Blind Miee'. Prí
vate David King explores the religious precincts. The other two, 
Corporal Joe Adams, and Prívate Tim Meadows prepare themselves 
for a long night rest. 

What we are most interested in is the mood of the eharaeters. 
Able 's frame of mind has a humorous and ironieal bent, and allows 
him to adapt himself easily to the eireumstanees. He inspeets the 
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precincts with the lively enthusiasm of a fourteen-year-old boy in a 
land of adventure. He does not seem to be worried about imprison
ment, isolation or monotony. Besides, he shows his high spirits 
openly, regardless of the feelings of his comrades, who are anxious 
concerning the change just come into their lives. David King 's 
nerves especially, are on edge. Able's imperturbable good humom 
causes first, his disapproval, and then his rage. The outlook, he says, 
is dark: '' Has anybody thought what it 's going to be like/ Suppose 
we stay here for months or years?" (p. 2). The watehing eye and the 
guns of the guards seem to be on him all the time. Every now and 
then, he drops Able a warning, as when the latter, having come across 
a Bible on the lectern, reads the names of the wives and children 
of David, King of Israel. Then Priva te David says: 

Y ou know what Absalom 
Said to the tree1 'You're getting in my hair' 
And that's what I mean, so shut up. (p. 4) 

Peter, nevertheless, has made up his mind to carry fun to the 
limit. He climbs the pulpit and starts a speeeh. In a flash of blind 
fury David leaps on him and nearly strangles his comrade. Adams 
forces him to release bis victim. Confused and ashamed, David goes 
to his bunk. Peter is earried to bed and soon falls asleep. Meadows 
and Adams stay commenting upon the inciden t. King 's violent reac
tion has shown an aspeet of his personality worthy of exploration. 
Events lead them unconsciously to wish they had reached a better 
understanding of the human psyche. l\Ieadows, the olclest, is especial
ly curious of such knowledge: 

there 's strange divisions in us, 
And in every man, one side or the other. 
When l 'm not too good I hear myself talking away 
Like Tim Meadows M.P., at the other end of my head. 
Sounds all right. I 'd like to lmow what I say. 
}light be interesting. (p. 9) 

In other words, Meadows wishes to see beyond mere appearances, 
to dive into the troubled sea of the subconscious of which dreams are 
valuable indicators. As the last words die on the lips of the prisoners, 
sleep overcomes them. Meadows is the first to have a dream, the 
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subject of which is the story of Cain and Abel in which he himself, 
plays God 's part. 

In his choice of the other characters, the author has · taken ad
vantage of the use of an analogy among names, for he has assigned 
the ro1e of Abel to Able; King stands for Cain, and Adams for 
Adam. 

One of the most striking features of the dream is a pervading 
atmosphere of displacement. This becomes evident from the very be
ginning, when Adam appears before God blemished by sin, deprived 
of peace, fearful of the future. Yet, his attitude is not one of humble 
recognition of his guilt. He does not assume his situation to be, as in 
the Bible, a justly deserved punishment of a previous act of pride. 
On the contrary, he feels he has been taken at a disadvantage 
and resents it. As he talks to God he excuses his guilt by saying that 
it was "Too dark to see" (p. 10), and that "The road kept on 
dividing/ Every yard or so" (p. 11). Peace and happiness were lost 
to him as soon as he knew they were his. His relations to God are 
so strained, that Cain allows himself to make the introduction : '' God: 
man. Man: God." (p. 12). 

Adam 's position in the dream is that of a witness. He suffers 
and endures, but is '' unequipped'' to act. The active characters are 
Cain and Abel, who represent two contrasting and violently opposing 
types as regards spiritual matters. Cain is the man of this world, 
steeped in earthy matters, beset by greedy passions, subject to and 
content with the rule of instinct which is that of the flesh, as is ex
emplified by this image, 

Flesh is my birthplace. Why shouldn 't I speak the tongue? 
(p. 16) 

Such a character as this, which is generally known as a "philis
tine", is not only satisfied with coarse pleasures, but is ambitious 
and prone to succeed in worldly business, so that he may boast of 
being the man of the future. 

A bel is what Soren Kierkegaard 1 has called '' Knight of Infini
ty ", because of his infinite dislike of the world. This type of man -

1 Quoted by Derek Stanford in Christopher Fry, An Appreciation, Chapter 1, 
pp. 32, 33. 
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much harder to find than the philistine - has been endowed with 
penetrating spiritual insight. He has seen the world, touched upon 
its pleasures, known its delusions, and drained its cup of sadness; 
therefore, he knows the vanity of all such things. From disappoint
ment to disappointment, from failure to failure, his ambitious heart 
does continuously seek and object worthy of being loved. His rnind 
lmows no peace in its search for truth, in its eagerness to penetrate 
the rnysteries of lif e. Y et, the more he endeavours to find the key 
to his perplexities, the more bewildered he becomes, for his intellectual 
arrogance is an obstacle against his finding the truth. Thence arises 
a feeling of displacement, unsatisfaction, and a mental attitude of 
agnosticism: man cannot fully comprehend the mysteries of life. 

The core of Meadows' dream is the clash between these characters, 
which is most clearly seen in the analysis of the figurative speech. 
As Cain censures Abel for his lack of interest in earthy matters, 
Abel illustrates the fundamental question of the purpose of man's 
existence in a series of images, mostly personifications and abstrac
tions: 

Day and night, the sun and moon 
Spirit us, we wonder where. l\Ieanwhile 
Hcre we are, we lean on our lives 
Expecting purpose to keep her date, 
Get cold waiting, watch the overworlds 
Come and go, question the need to stay 
But do, in an obstínate anticipation of love. (p. 13) 

To such a charatcer as his, man does not appea.r to be the king 
of creation, nor are all things presumed to be created for man's 
bcnefit. That, in his opinion, would be a terrible futility, since they 
cannot give him satisfaction, nor are they regarded as means to reach 
a perfect, everlasting existence after death. Creatures are simply 
man's "pain-fellows": 

Other li ves, forbear 
To blame me, great and small forgive me 
If to your various agonies 
l\Iy light shoud seem hardly enough 
To be the cause of the ponderable shadow. (p. 14) 
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This light is the life of man, unable to penetrate the skadow, the 
mysteries of existence, and according to Able, no justification for 
inflicting death on other creatures. 

The question is so perplexing, that both brothers agree to take 
it to the "High and Mighty". They play dice. Adam watches and 
asks God to favour Cain, because, 

The other boy 
Frets for what never came bis way, 
Will never reconcile us to our exile. (p. 15) 

Y et, Abel has the higher throw. Cain rages and blasphemes. He 
says he has been cast on the mould of passion, and wonders why 
he should not live according to its laws: 

Life is a hypocrite if I can 't live 
The way it moves me! (p. 16) 

In a fury with bis brother, whom he supposes to have worked 
hand in glove with the supernatural, he leaps forth and murders 
him. Adam watches, makes as if to help the victim, but is ''wheeled 
by an unknown force back against his bunk". Thus Fry wishes to 
express man's helplessness against fate. Nature images emphasize 
Adam 's pathetic situation: 

Pinioned here, when out of my body 
I made them both, the fury and the suffering, 
The fury, the suffering, the two ways 
Which here spreadeagle me. (p. 17) 

Here, in this duality, lies one of the tragedies of man. 
God hears A bel 's blood cryi;ng to Him from the ground. All 

the images convey ideas of fear, death, despair, extreme physical 
pain: '' Cage of the world/ Holds your prowling. Howl, Cain, jackal 
.afraid" ... "Every man's hand will be against you,/ But never touch 
you into quietness''. . . '' cross at the double/ The bursts of open days 
between the nights". Compared with this endless anguish, death loses 
:Significance: "it has come/ An act so small, my enemies will do it/ 
Between two jobs". lt is a rest anxiously desired: "God, let me 
.sleep." (pp. 18, 19, 20). 
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David 's dream is his own reaction to the evcnts. He is now King 
David, in the Bible, surrounded by "fools ", lonely and deserted 
in a war against fierce encmies. In the dark, which is now the sym
bol of danger, he sees a lurking shadow: Petcr, wl10 stands for rebel
lious Absalom. 

Thc confliet lying in this dream is that of responsibility against 
levity. Thc King endeavours throughout to impress on his son a 
sense of cluty. 'l'hc atmosphere is one of imminent danger, unlcss 
"fools" are madc to realize that playing time is ovcr. l\íen have to be 
in earncst. Images reflect these conditions. The frivolous, easy-going 
Absalom is described as a playful boy: 

The world 's back 
Is bent and heavily burdened, and yet he thinks 
He can leapfrog over. (p. 2) 

David 's desire to makc his son aware of his duties would be, if 
carried out, a sort of enlightenmcnt: "Who can put eyes in his 
head?" ( p. 23). Y et, it is also a painful task for both master and 
pupil, because it puts an end to the unworried enjoyment of child
hood. That is why David says: 

I tremble like an earthquakc 
Because I can 't find worcls which might 
Pnt the fcar of man into you. (p. 23) 

Responsibility is awareness of death and sonow, it is a f ear .. 
Absalom feels he is being draggcd into a "nightmare" ( p. 2-1). 

Fry follows the bihlical outline. Absalom turns a deaf car to
his father ancl joins the enern~'. David watches him go away carrying 
"No light with him" ( p. 24). He climbs thc pulpit and hangs 
from its edge, as though it werc a trce. Adams, now General Joab, 
cuts him down with a tommy gun, and the victim falls with a cry. 
David wakcs up startled und goes to take a look at Peter 's bunk. He 
returns und starts dreaming again. This second part offcrs us a. 
deeply human question. The King watches Adams drag Peter back 
to bcd. He asks : 

- Joab, is that you? 
What are you bringing back'? 

.Adams.- Thc victory. 
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David. -Are you sure it's the victory, Joab? 
Are we ever sure it 's the victory? 
So many times you've come back, Joab 
With something else. (p. 26) 

This is the question people have asked after a war, when evaluat
ing their so called victories. That "something elsc" amounts to so 
many bitterly regretted losses, that the heart can hardly rejoice in 
the triumph. David stands as the symbol of those who had to 
sacrifice what they loved most dearly. 

In Prívate Peter's dream, the author has endeavoured once more 
to explore the problems of the human psyche. The confliet with 
which the characters are confronted now, is that between faith and 
the need for sacrifice, a theme we find reflected in the story of 
Abraham and Isaac. Inasmuch as Peter is now the protagonist and 
the dreamer, images reflect an attitude of confidence, hope and love 
of life, as well as a critical consideration of death and life. 

Isaac, Prívate Able, lies in prison when Abraham, Prívate King 
comes to fetch him. The pale light of morning reaches him "like a 
nurse" (p. 28). In a soft, picturesque style, Isaac describes the 
eff ects of growing light : 

The hills roll in and make their homes, 
And gradually unfold the plains. Breath 
And light are cool together now. (p. 29) 

"Dark pain" recedes, and gives way to pea ce and relief. 
Throughout, one can trace these light and darkness images with 

contrasting meanings. Peter clings "hold of the light" (p. 30), for 
he climbs the mountain with a merry heart. Light profusion is like 
a promise of longevity: '' There 's more light than we can hold ... 
Y ou and I are both/ Immeasurably living.'' (id.). Right after he 
has been told of the sacrifice, his human logic argues against a pre
mature death: '' Surely thcre 's no need for us to be/ The prisoners 
of the dark7 Smile, father./ Let me go" (p. 32). Finally, bis salva
tion is also emphasized by a light allusion: "The knive can drop/ 
Harmless and shining" (p. 33). 
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Images serve to create an atmosphere of war: "the great cities 
come down like avalanches" (p. 29). Natural beauty soothes the 
pain of piercing wounds, "the hay-silver evening is like a thin veil 
over / The long scars from the nails of warring hearts" ( p. 30). 

Abraham's attitude breathes hope and resignation. He clings 
to the Divine promise of a large progeny, as shown by sorne time 
images: "Time givcs the promise of time in cvery death/ Not of any 
ceasing." (p. 29). "I am history's wish and must come true" (p. 
31). Suffering, which is not only Abraham 's but a universal calamity, 
is shown as a preserving vaccine : 

God dips his hand in death to wash the wound, 
Takes evil to inoculate our livcs 
Against inf ectious e vil. ( p. 31) 

From this vicwpoint death is necessary for the pursuit of the 
ends of the world. Isaac will lie down "to sleep / For a better wak
ing." (p. 32). 

The end of the dream presents us with sorne images worth con
sidering. Adams, who appears as the dream figure of the angel, 
shows the way Peter should be unbound and set free : 

David. - Shall I 
Undo the cords1 

Adams.- These particular. But never all. 
There 's no loosening, sincc men with mcn 
Are like the knotted sea. (p. 33) 

Peter, therefore, remains prisoner of men 's opposing ambitions and 
pursuits. Bis coming back to lif e is a return to war and trouble. 

Liberation renders Isaac pensive. With that peculiar sense of 
mystery Fry 's characters possess, he questions why should a ram be 
sacrificed as an offset for his life, which has just been sparcd. 

Chance, as fine as thread, 
Cares to keep me, and I go my way. (p. 34) 

What would have happened if I had died, he asks as he sees the 
"stars tremble in balance" "Between the day and the night". No 
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doubt exactly the same, for the world remains absolutcly indifferent 
in the matter of death. 

The last dream is the most symbolic and comprehensive of all. 
All the characters, except Meadows, start dreaming the same thing 
simultaneously. Corporal Adams finds himself '' salt and sick on a 
raft" (p. 37). He drifts above shoals of fish, whose flashing move
ments remind him of "the war in heaven ", and suggest glittering air
planes dashing across the sky. This is how I interpret the words 
'' Angelfish and swordfish, the sil ver troops. '' (id.). Soon, such 
animal hosts become identified with crowds of men: '' God, have merey/ 
On our sick shoals, (souls), darting and dying" (id.). The atmos
phere is one of loneliness, lack of hope and uncertainty. Not even 
light makes for hope; on the contrary, its use, in relation to some
thing which is not confidence and relief serves to make man 's 
strangement more impressive: 

The air is bright between us. 
The flying fish make occasional rainbows, 
But land, your land and mine, is nowhere yet. (p. 37) 

David joins Adams. It is evident men are definitely lost, for 
there is "no rudder" (p. 38). Discomfort is emphasized by a water 
and body image: "I'm soaked to the skin" (id.). The characters 
feel at war. They blame their enemies for having marched them 
'' thirty miles in the pouring rain'' (id.) . 

Peter comes to them reeling and exhausted. For a moment he is 
identified with a "half-seas" man (id.) on the point of being carried 
away by the waves. By and by Fry shifts from this sea allegory to 
a biblical one. Peter reads an apparently incoherent :i>assage in the 
Bible, but it is clear that he has hit on the story of Nebuchadnezzar 
and his three Jewish prisoners: Shadrac, Meshac and Abednego who 
were condemned by the king to die in a fiery furnace. The three sol
diers are identified with them, though not directly, through an image 
to make their helplessness more impres.sive. They are "Three blind 
núce" (p. 40), which conveys a sen.se of insignificance and com
plete ignorance in relation with the heavy trial with which they are 
confronted. Up to the end of the dream images serve the dramatic 
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purpose of expressing the ideas and feelings of the charactcrs. These 
fecl imprisoned; they ask why it should be that "the open air/ Feels 
like a barrack square" (p. 42). They feel evcrything is out of place, 
unusual. They do not know the ground they are standing on. This 
is symbolized in thc ehange of their names: 

black morning 
Christens us with names that were never ours 
And makes us pay for them. (p. 40) 

As it is, even recognition among themselves becomes impossible. They 
are aware of the tragic imminence of death. There is a pervading fear 
symbolized by "the monster" ( p. 41). Sin ce the author does not 
insist much on it, I assume it to be thc expcctation of tormcnt. l\fon 's 
trial is a matter in which supernatural powers are involved: "eter
nity 's in earnest" (p. 41). Nebuchadnezzar is identified with God 
when the prisoners, who are under close inspection, ask whether the 
king "is that him with one eye" (p. 42). 2 

Misunderstanding between the Divinity and men is also a feature 
of this part of the dream when Peter asks: '' What bastard language/ 
Is he talking?" ( p. 43), and he actually refers to God. The whole 
affair is so vainful, that the prisoners come to think of it as an aw
ful nightmare from which they anxiously wish to wake: 

O God in hcaven, we're bound 
To wake up out of this. 

Hostile powcrs play "thcir game/ In the dark'' (p. 43); the char
acters realize that their feet and hancls have been tied. This is the 
most critical moment and thc author resorts to an imagc in order to 
emphasize the mental anguish of his characters: 

O, how 
Shall we think these moments ont 
Before thinking splits to fcar. (p. 43) 

As the '' heat'' and '' glare'' of thc fire is alrnost on the prisoners, 
they bid farewcll to lif e : 

2 Until a few years ago God used to be represented by a watchful eye within 
a triangle. 
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Chuck down 
Y our wishes for the world : there 's nothing here 
To charm us. (p. 44) 

At this moment the dream takes a new turn. The charaeters 
have got over the worst. They find themselves living amid the en
eircling flames. In a way, they find that grief, as symbolized by fire 
is a sort of liberation: 

But the cords 
That were tying us are burnt: drop off 
Like snakes of soot. (p. 45) 

That f eeling of personal disintegration they had experienced when 
called by new names and their feeling of displacement disappear: 
"We're men who speak/ We are men who sleep and wake" (p. 45). 
It becomes evident that it is fear of pain more than pain itself what 
makes men suff er. 

Now, time is ripe to deliver the message of the dream. Amidst 
the blazes the characters perceive the shape of a man. It is l\foadows, 
sitting on his bunk. Light images play an important part. The first 
sound uttered by this character is a cock crow, the voice of the 
morning 's herald. Besides, a cock is alert always, it is the symbol of 
watchfulness, and Meadows' message is precisely to the point of 
showing the others that now, more than ever, men have to use their 
moral strength, their spiritual insight if they are going to master 
their destiny. They need "quick eyes to see/ Where evil is" (p. 46) 
and honesty to conf ess their shortcomings. Thus they will achieve a 
sort of moral purgation. Besides, they have to keep together, for 
no one can get out of the fire alone and defeat sorrow. The charac
tcrs realize that what they had assumed to be fire is not really such, 
but the breath and blood of numberless human beings, "choking" 
and "burning" each other, that is, abusing their fellows, committing 
the sin of man against man. Y et, hate is no cure f or such illness. 
Men have to elevate their hearts. They have to be patient and endur
ing, however hard patience and endurance may seem. They have to 
imitate and excel the wisdom of past times. Only _thus will the spirit 
profit by its "wings," "unused,/ Folded in the heart" (p. 47). 

In the last lines the author points forward to the vast panorama 
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where Good rules "beyond all tilt of wrong" (p. 48). To the in
commensurable grief and doubt of man he opposes faith in God. 
The human fate projects largely, on the Infinite: '' The human heart 
can go the lengths of God" (p. 49), and a host of imagcs reinforces 
the meaning of his message: 

Dark and cold we may be, but this 
Is no winter now. The frozen misery 
Of centuries breaks, cracks, bcgins to move; 
The thunder is the thunder of the floes, 
The thaw, the flood, the upstart Spring. 
Thank God our time is now when wrong 
Comes up to face us everywhere, 
Never to leave us till we take 
The longest stride of soul men ever took. 
Affairs are now soul size. 
The enterprise 
Is exploration into God. 
Where are you making for7 It takes 
So many thousand years to wake, 
But will you wake for pity's sake? 
Pete 's sake, Dave or onc of you, 
Wake up, will you? Go and lic down. 
Where do you think you 're going? 

The last words of my last quotation serve both for the dream 
and for the scene of vigil which ensues. In order to achieve this, 
Meadows, who delivers it, does not drop figurative speech altogether. 
He goes on talking in a sort of symbolic, universal way which is in 
keeping with the images the author has been using: 

It takes 
So many thousand years to wake, 
But will you wake for pity's sake! 

It is evident that in A Sleep of Prisoners, Fry asks us to adapt 
ourselves to a number of dramatic conventions. That is probably 
one of the reasons why his play failed to please a large number of 
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French theater-goers when it was first performed in Paris last year. 
The prisoners pass from consciousness to dreamy existence without 
any change of background. In the last dream, the four are supposed 
to dream the same thing. There is a minimum of stage devices and 
make-up. The play demands complete attention and vivid imagina
tion. It is the sort of work one does not get to know or to appreciate 
fully at a glance. Its eff ect is secured through poetic speech, which 
is largely based on imagery and wordplay. Therefore, an analysis 
of its figurativa language is essential to the understanding of the 
general meaning and message of the · play. 
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VENUS OBSERVED 

T HE plot of Venus Observed has been described as the "polyg
amist's predicament". 1 The situation the author portrays is 
that of the man who, after twenty years of widowhood, decides 

to remarry. Being much of a Don Juan, he is perplexed in his choice 
of a wife, severa! women having, to him, equal claims upon his pref
erence; therefore, he puts the matter before his son Edgar, who, 
like Paris in the classic days, will bestow an apple upon one of three 
handsome women - '' All of them at sorne time implicated/ in the 
joyous routine'' of his life. These will meet that very day in he 
observatory room of the ducal mansion at Stellmere Park. 

The Duke of Altair, the protagonist, is devoted to astronomy, 
and has timed his party to coincide with a total eclipse of the sun. In 
the opening scene, besides his son, who will be the arbiter, there is also 
present his agent Reedbeck. The latter receives a telegram announc
ing to him the arrival of his daughter Perpetua, who has lived in 
America many years and is now returning home. While Reedbeck 
rejoices in thc approaching meeting, Dominic, Reedbeck 's son, comes 
in great distress to ha.ve an intimate talle with his father. Reedbeck, 
it appears, ha.s been defra.uding the Duke. He has raised the rents 
and has appropriated the increascs to his own use. Dominic, who 
has come straight from Cambridge, can think of nothing beyond the 
great shame befalling the fa.mily when the defalcation comes to light 
and Reedbeck is condemned to imprisonment. The accusations are in
terrupted by the arrival of the guests. They, in order of appearance 

1 Outlined by the "Ottawa Joumal" as mentioned by Derek Stanford in 
':liristopher Fry, An Appreciation, p. 86. 
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are, Miss Rosabel Fleming, an actress, a susceptible woman, who 
soon finds herself very ill at case; l\frs. Jessie Dill, an attractive 
widow with an exceptional capacity of adaptation to her surroundings; 
and l\frs. Hilda Taylor-Snell, well-bred and judicious, whom the Duke 
refers to as the Athena of the party. 

While the moon takes her course eclipsing the sun, the apple is 
given to one, and then to another of the guests, till Rosa bel 's un
easiness reaches a climax in a violent series of recriminations which 
make evident on one side, her love of the Duke, and on the other, 
her resentment against his long indifference. 

The eclipse being over, the sun-light falls on Reedbeek 's daugh
ter, Perpetua, radiant with youth and beauty. Reedbeek is overcome 
with joy, and the Duke himself envisions unforeseen happiness at the 
horizon. Holding the apple, he graciously offers it to Perpetua, who, 
unpremeditatedly, takes out a pistol and shoots the fruit from 
within the very fingers of the supplicant. 

Amazed at her own reaction, she explains how she had belonged 
to a society for "the Desecration of Ancient and l\iodern Monumental 
Errors", and had got into the habit of destroying whatever she hated. 
This was dangerous, and as a consequence she was imprisoned. Now, 
liberated but a short time, she unconsciously regarded the apple 
as a threat to her freedom, to her independenee of action and 
thought. 

Yet, the afternoon of the same day, Act I, Se. I, the newly-arrived 
Venus does accept the apple more than she herself would have fore
seen. Dominic meets her in The Temple of the Ancient Virtues, by the 
ducal lake. He puts the matter of Reedbeck 's peculation before her, 
and suggests that she marry the Duke to absolve the thief, for no 
man is likely to send his father-in-law to jail. 

Accordingly, Perpetua does not only acquiesce with the Duke 
when he suggests that they go shooting in his possessions, but also 
accepts his invitation to look at the stars in his observatory that very 
night. The Duke 's love affair with Perpetua causes Edgar much 
anxiety, in that he also is infatuated with the girl. A sort of competi
tion starts between father and son when the latter shoots an arrow 
over the Duke's head, and hits the very gold of the target. Then 
Edkar asks his father to step out of his way, and his father refuses, 
whereupon Edgar asks Perpetua to a popular dance in a neighbour-
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ing town in which All Hallowe'en is most amusingly cel.ebrated. 
Remembering her appointment with the Duke, she refuses the invita
tion, but agrees to take a look at the ducal horses, of which Edgar is 
exceedingly fond. 

So far, the fact of the nocturnal meeting in the observatory has 
remained a secret. Rosabel has her suspicions, but is told by the 
Duke that the place will be desertad. The unhappy lover hears 
this, and a mischievious scheme begins to take shape in her mind. 

In Scene II, the Duke makes an explicit declaration to Perpetua 
of his love for her, and asks her to marry him. There is an old mirror 
in the observatory; the Duke remarks that it is All Halowe'en, the 
only night in the year in which mirrors show the image of future 
husbands to girls combing their hair in front of the glass, and sug
gests that Perpetua herself tests this tradition. Though he stands in 
front of the mirror while the young woman stares at it, she discerns 
no other image than Edgar's. She then realizas that it is folly to 
marry the Duke without loving him, and confesses to him the motives 
leading her at first to respond to and letter to reject his wooing. 
His agent 's peculations are not unknown to the Duke. For man.y 
years before he has been aware of and has overlooked them; but 
Perpetua 's rejection is another matter. The Duke feels deeply disil
lusioned. Here the smell and noise of burning wood reaches the 
observatory; no doubt, there is a conflagration below, the outcome of 
Rosabel's scheme. The stairs are on fire; there is no escape. In the 
giddiness of these minutes, the Duke, who knows they may die in the 
flames, begs Perpetua 's love once more. She is in despair and evinces 
a love which is not love, but a desire for life. When all hope is gone, 
the Duke's butler, and his footman, Reddleman and Bates, who had 
been lion-tamer and burglar respectively, reach the observatory offer
ing to rescue the Duke and Perpetua. Reddleman wishes to carry 
them down the burning stairs; Bates, to lead them down a ladder 
he has placed against the front wall of the house. Bates' plan is safer; 
therefore the Duke trusts Perpetua to him and follows Reddleman, 
for he has not the heart to disappoint the lion-tamer. 

Act III, says Derek Stanford, '' might well be described as the 
Act of Forgiveness". 2 In the Temple of the Ancient Virtues, where 

2 In his work Christopher Fry, An Appreciation, Chapter 111, p. 79. 
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all the charactcrs gather after thc Duke and Perpetua 's rcscue, 
Dominic comes in apologizing for his unfairness in wishing his sister 
to lose her freedom and marry a man she did not love. Reedbeck 
arrives breathlessly to confess his sins to the Dukc; for he, and no one 
else is responsible for two unhappy people being trappcd in the 
flames. Rosabel tells the Duke that she set fire to the housc and gives 
herself up to the police; and Perpetua is ashamed to say that there 
is no love as she had dcclared to f eel in the roaring flames. 

The Duke proves to be magnanimous. He announces to Reedbeck 
that there is a document lcgalizing his theft and assigning to him 
certain percentages of the ducal rents. He tums to Perpetua and 
absolves her and himself of this loYe quest in which the heart tricks 
us in our purposes, or carries us further than we would go. Finally, 
in the closing paragraphs, after having watched how his loved one is 
drawn to Edgar as to her true centre, the lonely Duke sits by the lake 
besicle his agent, and proposes to marry Rosabel in six months' time, 
as soon as she is disengaged from custody. An enviable peace comes 
upon hirn, for he has found his true place in the world. 

In Venus Observed, I intend to deal with thc images in relation 
to the characters, which is one of the most profitable investigations 
that can be made of a play. I will analyze particularly the light 
and darkness symbols, which, once more, prove to be recurrent, and 
essential to the dramatic idea of the play. 

One of thc most remarkable facts about Venus 01Jsen.'ed, is the 
way its characters face and solve the problems of thcir own existence, 
what Fry has called "thc battlc of the gap", 3 and which we muy 
explain as the qucstion of man 's adaptation to this world. This ques
tion is by no mea.ns new in Fry 's drama. Almost all his plays are in 
some way or anothcr bascd on this problem. But here it is not only 
the protagonist who is concerned with it; it is almost every charac
tcr, from the Duke down to the servants, becausc they ali experiencc 
a fccling of displaecment and are intent on thc search for their own 
personal completion. Therefore, they are real charactcrs, in the ah-

3 In "Theatre Newsletter". Mentioned by Derek Stanford in Christopher Fry, 
An Appreciation. Chapter III, p. 83. 
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solute sense of the word, for they have an interior life which to a 
great extent accounts for their individual outward traits. 

I shall deal with them separately, examining their reactions 
through these evidences of the personality which are the recurrent 
images. 

At the beginning of the play, a number of Reedbeck 's allusions 
are drawn from light or shadow. They are intended to emphasize, 
when light, the joy of his daughter's arrival, and when dm·kness, 
his fear of ill news or that Dominic may spoil this unique happiness 
- rarely found "in the world as we know it" (p. 5) - with his 
bothersome claims as to the respectability of the family. So, when 
the Duke advises Reedbeck to "expect the worst" that he will not be 
disappointed, he answers readily: "Not at all, oh, no, not at all,/ No 
shadows of that sort" (p. 6). 

The contrasting attitude and the misunderstanding between fa
ther and son is made evident when Dominic 's inquiries lead him to 
ask his father what money they have got by honest means, such as 
legacies, whereupon Reedbeck answers: 

Don 't let 's talk of death. 
I 've a heart this morning as light as a nebula. 
But you, you sombre hoy, you can 't even 
Sputter up a few sparks when I tell you 
Your sister's coming home! (pp. 7, 8) 

The image is more effective in that "light as a nebula", which 
although explicitly referred to weight conveys also an idea of light. 

Perpetua 's arrival, her affectionate compliments to her father, 
the hearty welcome granted her by the Duke, puff up Reedbeck so 
much, that he fears he may burst "like a frog" (p. 25). There are no 
light images here as regards the Reedbeck-Perpetua relation, for Fry 
has chosen them to stress the note of the Duke 's infatuation with 
Perpetua - the most important issue of the play; nevertheless, we 
may say that at this point, Reedbeck feels completely satisfied, and 
it is important to bear this in mind to understand his uneasiness when 
he comes to his son and daughter at the beginning of Act II and 
suspects that Dominic has revealed his weaknesses to Perpetua. Then 
his sole preoccupation is the fear of losing his daughter 's respect and 
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affection, and thereby, his own personal equilibrium. That is why 
he says: 

Have you something that worries you? I bclieve 
I 've made you discontented with me, on a day 
Which should have turned out so glorious, and now 
I don't know where we are. (p. 38) 4 

Fatherly love, we may say, is the clue to Reedbeck 's person
ality, his way of reaching completion. 

When asked why has he been stealing from the Duke, it is 
important to remark how Reedbeck resorts to a light image, so as to 
put it in a pleasant way, for he says, '' The reason was the fading 
charm of the world" (p. 36), which in Reedbeck's terms (notice 
the humour of the situation) means that he lacks the money to live 
with elegance and at his ease, as sorne noble patrician of ancient 
times might have done; and we believe him, for though somewhat 
of a rogue, he has a love of nice things, nice manners and nice 
words. 5 

It is necessary that danger threaten his beloved daughter, in 
order that Reedbeck may realize how the charm of the world fades 
definitely when not accompanied by honest, loyal proceedings. 

The Duke is one of the roundest, most complex characters created 
by Fry. It may be well to consider, so as to understand him better, 
that dim-lit background upon which his many-sided personality is 
projected. 

Just like The Lady's not for Burning, Venus Observed is a 
"comedy of mood", the pervading atmosphere not being now spring 
but autumn, with its cloudy days, falling leaves and first chilly 
winds, which announce that winter will soon be there. One could 
quote many lines in which this autumnal atmosphere is stressed and 
puts a note of loneliness and oblivion on the main character, and, 
what is even more important, is identified with him, as though he and 
the landscape outside were subject to the same processes. That is the 
case in that image through which the Duke invites us to look back on 
his long spell of widowhood: 

4 Italics are Fry's. 
5 lt is in this bold confession of his ambitions where the humour lies. 
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for years the frost has lain 
On my stubble beard. The swallows and other such 
Migratory birds have left me months ago. (p. 11) 

But it is not only what we may call the negative aspect of autumn 
what Fry wishes us to be aware of in relation to the Duke. It is also 
its rich harvests, its big, round and juicy apples, its soft and gentle 
beauty glorifying the landscape. That word "stubble", in the image 
I have just quoted, suggests that a rich crop of wheat has already 
been gathered, and in the opening scene the Duke makes use of one 
of these agricultura! images thus showing himself like a sort of 
gatherer, engaged in selecting the best grapes for his wine. Are they 
Rosabel, Jessie or Hilda? "Who am/ I, he tells his son, to decide/ 
Which were my vintage years of love?" (p. 1). 

Besides, standing as he is on the threshold of old age, the Duke 
thinks of autumn as a proper time for remembrance, the remembrance 
of past joys. That is what is implied in his apology of his party when 
accused by Rosabel of unearthing emotions which would much rather 
lie buried: 

So Rosabel believes when the cold spell comes 
And we're compelled to enter this draughty time 
And shuffle about in the slipshod leaves, 
Leaves disbanded, leaves at a loose end, 
W e should merely shiver and be silent: never speak 
Of the climate of Eden, or the really magnificent 
Foliage of the tree of knowledge, 
Or the unforgettable hushed emerald 
Of the coiling and fettering serpent: 
Pretend we never knew it, because love 
Quite naturally condescended 
To the passing of time. But why should we, RosabelY 

(p. 22) 

Y et this is not the mood in which we find the Duke throughout 
the play. Perpetua, coming to him like a breath of spring - severa! 
characters speak of her in terms of birds and flowers 6 - foments in 

6 See pp. 27, 28, 14 of the play. 
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him a mental evolution. In Act II he is not the ageing man warming 
himself with the embers of half extinguished loves. Though he is 
still aware of his years, he has lost the "autumnal look" ( p. 51) as 
regards melancholy and retirement, and Edgar, responding to the 
horse imagc his father has begun to compare himself with, exclaims: 

when you 're grazing you 're irresistible; 
Buttercups and daisies fall to your f etlocks in swathes. 

(p. 51) 

But in order more fully to appreciatc the Duke's personality, 
one has to have \resource to the light images, for in spite of thCi 
autumnal mood their implications are wider, though at times parallel 
to the other Nature images. 

,Just as Reedbeck seeks to complete his personality through pa
ternal love, thc Dukc seeks to do it through sexual lovc. In the play 
no one is more aware than he of man 's cstrangcment and uneasiness, 
which is a fundamental coneern, since all mankind is subjcet to 
original sin; and all its activities in one way or another may be said 
to be efforts to conform itself to creation. This sense of displacement 
has a philosophic depth in the Duke. He asks himself what the 
meaning of cxistence is : 

what 
Is a man? Edgar, what is a man? O 
l\[y man-child, what in the world is a man? 
Speaking for myself, I am precisely that question: 
I exist to know that I cxist 
Interrogatively. (p. 52) 

:Man is lcd to ask this question, the Duke proceeds, precisely be
cause he does not adapt himself to his existence. All creatures in gen
eral go peacefully along, nevcr caring why or how thcy should livc. 
They all adapt themselves without qucstion to this great whole of 
creation: all, except l\Ian. Of all beings, he feels discontented, un
satisfied, lonely. Here the Duke reaehes the point of his reasoning: 
liberation of loneliness through love, the unravishcd possession of 

a complete, unsolitary lif e, 
Whcre happincss leavcs no room for the rcstless mind 
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And I, as unlaborious 
As a laburnum tree, hang in caresses of gold. (p. 53) 

Now that we have considered, however briefly, this fundamental 
speech which gives us the clue to the Duke's personality, we may turn 
to the analysis of his light and darkr,,.ess images, and make sure that 
they are all in keeping with bis philosophic attitude. 

Right at the beginning of the play we come upon a image which, 
to sorne extent, justifies the critics' assertion that the Duke is or 
would like to be a polygamist. Light and blindness are relevant sym
bols, the former in emphasizing the beauty and attractiveness of 
young girls; the latter, in expressing the impossibility of being loved 
by them all: 

Year after year, flocks of girls, who look 
So lately kissed by God 
They come out on the world with lips shining, 
Flocks and generations, until time 
Seems like nothing so much 
As a blinding snowstorm of virginity, 
And a man, lost in the perpetua! scurry of white, 
Can only close his eyes 
In a resignation of monogarny. (p. 2) 

While the eclipse party lasts, the Duke appears as a selfish man. 
That is at least the way in which Rosabel and Hilda regard him. His 
behaviour to the former seems unfair to the latter, as conveyed by an 
image: 

you certainly scem to have been 
Coruscating on thin ice. (p. 22) 

But the Duke justifies himself in terms of light: 

I 've behaved according to my lights of love 
Which were excellent and bright and much to be remem

Ibered. (p. 22) 

Edgar's choice of Rosabel as bis father's future wife does not 
content the Duke, who, still anxious for happiness, hopes "the cloud 
that hangs'' over his '' sunshine'' will soon glide away, just like a 
cloud moving away from the sun at that moment. 
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For sorne honrs the Duke comes to fcel that the cloud has defi
nitely avoided him. In Act II, Se., I, the sun shines brightly on him; 
nevertheless, it is a setting sun - for old age is alrcady at thc door -
and the Dnke hurrics to make the best of it. Ilis invitation to Perpe
tua is exceedingly symbolic: 

Dnylight is sho1·t, and becoming always shortcr. 
But there's the space for an arrow or two betwccn 
Now and the sunset. (p. 59) 

It is rclevant to point out how the Duke is awarc of his age 
but profits by it. He docs not deccive himself to the cxtent of feel
ing young, though he is certainly revived, and shows his age as the 
ideal time in a man 's lifc. That is how I intcrprct these lines: 

Take notice 
Of the cxcellcnt marksmanship of thc year, whose arrow 
Singing from the April bow crossed over the width 
Of summer straight for thc gold, whcre now, if you look, 
You will sce it qnivering. (p. 39) 

This ycar symboliscs thc Duke, who, looking back on the past 
years of his lifo, elaims cxperieuce as a \·aluable gift in the conquest 
of the loved one. 

Scene II prescnts a whole range of light imagcs. As Perpetua 
comes in, the Duke, who had bcen resting in the dark, lights on oil 
lamp recalling God 's creation of light before any creature was called 
into being. Within thc economy of the play, this rcference is sym
bolic of the Duke 's desire for lifc, illuminating the lovcd one on her 
arrival, and thus reviving bis life sources. 

The allusions to "Endymion" and to "Senator Saturn" ( also 
at the beginning of the same Scene) are both related to light images. 
The latter, especially, may be said to symbolize the Duke, for the 
planet remains solitary, unable to grasp thc brilliant ring that whirls 
round it. Ever since his wife 's premature death, the Duke has vainly 
sought to grasp happincss, as though it were the ring, and to find 
another love which might fill the emptincss of his cxistence. 

Perpetua 's refusal to marry the Duke is reflectcd in the images, 
with a note which we may even call pathetic, for the Duke, who is 
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sadly disillusioned in his !ove quest, turns his telescope unto the 
open hcavens, and finds that the stars are falling: 

While I !ove you without being Ioved thcy're sure 
To be restive. (p. 70) 

The second part of the scene, from the fire alarm onwards, pre
sents an aspect of the Duke we had not known yet. It is the brave, 
generous character able to keep his head in the face of danger, show
ing human understanding and sense of poetry even in the most critica! 
moments. Unlike Perpetua, who is all fear and trembling before the 
fire, the Duke thinks of everything, his !ove, himself, and the fire
men. Dying with Perpetua amid the dancing flames suggests to him 
an act of perfection. It is the achievement of that rare and poetic 
union of "the phoenix and the turtle", which after being consumed 
by fire, left "time brimming" and light "beating with one heart" 
(p. 73). 

Perpetua 's love for the Duke, though a false assumption on his 
part, throws a note of '' jubilation'' on his misfortune. '' So much I 
delighted in - he says -is all of ash'' (p 81), and by this he means 
his observatory, where he had spent many a pleasant hour observing 
the stars, segregating himself from the people below and growing 
more selfish within his intellectual aloofness. But the Duke knows 
this world can afford compensation. Perpetua's love can satisfy an 
ambitious heart: 

the lost world of walls and stairs, 
Where I could cosset ghosts for their melancholy 
Charm, has let the daylight into me 
With a straight left of love. (p. 82) 

If it had not been for the fire, no such rich gift would have ever 
been granted. 

Yet the Duke does not know that it is premature to rejoice. lt 
is now that his spiritual strength is going to be tested, not against 
danger, but against sorrow and disappointment. Just as light and 
darkness images (p. 88) flow out in his speech emphasizing the 
beauty of love born in the fire under menace of certain death, Perpe
tua says that it was fear and not !ove that motivated her confession. 
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But the Dukc does not lose heart. His philosophic conclusion shows 
that he has learned what love's light amounts to: 

I forgive cven 
The unrcvealing revelation of love 
That li-fts a lid purely 
To closc it, and leaves us knowing that greater things 
Are close, but not to be discloscd 
Though we die for them. (p. 89) 

Yet, such a disappointment was necessary that the Duke might 
find peace. He now pursues Rosabel 's love with a heavier, but safer 
pace. He knows he is an autumnal Duke and will never try again to 
kiss the brilliant facc of spring, for as he tells Reedbeck, 

how marvellous it is to moulder. 
Think how ~·ou would have felt when you wcre lying 
Grubbing in your mother's womb, 
With only a wall to look at, 
If you could have seen in your embryonic eye 
The rcalm of bryony, sloes, rose-hips, 
And a hedge 's ruin, a golden desuetude, 
A countryside like a drowned angel 
Lying in shallow water, every thorn 
Tendering a tear. Think, Reedbeck, 
Think of the wonder of such glimmering woe; 
How in a field of milk-white haze the lost 
Apollo glows and wanders towards noon; 
The wind-blown webs are brighter, 
The rolling apples warmer than the sun. 
Heavens! you would have cried, the womb 
Echoing round you: These are the heavens, and I 
Reedbeck, am stillborn. :Would you not? (p. 98) 

The last speeches of the Duke do not imply the achievement of 
such happiness as he had longed for. They lack the vivid enthusiasm 
of the passionate moments. The pervading note is now resignation. 
Y et, as the Duke has learned that all things in this life are limited 
and incomplete, such resignation is enough to make him at peace 
with the world. His rnarriage to Rosabel will be a means of preserv-
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ing the precious possession of the interior life, which is not reached 
till man has learned how to suffer and to forgive. 

Perpetua 's character has been purposely left vague by Fry. She 
is supposed to be as any girl, "Perpetua/ Perpetua!" (p. 65), the 
average young woman in a man 's life. Y et, when analyzing her per
sonality one finds a characteristic trait: her love of independence. 
she shoots the apple beca use, she says, '' it appeared to be, in a 
misty way,/ Like a thréat to my new-come freedom". (p. 31). 

:When persuaded to marry the Duke, what she laments most is 
the loss of her priceless liberty. This is the only time that this Per
petua, who is all flowers, birds and light, is associated with the fading 
hues of autumn, which somehow become symbols of her melancholy 
(p. 34). She hails the Duke with a smile which "Will be like the 
glint of handcuffs" (p. 38). 

Towards the end, experience teaches her that no person can 
expect to be absolutely independent and wrapped up in h1mself. She 
has stood between the Dulce "and the sun" (p. 89), caused pain, and 
therefore lost liberty: 

I move, and the movement goes from life 
To life all round me. And yet I have to be 
Myself. And what is my 7 freedom becomes 
Another persons' compulsion. :What are we to make 
Of this dilemma? (p. 96) 

Such a dilemma Edgar cannot solve, for he has his own heart 
to consider. There, as "a phantom of delight", she has unexpectedly 
gleamed. Perpetua 's love is the target leading Edgar to develop and 
affirm his personality. He gradually emerges from his father's 
shadow and comes out to shine with a light of his own. The incident 
of the horses, the brilliant description Edgar makes of them in Act 
II, Se. I, is not mere rhetoric, but a proof that he too, has his own 
intricacies of mind a11d heart, his own personal mystery to attract 
and dazzle a girl 's imagination. 

Rosabel is mostly referred to by darkness and fire images. In 
the eclipse party, her uneasiness is parallel with the eclipse of the 
sun, and increases with the advancing shadow till she suffers a sort 

7 Italics are Fry's. 
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of nervous attack and suffocation, coincident with the moments of 
total darkness. 

Once more, in Fry's imagery, shadow proves to be symbolic of 
lack of love, of indifference, for this is precisely what Rosabel senses 
in the Duke's relations to her. In former meetings, it appears, 
she had fallen in love with him, and so she has remained, but the 
Duke is no longer infatuated. His way of dealing with his former 
friends has something of the cold indifference and dctachment of a 
connoisseur. He is complacent to them, but by no means tender nor· 
affectionate, and Rosabel is resentful: 

What can the darkest bruise on the human rnincl 
:i\Ican, when nothing beats against you heavicr 
Than a faU of rain? (p. 21) 

When she hcars how Perpetua used to break whatever she dis
liked, Rosabel assumes her failure with the Duke to be the result of 
cowardicc. She must become as daring as thc young girl who is mak
ing such a succcss of herself. Alone with thc stars for too long, the· 
Duke has come to suffer from a sort of moral blinclness which prc
vcnts him from sceing "the distances t.hat separate him/ From othcr 
peo ple" ( p. 58), and Hosabel rnust have the courage to bring him 
clown to live among his fellows: "I'll blaze a trail/ That he can fol
low towards humanity!" (id.). l\fost significantly this dccision is clad 
in dark robes. Rosabel will burn the observatory at night. The dark 
becomes with her a sort of obsession. 

Rosabel is a most impetuous woman, probably thc product of 
lessons she learned in the thcatre, bcing, as she is, an actress. In Act 
III shc fecls hell is thc only proper place for her. (p. 78). After a. 
pathctic appeal (p. 81) to thc Duke in which the pcrvading note is 
a desire to oblitcrate that, which will remain likc a stigma on her 
memory, she takes refuge against remorse in the justice of the law, 
and ignores that the Duke, whom she thought incapable of under
stan<ling, realizes her love for him, ancl forgives thc burning of bis. 
pre<'ious belongings. 

'rlie other characters havc also a gap to fill in their existence. 
That becomes evident in Dominic's eoncern for morals and conventions. 
which is his way of achieving perfection. He fails at the end and 
comes to feel he is a terrible sinner, becausc in spite of all his good--
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ness he is unable to offer his fellows a touch of sympathy. He leaves 
the stage perplexed at the dilemma of right and wrong that caused 
him to commit a sin against his sister 's freedom. 

Hilda, who is a married woman, is far from being satisfied with 
her husband. In an image which is all gray she compares him to 

the flat horizon 
Which is not so much an horizon 
As a straight ruled line beyond which one doesn 't look. 

(p. 46) 

As though she said: dullness personified. Yet, this woman who 
describes her husband in such poor terms, appears later in the play 
f eeling glad of being his wif e, for after she has seen him suffering 
from an accident, she has made the precious discovery of his indi
viduality, which brings a touch of light to raise her out of boredom: 

In the beginning was Roderic; and now 
Haunting the same shell, were a childhood 
And a manhood, half a hundred years 
Of sights and sounds which once echoed and shone 
And now may only cxist in him. (p. 92) 

How much there is to see and study, evcn in the dullest human 
being! It is something in which an understanding dramatist such 
as Fry is greatly interested. 

Even Reddleman and Bates, the servants, have a gap to fill. 
The humorous conflict between them is more than a comic implica
tion of the play; it is a desire to achieve satisfaction through the pre
dilection of their master. Also their former professions, burglar and 
lion-tamer may be called expressions, however twisted, of a desire 
of ascension or power. The fire offers both a wonderful opportunity 
to fulfill their ambitions. Reddleman comes out of it glorified ~ 
"His illuminated/ Lordship" (p. 83), "his incandescent majesty" (p. 
84), for he has discovered in it an unmistakable analogy with his 
lions. All the glorious days passed in the circus have been recalled, 
and the lion-tamer is now the tamer of flames, through which he goes 
in and out just to show that he is as brave as in the good old days. 
This is his peculiar way of feeling self-satisfied. 

Only Jessie, in whom Derek Stanford detects a "touch of the 
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elevated barmaid'' 8 is the only character who seems to be pleased 
with herself. That is due to the fact that the animal has a greater 
part in her than the spiritual. She does not care whether she is loved 
by the Duke or not, the only thing she lmows is that his house is 
nice, that she has been invited to it, and is enjoying herself. Her 
behaviour on several occasions 9 is almost childish. That is why she 
is liked. Simple-hearted J essie is una ble to think ill of any one. 

This churaeter fills a necessary pluce in Venus Observed. She 
appears in moments of drama~ic tension and relaxes it, thus helping 
Fry to keep bis play within the limits of comedy. 

It is this great variety of characters that gives V enits Observed 
a distinguished place among Fry's works. In no other play, exeept 
The Firstborn, had he suceeeded in creating so many individualized 
characters with such a deep interior life. In The Lady's not for Burn
ing, for example, the characters were differentiated chiefly through 
their outwarcl traits. Not that this differentiation is lacking in Venus 
Observed, but the characters, except Thomas, had not sueh important 
dilemmas there as they have here. Aboye ali, the "battle of the gap", 
the problem of man 's displacement on earth was not so essential to 
them, and this is the core, the drama tic idea inspiring Fry 's drama tic 
works. 

8 Christopher Fry, Album, p. 96. 
9 See her somewhat humorous remarks during the eclipse party, and the writing 

of a letter to her father in Act 11, Se. l. 
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l N his work, Drama from Ibsen to Eliot, Mr. Raymond Williams 
has dedicated sorne pages to a critica! appreciation of Fry 's 
drama. After paying it a few commonplace compliments on the 

success it has achieved on the stage, he turns to the more important 
question of its claim to greatness and literary value. Focussing solely 
on The Lady's not for Burning and on Venus Observed, as though 
they were the only works written by Fry, he draws the general con
clusion that his comedy is one "of incident and phrase" that "bis 
verse is not, in the traditional sense of poetic drama, dramatic at all". 
In The Lady' s not f or Burning, he says, "there is a certain concern 
with death, but Mr. Fry has an essentially genteel eschatology" and 
the theme of man's displacement in Venus Observed "is offered 
diffidently, almost casually". 

Such images as Alizon's 

Such white doves were paddling in the sunshine 
And the trees were as bright as a shower of broken glass, 

which she uses in her first speech in The Lady's not for Burning, 
do not seem to l\fr. Williams anything else than successful "contriv
ances" and "romantic incidentals". 10 

I have permitted myself to quote from this author at large, be
cause he is characteristic of a very large number of Fry's critics. · 
Even those who are more understanding and have welcomed his 
plays as a great promise in the poetic revival of the theatre, have 
usually failed to realize what is the dramatic idea to which bis poetic 
speech is related. 

10 Pp. 262 to 268. 
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In An Experiencc of Critics, Fry describes bis own picture as 
it emerges from newspaper cuttings and literary reviewcrs: '' I see 
a man reeling intoxicated with words; they flow in a golden - or 
perhaps pinchbcck - stream from his mouth: they start out at his 
ears; they burst like 1·ockcts and jumping crackers and catherine
whecls round his head; they spring in wanton sport at his feet and 
trip him; but trip him or not, he loves them: let them all come, 
go where they may; lct them strangle sense, flood the stage, break 
the dams of form: facility shall have its day." 11 

That Fry has a talent for the use of la:nguage is a fact no one 
pretends to deny. It is evidcnt that few pla~·wrights have sueh an 
extensive vocabulary, sueh an extraordinary capacity to coin new 
exprcssions, such imagination, flexibility and grace in their use of 
thc language. This is enough to keep thc audicnce entranccd whcn
ever a performance of his plays is given; but if those critics who 
despise him for having nothing to offer in the theater but a rich 
stream of figurative speeeh, had taken the trouble to study his work 
conscientiously co-relating images and seeing what their eurnulative 
development is, they would have been surprised to see that it is not 
mere rhetoric and that there is much besides verbal pyroteclmics. 

In fact, such an analysis as I have undertaken in the foregoing 
chapters, though avowcdly imperfect in many respccts, suffices for 
me to say that Fry 's figura ti ve speech is functional, and esscntially 
related to rich and cornplex dramatic ideas from which it springs, 
and which requirc a profusion of images to their clear and complete 
expression. 

In proving my point I shall makc reference to the demands Mr. 
l\Ioody Prior has imposed on dramatic speech in his work The Lan
guage of Tragedy. 

Fry's use of verse is functional because verisimilititde is not the 
c1'iterion of his play.~. - Early in this study I stressed the fact that 
Fry's plays are not what realists call true to life. They lack verisi
militude, in the scnse that they do not aim at a reproduction of daily 
expcricnce. Whcn the plot does not belong frankly to a past age as 
in The Firstborn, thcre is something static and universal in it which 
applies to all times. This fact justifies Fry's use of verse instead of 

11 P. 23. 
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prose, because the nature of verse, its repetitions, rhythms and altera
tion of the normal order of words is enough to make dramatic lan
guage unlike everyday speech, and therefore eliminates one of the 
most important conditions of verisimilitude. 

Once verse becomes the forro of the play, the way is open for 
the dramatist to exert his imaginative faculty. This is chiefly achieved 
by resource to figurativc speech, which, as I said in the introduc
tion, favors an enlargement of the dramatic perspectives. 12 Such an 
enlargement as this is required by Fry, because of his pkilosophic 
01· moral views. 

One cannot study Fry without stressing the point that he is a 
metaphysical writer. I say metaphysical, because in dealing with 
such questions as time, lifc, death, love, sorrow, good, evil and the 
purpose of man 's existence, he has looked bcyond the surface of mo
mentary experience and has endeavoured to find in what lies their 
fundamental significance. 

Thus Thomas, in The Lady's not for Burning, does not regard 
his war experiences as a separate manifestation of sin or cruelty, but 
relates them to a vast depressing panorama of mankind, in which 
evil is seen as an essential element in human nature. From this he 
draws his gloomy conclusion that man is worthless, does not deserve 
to live and should not reproduce his race. Cymen, in Thor with An
gels, is imbued with a feeling that kindness and forgiveness are the 
proper relation between roen, whether friends or foes, a problem 
which emanates from his sudden feeling of merey towards an enemy. 
The Duke, in Venus Observed, poses the question of man 's estrange
ment as a universal concern - the result of his personal feeling of 
unsatisfaction - and looks forward to love as the best way of adapting 
himself to existence. The contemplation of a dying bird in The First
bom turns Ramases' curiosity to the essence and accidents of death. 
Dynamene's position between Virilius and Chromis makes her realize 
the contending duality in man : instincts against thoughts. The trial 
the four prisoners undergo in the last dream of A Sleep of Prisoners, 

12 "In a richly poetical play the dramatist draws from so wide a range of 
impressions for his figures and gives to individual words so many special and inten• 
sified accents that by the accumulation of associations and implications the simple 
action of the play seems to reach out the most remote boundaries of human ex
pcrience". Moody Prior in The Language o/ Tragedy, p. 13. 
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leads thcm to realize that pain is not a personal, but a universal con
cern. Thus, if I referred to every important character in Fry's work 
I could prove this change from the particular to the universal, this 
search for first causes and final purposes, which, if emotionally 
apprehended by a metaphysical poet, must needs demand a vast 
range of associations to achievc its effect of gencrality and im
portance. 

I propose an experiment, towards which I ask the reader to 
examine again :Meadows' closing speech '' Dark and cold we may be'', 
which I have quoted on p. 136 of .A Sleep of Prisoncrs. Supposc we 
do away with images and express its content in prose and straight
forward speech. It would be reduced to such commonplace state
ments as: we must be brave and have faith in God, in spite of suffer
ing, for the time has come when men can be more powerful than cvil. 
All the universal far-reaching effect of the speech, the sense it con
veys of an anxiously awaited spiritual renewal, the raising of man 's 
fate to touch thc bouuds of Infinity, are lost. Passages like these are 
to be found in Fry vcry often, and it is cvident that imagery fills a 
fundamental place in them. 

The awarencss and philosophic treatment of such questions as 
lifc, dcath, love, etc., oftcn makcs Fry's drama one of dietlectic forces. 
We have seen how }loses is an cssentially dilernmatic character, how 
the plots of The 1,ady's not for Burning mid of 11 Phoneix Too 
Frequent are two aspects of a strugglc betwccu love and death¡ that 
of Thor with Angels one between merey and cruel revenge, that of 
A Sleep of Prisoners, one between the Knight of Infinity and thc 
philistine, or of carefree enjoyment against duty, or of the problems 
of human logic pondering what the need for sacrifice should be; the 
plot of Venus Observed one between displacement and spiritual satis
fa.ction. These contending forces are the very soul of Fry's plays, 
and accordingly, in cvery one of his works the dramatist has crcatcd 
whole ranges of images, which are opposite in meaning, to convey thc 
clashing implications of his dilemmas. It will be enough to remember 
how light and darkness serve to emphasize the two contending forces, 
whether they be life and dcath, lovc and indifference, understanding 
and confusion, confidence and distrust, happiness and grief, peace 
and quarrel, admiration and contempt. 
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As the action advances, the symbols develop too, always docilely 
bending themselves to express action, define character, or create at
mosphere. 

On the other hand, the clash of contending forces does not al
ways lead the characters to a clear understanding of the universe. 
Human logic analyzing such problems as God 's choice of Ramases -
what Egypt priced most dearly - to free the Israelites; or the glorify
ing beauty of sun or moon light falling on a world which is all sin 
and malice - the way Thomas regards nature - dashes to pieces 
against a heavy wall of mystery. "I know I do not know" says Abel 
in A Sleep of Prisoners, voicing Fry. The playwright stands per
plexed before the vast and complex dilemmas of creation, a creation 
which delights in making life spring from death, in placing the most 
beautiful beside the most horrible. How can these puzzling matters 
be conveyed without resource to a vast range of associationsY Fry 
'' d.runk with word.s'' is Fry drunk with mystery, a man who cannot 
find, like the rationalists, a cogent reason for all things, for whom all 
the inventiveness of man in matter of figurative speech falls short 
with the almost infinite variety of involved. relations and. qualities 
he has discerned. in the universe. 

This d.ilemmatic apprehension of the world. also accounts for 
Fry's use of pun, word.play and. other complicated. verbal d.evices. 
These, because of their ambivalences of meaning, are proper to the 
expression of mystery. They are not, as sorne critics have said, a way 
of d.isplaying wit or verbal facility. In this respect, it may be well 
to remember Thomas' speech to Jennet in Act II, where his sense 
of wonder at the potential power of the seed. is conveyed.: 

N othing can be seen 
In the thistle-down, but the rough-head thistle comes. 
Rest in that rid.dle. I can pass to you 
Generations of roses in this wrinkled. berry. 
There : now you hold. in your hand. a race 
Of summer gard.ens, it líes und.er centuries 
Of petals. What is not, you have in your palm. 

What Thomas has detected is a parad.ox. The small and. the 
large, the scarce and the plentiful are mad.e to touch. 

Besid.es, Fry 's use of imagery is justified. whenever he deals 
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with supernatural rnatters. That is the case in The Boy With a Cart, 
where ref erencc to miraculous interventions is an important issue 
of the play; and even more so, in 7'he Firstborn, whcre the scheme 
of liberating the J ews falls in most respects beyond the human scope 
and is undertaken by God. If it wcre not for the grandiose implica
tions of the images when descrihing the God of the Hebrews, we would 
not be made to feel that He has a power over all natural elemcnts, 
and can dispose of human life and fate at His Will. We are impressed 
by the plagues because the play has already been raiscd beyond every
day possibilites. 

Another fact to be mentioned in favour of Fry's dramatic use 
of figurative speech, is how he has managed to make the same range 
of images bear relation to severa! different subjects, which have to 
be associated if the play is going to haYe unity and concentration, 
but which would have remained dissociatcd in the reader 's mind if 
it had not been for the links of symbolism. In The Firstborn, dark
ness is associated with moral and physical death, pain, superstition, 
uncertainty, error, disaster, and throughout with 1\foses, so as to 
stress the fact that he is related to all these, and considered to be 
responsible for the situation in which most of thcse elemcnts appear 
as characteristic traits. 

Conncctions among different ranges of images also help to give 
the play concentration. In this respect, I must say that one of the 
most difficult problems raised by an analysis of Fry's figurative 
speech is that of cletermining to which category do most images belong, 
because many bear relations to scveral important subjects. For ex
ample, when in Venus Observed the Duke says: 

an old dim-sighted mirror 

And a shaded larnp for one genial moment 
Raised me out of the falling leaves. 

wherc light, darkness and pcrsonification in the first rnetaphors of 
the imagc up to "moment", are cqually important, thus signifying 
that love, or no love between Perpetua and the Duke depended upon 
the decision of the mirror and in the second part, the allusion to 
autumn in the "falling leaves" recalls the age of the suitor. Thus 
the image <loes not only apply to the particular moment in which 
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it is used, but bears relation to plot and character, and is both func
tional and poetic. 

An important aspect of Fry's philosophy is continuity. At the 
beginning of this study I called attention to the fact that this could 
be traced in the poet 's love of traditions; also in the way severa} 
aspects of his plays are applicable to ancient and modern times. 
Imagery detects another remarkable aspect. This is not continuity 
in the sense of a past which evolves into a present, but in the way in 
which human beings and other natural phenomena undergo the same 
changes. What is found in one realm occurs also in the other. This 
is seen in Fry's comedies of mood, The Lady's not for Burning and 
Venus Observed, where renovation or decline as the case may be, 
exist both within and without the chararacters¡ also in Tkor Witk 
Angels and in The Boy witk a Cart, where a parallel between the 
return of spring and the return of Christianity, or cooperation be
tween heaven and earth, and heaven and man are important traits 
in the drama tic structure. The eff ect of natural images in these 
plays is not only the creation of a proper atmosphere, but the projec
tion of the action upon a universal level. 

Another important question raised by the study of figurative 
speech is whether it is a principie of individualization and decorum. 
In this respect, I find that the use of abundant and varied imagery 
of that sort which critics find merely rhetoric and artificial, because 
it seems to be incidental and to bear no relation to action or atmos
phere, is justified sometimes, by the social standing of the characters. 
The Duke for example, is an aristocrat, very like a medieval noble
man, a good conversationalist and gallant with women. Reedbeck 
has been educated in the rhetoric tradition, and cares much for 
etiquette; on other occasions the use of images is explained by peculiar 
circumstances of education and character. Perpetua has been to a 
University and lived abroad, a fact which has an immediate effect in 
an enlargement of vocabulary and a liking for original expressions, 
which is quite common among students. Tegeus is well acquainted 
with philosophy, which means he has acquired wide knowledge. In 
The Lady's not for Burning, the largest number of images belongs, 
by far to Thomas, and rhetoric serves him admirably to mock the 
world and draw attention to himself. 

I have not mentioned the othcr plays because two of them, A 
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Sleep of Prisoners and Thor Witk Angels, must be considered as 
"drames ". '1.'ke Firstborn is a tragedy. The more serious treatment 
of dramatic subjects has had an effect in a lessening of rhetoric for 
the sake of humour or caricature, which is one of the best uses to 
which it lends itself. These two are inherent in comedy, but have a 
reduced scope in "drame" and tragedy. In the latter, the leading 
characters have that elevation of soul which Aristotle demanded of its 
heroes, and cannot possibly be ridiculed nor mocked in the way 
Thomas mocks the people about him. They would lose dignity. 
Besides, the manifold implications of rhetoric imagcs would draw 
attention away from the necessity and fataliy of the tragic action, 
they would make us expect that the play might develop in many dif
ferent ways, and would result into a loosening of tension. 

The similes in Fry's imagery as compared with his metaphors 
are exceedingly few. This supports the thesis that he does not 
use his imagery with an ornamental purpose, but applies it to the 
definition of the objects he is describing. :M:oody Prior says that 
"such explicit figures as the simile, by virtue of the fact that they 
are so constructed as to call attention to their nature as ornaments 
of discourse, convey more immediately an impression of artifice, 
particularly when they appear in any considerable number". 13 

The ordering of images in Fry is often parallel to the develop
ment of the action. In the tragedy and in the "drames", the number 
of pain images is greater, by far, than in the comedies. In Tke First
born the imagery reflects a fecling of hopelessness and complete 
disillusion, whereas in the comedies the ordering of figurative speech, 
even when expressing discomfort or anxiety always maintains the 
possibility of a happy ending. In the "drames" images serve to 
emphasize the heavy trials the characters are confronted with, which 
they will overcome if they have understanding and endurance. This 
is clearly seen, for instance, in a comparison of fire symbols. In Tke 
Firstborn ~loses, as identified with fire, is a cause of pain and 
disaster. In Tkor Witk Angels and in A Sleep of Prisoners fire 
makes Cymen or the soldiers suffer terribly, but does not lead to a 
tragic cnding. It acts as an incentive to their moral or critica! powers. 
But in thc comedies it has a different function, in The Lady's not 

13 The Language o/ Tragedy, p. 170. 
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for Burning, it is not related to pain at all, and in Venus Observed 
the destruction of the observatory brought Perpetua's confession of 
love, and resulted in an approachment between Rosabel and the 
Duke. 

Thus, although the same range of symbols is found in different 
kinds of plays, their employment is dramatic, for they are used with 
discrimination. 

Since light and darkness are natural elements, the most import
ant range of images in Fry is Nature. An analysis of bis imagery 
proves that he has an intimate knowledge of country sights. In sorne 
plays the season, or the unsophisticated natural atmosphere of The 
Boy with a Cart, have a genuine rustic flavour, and manifest keen 
observation of the ever changing landscape, especially of its light and 
shadow effects, climate, animals, growing things and heavenly bodies. 
Nature as seen by Fry in his plays, is not the savage force threatening 
to destroy men. It is rather the familiar, even friendly background 
which farmers and people living in small towns know so intimately. 
An important exception in this respect is The Firstborn, where violent 
forces and voracious animals are called forth to give the play majesty 
or painful implications, and to emphasize the catastrophic effects 
of the plagues. 

A natural element, the sea, is usually adverse to men in Fry's 
imagery. 

This resouree of the playwright to natural sights and impres
sions contributes to vivify his speech, to give it a universal appeal, 
a quality of "felt life". 14 

The other very important range of images in Fry is personifica
tions, abstractions and concretions, which are justified by the phi
losophie bias of the poet 's mind and beeome the only way of expressing 
the mysteries with which his eharacters are eoncerned. 

In their consideration of life, we may say that Fry's characters 
are more conscious of its pains than of its pleasures. Unsatisfaction 

14 "felt life" is a term used by Mr. G. Fraser in The Modem Writer and his 
World. He regrets how "the centring of the English theatrical world in London and 
the demand for plays of intellectual topicality has tended to prevent playwrights on 
the whole from exploring the more solid and settled, and therefore richer and more 
rewarding atmospheres of English provincial life" (p. 151). These are charges that 
cannot certainly be levelled against Fry. 
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is a characteristic trait with many of them. Precisely because they 
have high standards of perfection, refined sensibility and understand
ing, they regret not finding that which would fulfill their ambitions, 
and give them unravished spiritual content. This is the main problem 
Fry has endeavoured to solve in his plays. 

Fry's religious attitude is not specifically that of any known 
religious congregation, though it is evident that he is well acquainted 
with the biblical and Christian traditions. One of the facts which 
have impressed him most is the loss of peace and happiness through 
thc first sin, which condcmncd men to all sorts of physical and moral 
pain. Those characters who havc failed to find satisfaction in the 
world, are especially eoneerned with this fall of mankind. Since 
they disregard the fact that man is responsiblc for the original sin, 
they concentrate only 011 its dreadful consequenccs, and tend to think 
ill of Divine Justice and Providence. 

On the other hand, the heavy trials the characters are confronted 
with as we have seen in The Firstborn and in A Sleep of Prisoners, 
and the designs of the Divine Will are received under protest, and 
give rise to several bewildering questions, for the characters ask what 
is the need of sacrifice. 

It would be wrong, however, to think of Fry as showing only a 
negative resentful attitude against God. In all those plays in which 
relations with God are of importance, there can be traced a current 
of ideas fed by resignation, confidence, love and sympathy betwcen 
God and man. At the end, this attitude is more powerful than is re
sentment, to the extent of forming the message of the play, as in A 
Sleep of P1·isoners and in Thor With Angels. In other plays where 
this relation is not so important, as in The Lady's not for Burning, 
there is a final note of reconciliation between man and God. 

Distrust and dissatisfaction make Fry fall within the current 
formed by war and post-war dramatists. The horror men lived in 
those awful days shook their moral and philosophic principles to the 
core. Pessimism chilled even the most enthusiastic. A balance and 
readjustment of spiritual values had to be madc, but many of those 
whose faith was not firmly establishcd lcft the army in a state of 
utter scepticism and dejection. This is what Fry obscrved: what he, 
to sorne extent might have felt and what his plays portray. Tegeus, 
Thomas, the four prisoners, are the representatives of this attitude. 
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Yet, what Fry has aimed at is not the expression of a sombre 
post-war attitnde. On the contrary, his plays embody ideas of hope 
and renewal, and show faith in God, awareness of responsibilities and 
resource to the fundamental springs of human life, espcdally loYe, 
as a cure against distrust, mysanthropy, and loathing of lifc. 

Finally, Fry's view as regards social or political matters is one 
of respect for the individual and cooperation among people. Good, 
when practiced without concern for others, is selfishness. The whole 
of his plays make manifest his desire for a better understanding and 
sympathy between man and his f ellows. 
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